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The Quick Guide Series

The Quick Guide data books are intended as simplified, easily

accessed references to a range of technical subjects. The
initial books in the series were published by The Institution
of Mechanical Engineers (Professional Engineering

Publishing Ltd), written by the series editor Cliff
Matthews. The series is now being extended to cover an
increasing range of technical subjects by Matthews

Engineering Training Ltd.
The concept of the Matthews Quick Guides is to provide

condensed technical information on complex technical

subjects in a pocket book format. Coverage includes the
various regulations, codes and standards relevant to the
subject. These can be difficult to understand in their full
form, so the Quick Guides try to pick out the key points and

explain them in straightforward terms. This of course means
that each guide can only cover the main points of its subject –
it is not always possible to explain everything in great depth.

For this reason, the Quick Guides should only be taken as
that – a quick guide – rather than a detailed treatise on the
subject.

Where subject matter has statutory significance, e.g.
statutory regulation and reference technical codes and
standards, then these guides do not claim to be a full
interpretation of the statutory requirements. In reality, even

regulations themselves do not really have this full status –
many points can only be interpreted in a court of law. The
objective of the Quick Guides is therefore to provide

information that will add to the clarity of the picture rather
than produce new subject matter or interpretations that will
confuse you even further.

If you have any comments on this book, or you have any
suggestions for other books you would like to see in the
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Quick Guides series, contact us through our website: www.
matthews-training.co.uk

Special thanks are due to Helen Hughes for her diligent
work in typing the manuscript for this book.

Cliff Matthews
Series Editor
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How to Use This Book

This book is a ‘Quick Guide’ to the API 653 Certified Storage

Tank Inspector examination syllabus, formally called the
‘body of knowledge’ (BOK) by API. It is intended to be of
use to readers who:

. intend to study and sit for the formal API 653 Individual

Certification Program (ICP) examination or
. have a general interest in the content of API 653 and its

associated API/ASME codes, as they are applied to the in-
service inspection of atmospheric storage tanks.

The book covers all the codes listed in the API 653 BOK (the

so-called ‘effectivity list’), but only the content that is covered
in the body of knowledge. Note that in some cases (e.g. API
650 Welded Tanks for Oil Storage) this represents only a

small percentage of the full code content. In addition, the
content of individual chapters of this book is chosen to reflect
those topics that crop up frequently in the API 653 ICP

examination. Surprisingly, some long-standing parts of the
API 653 BOK have appeared very infrequently, or not at all,
in recent examinations.
While this book is intended to be useful as a summary,

remember that it cannot be a full replacement for a
programme of study of the necessary codes. The book does
not cover the entire API 653 ICP body of knowledge, but you

should find it useful as a pre-training course study guide or as
pre-examination revision following a training course itself. It
is very difficult, perhaps almost impossible, to learn enough

to pass the exam using only individual reading of this book.
This quick guide is structured into chapters – each

addressing separate parts of the API 653 BOK. A central

idea of the chapters is that they contain self-test questions to
help you understand the content of the codes. These are as
important as the chapter text itself – it is a well-proven fact

xii



that you retain more information by actively searching
(either mentally or physically) for an answer to a question

than by the more passive activity of simply reading through
passages or tables of text.
Most of the chapters can stand alone as summaries of

individual codes, with the exception of the typical open-book

examination questions in Chapter 17 that contain cumulative
content from all of the previous chapters. It therefore makes
sense to leave these until last.

Code references dates
The API 653 ICP programme runs twice per year with
examinations held in March and September. Each examina-

tion sitting is considered as a separate event with the
examination content being linked to a pre-published code
‘effectivity list’ and body of knowledge. While the body of

knowledge does not change much, the effectivity list is
continually updated as new addenda or editions of each code
come into play. Note that a code edition normally only enters
the API 653 effectivity list twelve months after it has been

issued. This allows time for any major errors to be found and
corrected.
In writing this Quick Guide it has been necessary to set a

reference date for the code editions used. We have used the
effectivity list for the September 2011 examinations. Hence
all the references used to specific code sections and clauses

will refer to the code editions/revisions mentioned in that
effectivity list. A summary of these is provided in the
Appendix.
In many cases the numbering of code clauses remains

unchanged over many code revisions, so this book should be
of some use for several years into the future. There are subtle
differences in the way that API and ASME, as separate

organizations, change the organization of their clause
numbering systems to incorporate technical updates and
changes as they occur – but they are hardly worth worrying

about.
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Important note: the role of API
API have not sponsored, participated or been involved in the
compilation of this book in any way. API do not issue past
ICP examination papers, or details of their question banks to

any training provider, anywhere.
API codes are published documents, which anyone is

allowed to interpret in any way they wish. Our interpreta-

tions in this book are built up from a record of running
successful API 510/570/653 training programmes in which we
have achieved a first-time pass rate of 90%+. It is worth

noting that most training providers either do not know what
their delegates’ pass rate is or don’t publish it if they do. API
sometimes publish pass rate statistics – check their website
www.api.org and see if they do, and what they are.

xiv
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Appendix

Publications Effectivity Sheet
For API 653 Exam Administration:

21 September 2011

Listed below are the effective editions of the publications
required for the API 653, Aboveground Storage Tank
Inspector Examination for the date shown above.

. API Recommended Practice 571, Damage Mechanisms
Affecting Fixed Equipment in the Refining Industry, First

Edition, December 2003. IHS Product code API CERT

653_571 (includes only the portions specified below)

ATTENTION:Only the following mechanisms to be included:

4.2.7 – Brittle Fracture
4.2.16 – Mechanical Fatigue
4.3.2 – Atmospheric Corrosion

4.3.3 – Corrosion under insulation (CUI)
4.3.8 – Microbiologically Induced Corrosion (MIC)
4.3.9 – Soil Corrosion
4.3.10 – Caustic Corrosion

4.5.1 – Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking (Cl-SCC)
4.5.3 – Caustic Stress Corrosion Cracking (Caustic

Embrittlement)

5.1.1.11– Sulfuric Acid Corrosion
. API Recommended Practice 575, Inspection of Atmospheric

and Low-Pressure Storage Tanks, Second Edition, May

2005. IHS Product Code API CERT 575

. API Recommended Practice 577 – Welding Inspection and
Metallurgy, First Edition, October 2004. IHS Product

Code API CERT 577

. API Standard 650, Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage,
Eleventh Edition, June 2007 with Addendum 1 (Nov 2008)

and Addendum 2 (Nov 2009). IHS Product Code API

CERT 650
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. API Recommended Practice 651, Cathodic Protection of
Aboveground Petroleum Storage Tanks, Third Edition,

January 2007. IHS Product Code API CERT 651

. API Recommended Practice 652, Lining of Aboveground
Petroleum Storage Tank Bottoms, Third Edition, October
2005. IHS Product Code API CERT 652

. API Standard 653, Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration, and
Reconstruction, Fourth Edition, April 2009. IHS Product
Code API CERT 653

. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, 2007 edition with 2008
Addendum and 2009 Addendum.

i. ASME Section V, Nondestructive Examination,
Articles 1, 2, 6, 7 and 23 (section SE-797 only)

ii. Section IX, Welding and Brazing Qualifications

(Section QW only)

IHS Product Code for the ASME package API CERT 653

ASME. Package includes only the above excerpts necessary
for the exam.
API and ASME publications may be ordered through IHS

Documents at 00(1)-303-397-7956 or 800-854-7179. Product
codes are listed above. Orders may also be faxed to 303-397-
2740. More information is available at http://www.ihs.com.

API members are eligible for a 30% discount on all API
documents; exam candidates are eligible for a 20% discount
on all API documents. When calling to order, please identify

yourself as an exam candidate and/or API member. Prices
quoted will reflect the applicable discounts. No discounts will
be made for ASME documents.
Note: API and ASME publications are copyrighted

material. Photocopies of API and ASME publications are

not permitted. CD-ROM versions of the API documents are

issued quarterly by Information Handling Services and are

allowed. Be sure to check your CD-ROM against the editions

noted on this sheet.

Appendix
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Chapter 1

Interpreting API and ASME Codes

It would help if things were different, but passing any API

Inspector Certification Programme (ICP) examination is,
unfortunately, all about interpreting codes. As with any
other written form of words, codes are open to interpreta-

tion. To complicate the issue further, different forms of
interpretation exist between code types; API and ASME are
separate organizations so their codes are structured differ-

ently, and written in quite different styles.

1.1 Codes and the real world
Both API and ASME codes are meant to apply to the real
world, but in significantly different ways. The difficulty

comes when, in using these codes in the context of the API
ICP examinations, it is necessary to distil both approaches
down to a single style of ICP examination question (always

of multiple choice, single-answer format).

1.2 ASME construction codes
ASME construction codes (only sections V and IX are

included in the API 653 ICP body of knowledge) represent
the art of the possible, rather than the ultimate in fitness-for-
service (FFS) criteria or technical perfection. They share the
common feature that they are written entirely from a new

construction viewpoint and hence are relevant up to the point
of handover or putting into use of a piece of equipment.
Strictly, they are not written with in-service inspection or

repair in mind. This linking with the restricted activity of new
construction means that these codes can be prescriptive,
sharp-edged and in most cases fairly definitive about the

technical requirements that they set. It is difficult to agree
that their content is not black and white, even if you do not
agree with the technical requirements or acceptance criteria,

etc. that they impose.

1
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Do not make the mistake of confusing the definitive
requirements of construction codes as being the formal

arbiter of FFS. It is technically possible, in fact common-
place, to use an item safely that is outside code requirements
as long as its integrity is demonstrated by a recognized FFS
assessment method.

1.3 API inspection codes
API inspection codes (e.g. API 653) and their supporting
recommended practice document (API RP 575: Guidelines

and Methods for Inspection of Existing Atmospheric and Low
Pressure Storage Tanks) are very different. Recommended
practice (RP) documents are not formal codes and so do not

share the prescriptive and ‘black and white’ approach of
construction codes.
There are three reasons for this:

. They are based around accumulated expertise from a wide
variety of tank applications and situations.

. The technical areas that they address (corrosion, equip-
ment lifetimes, etc.) can be diverse and uncertain.

. They deal with technical opinion, as well as fact.

Taken together, these make for technical documents that are

more of a technical way of looking at the world than a
solution, unique or otherwise, to a technical problem. In such
a situation you can expect opinion to predominate.

Like other trade associations and institutions, API (and
ASME) operate using a structure of technical committees. It
is committees that decide the scope of codes, call for content,
review submissions and review the pros and cons of what

should be included in their content. It follows therefore that
the content and flavour of the finalized code documents are
the product of committees. The output of committees is no

secret – they produce fairly well-informed opinion based on
an accumulation of experience, tempered, so as not to appear
too opinionated or controversial, by having the technical

edges taken off. Within these constraints there is no doubt

Quick Guide to API 653
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that API codes do provide sound and fairly balanced
technical opinion. Do not be surprised, however, if this

opinion does not necessarily match your own.

1.3.1 Terminology
API and ASME documents use terminology that occasion-
ally differs from that used in European and other codes.
Non-destructive examination (NDE), for example, is nor-

mally referred to as non-destructive testing (NDT) in Europe
and API work on the concept that an operative who
performs NDE is known as the examiner rather than the
term technician used in other countries. Most of the

differences are not particularly significant in a technical
sense – they just take a little getting used to.
In occasional cases, meanings can differ between ASME

and API. This is actually less of an issue in the API 653 ICP
than in the other ICPs because, unlike pressure vessels, the
construction code for tanks is an API one: API 650. In

general however, API codes benefit from their principle of
having a separate section (see API 653 section 3) containing
definitions. These definitions are selective rather than
complete (try to find an accurate explanation of the difference

between the terms approve and authorize, for example).
Questions from the ICP examination papers are based

solely on the terminology and definitions understood by the

referenced codes. That is the end of the matter.

1.3.2 Calculations
Historically, both API and ASME codes were based on the
United States Customary System (USCS) family of units.
There are practical differences between this and the

European SI system of units.
SI is a consistent system of units, in which equations are

expressed using a combination of base units. For example, a

generic hoop stress equation broadly applicable to pressure
vessels or tank shells is

Interpreting API and ASME Codes
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Stress Sð Þ ¼ pressure pð Þ � diameter dð Þ
2� thickness tð Þ

In SI units all the parameters would be stated in their base
units, i.e.

Stress: N/m2 (Pa)
Pressure:N/m2 (Pa)
Diameter: m

Thickness: m

Compare this with the USCS system in which parameters

may be expressed in several different ‘base’ units, combined
with a multiplying factor. For example the equation for
determining the minimum allowable corroded shell thickness
of storage tanks is

tmin ¼ 2:6 H� 1ð ÞDG

SE

. where tmin is in inches;

. fill height (H) is in feet;

. tank diameter (D) is in feet.

G is specific gravity, S is allowable stress and E is joint
efficiency. Note how, instead of stating dimensions in a single

base unit (e.g. inches) the dimensions are stated in the most
convenient dimension for measurement, i.e. shell thickness in
inches and tank diameter and fill height in feet. Remember

that:

. This gives the same answer; the difference is simply in the
method of expression.

. In many cases this can be easier to use than the more

rigorous SI system – it avoids awkward exponential (106,
10�6, etc.) factors that have to be written in and
subsequently cancelled out.

. The written terms tend to be smaller and more convenient.

Quick Guide to API 653
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1.3.3 Trends in code units
Until fairly recently, ASME and API codes were written

exclusively in USCS units. The trend is increasing, however,
to develop them to express all units in dual terms USCS (SI),
i.e. the USCS term followed by the SI term in brackets. Note
the results of this trend:

. Not all codes have been converted at once; there is an

inevitable process of progressive change.
. ASME and API, being different organizations, will

inevitably introduce their changes at different rates, as

their codes are revised and updated to their own schedules.
. Unit conversions bring with them the problem of rounding

errors. The USCS system, unlike the SI system, has never

adapted well to a consistent system of rounding (e.g. to
one, two or three significant figures) so errors do creep in.

The results of all these is a small but significant effect on the
form of examination questions used in the ICP examination
and a few more opportunities for errors of expression,

calculation and rounding to creep in. On balance, ICP
examination questions seem to respond better to being
treated using pure USCS units (for which they were

intended). They do not respond particularly well to SI
units, which can cause problems with conversion factors and
rounding errors.

1.4 Code revisions
Both API and ASME review and amend their codes on a
regular basis. There are various differences in their
approaches but the basic idea is that a code undergoes

several addenda additions to the existing edition, before
being reissued as a new edition. Timescales vary – some
change regularly and others hardly at all.

Owing to the complexity of the interlinking and cross-
referencing between codes (particularly referencing from API
to ASME codes) occasional mismatches may exist tempora-

Interpreting API and ASME Codes
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rily. Mismatches are usually minor and unlikely to cause any
problems in interpreting the codes.

It is rare that code revisions are very dramatic; think of
them more as a general process of updating and correction.
On occasion, fundamental changes are made to material
allowable stresses (specified in ASME II-D), as a result of

experience with material test results, failures or advances in
manufacturing processes.

1.5 Code illustrations
The philosophy on figures and illustrations differs signifi-
cantly between ASME and API codes as follows:

. ASME codes, being construction-based, contain numerous
engineering-drawing style figures and tables. Their content

is designed to be precise, leading to clear engineering
interpretation.

. API codes are often not heavily illustrated, relying more
on text. For storage tanks, however, the situation is a little

different. Both API 653 and its partner recommended
practice API RP 575 contain quite a lot of figures, tables
and photographs. This makes them easier to read than, for

example, the equivalent API codes for pipework or
pressure vessels.

. API recommended practice (RP) documents are better

illustrated than their associated API codes but tend to be
less formal and rigorous in their approach. This makes
sense, as they are intended to be used as technical

information documents rather than strict codes, as such.
API RP 575 is a typical example containing photographs,
tables and drawings (sketch format) of a fairly detailed
nature. In some cases this can actually make RP

documents more practically useful than codes.

1.6 New construction versus repair activity
This is one of the more difficult areas to understand when

dealing with ASME and API codes. One difficulty comes
from the fact that, although ASME V (NDE) and ASME IX

Quick Guide to API 653
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(welder qualifications) were written exclusively from the
viewpoint of new construction, they are both referred to by

API 653 in the context of in-service repair and, to a lesser
extent, re-rating. The main problem with storage tanks,
however, is competition between API codes, as both the
construction code API 650 and the in-service inspection code

API 653 are of course both API documents
The ground rules (set by API) to manage this potential

contradiction are as follows (see Fig. 1.1).

. For new tank construction, API 650 is used – API 653 plays

no part.
. For tank repair, API 653 is the ‘driving’ code. In areas

where it references ‘the construction code’ (e.g. API 650),

then this is followed when it can be (because API 653 has
no content that contradicts it).

Figure 1.1 New construction versus repair

Interpreting API and ASME Codes
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. For tank repair activities where API 653 and API 650
contradict, then API 653 takes priority. Remember that

these contradictions are to some extent false – they only
exist because API 653 is dealing with on-site repairs, while
API 650 was not written with that in mind. Three areas
where this is an issue are:

– some types of repair weld specification (material, fillet
size, electrode size, etc.);

– decisions on whether a tank requires pressure testing;

– assumptions on material strength and impact test
requirements.

. For tank reconstruction (cutting a tank up and reassem-

bling it somewhere else) API 653 is, strictly, the driving
code, so if there were any contradictions between API 653
and API 650, then API 653 would take priority. In

practice, API 653 actively cross-refers to API 650 in most
areas, so the problem rarely exists.

1.7 Conclusion: interpreting API and ASME
codes
In summary, then, the API and ASME set of codes are a

fairly comprehensive technical resource, with direct applica-
tion to plant and equipment used in the petroleum industry.
They are perhaps far from perfect but, in reality, are much

more comprehensive and technically consistent than many
others. Most national trade associations and institutions do
not have any in-service inspection codes at all, so industry
has to rely on a fragmented collection from overseas sources

or nothing at all.
The API ICP scheme relies on these ASME and API codes

for its selection of subject matter (the so-called ‘body of

knowledge’), multiple exam questions and their answers. One
of the difficulties is shoe-horning the different approaches
and styles of the ASME codes (V and IX) into the same style

of questions and answers that fall out of the relevant API
documents (in the case of the API 653 ICP these are API 651,
652, 575, 650 and 653). Figure 1.2 shows the situation. It

Quick Guide to API 653
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reads differently, of course, depending on whether you are
looking for reasons for difference or seeking some justifica-
tion for similarity. You can see the effect of this in the style of

many of the examination questions and their ‘correct’
answers.
Difficulties apart, there is no question that the API ICP

examinations are all about understanding and interpreting
the relevant ASME and API codes. Remember, again, that

Figure 1.2 Codes in, questions out
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while these codes are based on engineering experience, do not
expect that this experience necessarily has to coincide with

your own. Accumulated experience is incredibly wide and
complex, and yours is only a small part of it.

Quick Guide to API 653
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Chapter 2

An Introduction to API 653: 2009 and
its Related Codes

API codes, and the way in which they are written, are an
acquired taste. As with all tastes that develop over time, some
people eventually acquire it, some pretend to (because it
sounds good) and others do not, but just put up with it. API

codes are written from the viewpoint of the US refinery
industry, so if you are not in the US refinery industry you
may find some of the concepts and terminology different. In

particular, the system of personnel responsibilities (what the
inspector has responsibility for) bears little resemblance to
the way that things work in many tank operator companies

in the UK and Europe.
This chapter is about learning to become familiar with the

layout and contents of API 653. It forms a vital preliminary

stage that will ultimately help you understand not only the
content of API 653 but also its cross-references to the other
relevant API and ASME codes.
API 653 is divided into 13 sections (sections 1 to 13) and

nine annexes followed by a large group of figures and 12
tables. Even when taken together, these are not sufficient to
specify fully a methodology for the inspection, repair and

alteration and reconstruction of storage tanks. To accom-
plish this, other information and guidance has to be drawn
from the other codes included in the API 653 body of

knowledge (BOK). Figure 2.1 shows how all these codes
work together
So that we can start to build up your familiarity with API

653, we are going to look at some of the definitions that form

its basis. We can start to identify these by looking at the API
653 contents/index page. This is laid out broadly as shown in
Fig. 2.1.
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2.1 Section 1: scope
This is a very short (one-page) part of the code. Unlike some

other API codes (and earlier versions of this one), this section
does not give a list of types of tanks that are specifically
included or excluded from the coverage of API 653. The

main emphasis is on the principle that API 653 can be used in
relation to tanks that were built to the construction code API
650, or any other tank construction code (e.g. BS 2654).

Note also how the fitness-for-service (US terminology for
fitness-for-purpose) document API RP 579 is cross-refer-
enced for the source of more detailed assessment procedures

than are given in API 653. As with all the API Certified

Figure 2.1 The API 653 body of knowledge (BOK) codes
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Figure 2.2 The contents of API 653
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Figure 2.2 The contents of API 653 (continued)
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Inspector examination scopes, the actual content of API 579
is not in the exam syllabus; you just need to know of its

existence, and broadly what it covers.

Section 1.2: compliance
The overriding principle of this section is identifying the
party with the ultimate responsibility for compliance with
API 653 as the user/owner of the storage tanks (not the API-

certified inspector). There is an inference in this section that
all other involved parties should have responsibilities for
their own actions, but the overriding responsibility still lies

with the user/owner. Again, this is a principle common to all
the API in-service inspection codes.

Section 1.4: safe working practices
Strictly, API codes are not health and safety (H&S)

documents. There does seem to be a trend, however, as
new editions are published, to cross-reference various H&S
documents that have an influence in various ‘jurisdictions’ in

the USA or related API documents that contain H&S
information.
Note how this section references API 2015 (safe entry to

tanks), API 2016 (entering and cleaning tanks) and API

2217A (work in confined spaces). They also appear in the list
of referenced codes shown in section 2 of API 653. Questions
on H&S requirements often appear in the closed-book

section of the API exam paper. They are invariably of a
fairly general nature and relate mainly to avoiding the danger
of confined spaces or explosive atmospheres in empty tanks.

2.2 Section 3: definitions
This section of API 653 is smaller than the equivalent one in
API 570 or API 510. Although it has been expanded in this

latest 2009 edition of the code, it contains fewer technical
definitions than is usual, mainly because a lot of the technical
details on storage tank subjects are presented in API 575,
rather than in API 653 itself. We will look at the content and

major technical points of API 575 later.
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There are a few specific definitions listed in API 653 that
you need to understand at this stage.

Section 3.1: alteration

An alteration is defined in API 653 as any work on a tank
that changes its physical dimensions or configuration. Note
how this is a much broader definition than in API 510/570
where an alteration is more specifically defined as a change

that takes a component outside the documented design
criteria of its design code. There is probably no hidden
reason behind the differences in approach (other than they

were written by different people).
This definition leads on to one of the main thrusts of the

content of API 653 – that of tank repair and reconstruction.

The whole concept behind API 653 seems to be that a storage
tank inspector is going to spend their life looking at tanks
that resemble rust-buckets and need imminent repair to stop

them leaking or falling down. This would suggest that some
probably do.

Section 3.3: authorized inspection agency
Again, this can be a bit confusing. The four definitions (a to
d) shown in API 653 relate to the situation in the USA, where

the authorized inspection agency has some kind of legal
jurisdiction, although the situation varies between states.
Note this term jurisdiction used throughout API codes and

remember that it was written with the various states of the
USA in mind.
The UK situation is completely different, as control of

major accident hazards (COMAH) and other H&S legisla-
tion form the statutory requirement. For atmospheric storage
tanks, the nearest match to the ‘authorized inspection

agency’ in the UK is probably the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE). It is different with pressure equipment,
where the Pressure System Safety Regulations (PSSRs) and
their ‘Competent Person’ inspection body occupy the nearest

role to the ‘authorized inspection agency’ position.
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Section 3.4: authorized inspector
This refers to the USA situation where, in many states,

storage tank inspectors have to be certified to API 653. There
is no such legal requirement in the UK (but don’t tell
anyone). Assume, for this book, that the authorized inspector
is someone who has passed the API 653 certification exam

and can therefore perform competently the storage tank
inspection duties covered by API 653.

Note this difference to other API codes:

. API 653 is noticeably different to API 510 (vessels) and
570 (pipework) in that it does not spend lots of time trying
to list the numerous responsibilities of the authorized

inspector. This may be because API are trying to make
their codes more relevant to non-US situations where the
responsibilities are different. Instead, API 653 concen-

trates much more on the technical aspects of tank
inspections. This is good news, because this is what
codes are supposed to be for. No one consults the stultified

content of codes when working out job descriptions or
contract wording.

Figure 2.3 summarizes how API 653 sees the duties and
responsibilities of the tank owner/user and API-certified tank
inspector.

Section 3.7: change in service

Changes in service of storage tanks are perfectly allowable
under the requirements of API 653, as long as code
compliance is maintained. In the USA, the API-authorized

inspector is responsible for accepting changes of service, once
he is happy with the results of thickness checks, change of
process conditions, etc. In the UK way of working, this is

unlikely to be carried out by a single person (although, in
theory, the API 653 qualification should qualify an inspector
to do it).

An Introduction to API 653: 2009 and its Related Codes
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Section 3.19: owner/operator
This section appears in many of the API codes. Sometimes it
refers to the owner/user, rather than owner/operator. The

overriding principle is that the API-certified storage tank
inspector is responsible to the owner/user for confirming that
the requirements of API 653 have been met. You will see this
as a recurring theme throughout this code (and there will

almost certainly be examination questions on it).

Figure 2.3 Roles and duties
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Section 3.23: reconstruction organization
Surprisingly, API 653 exerts little control on who is allowed

to carry out repairs to storage tanks. Contrast this to the API
approach on pressure vessels, where organizations that hold
an ASME ‘code stamp’ (certificate of authorization) are seen
as the main participants.

Section 3.24: repair

API 653 places great importance on the activities of repair
and reconstruction of storage tanks. To this end, definition
3.24 specifies four broad definitions of repair activities. These

are:

. Replacement of bits of tank roof, shell or bottom

. Re-levelling and/or jacking of bits of a tank

. Adding reinforcement plates to existing shell penetrations

. Repairing defects by grinding-out and welding

The key aspects of this are not the repair activities themselves
(they are fairly obvious), but what happens after the repair is
completed. Look back to API 653 definition 3.2 ‘as-built
standard’ and read what it says. Three things should become

apparent:

. In the USA, great emphasis is obviously placed on what
edition of the code a tank was built to (originally) and
repaired to (after it has developed rust-bucket status). This

is not necessarily of such interest in other countries but
API and ASME codes clearly revolve around it.

. The main US code for both construction and repair is

actually API 650, rather than 653.You can see this from
the list of revisions in API 653 Annex A. Note how API
650 was preceded by the older code API 12C. In the most
recent edition of API 653 it is clear that API are keen to

recognize other tank construction codes, as well as API
650. This explains the use of the generic term ‘as-built
standard’ instead of assuming that all tanks have to be

built to API 650.
. It is possible for a repaired tank to be rated to several
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Figure 2.4 API 653 definitions of major repairs (MR) and

major alterations (MA)
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separate construction code editions, one for the original
construction and one for the re-rating, each time it is

repaired or altered. Note the sections of definition 3.2
where it says this. Note also the statements in the section
where it gives the situation if the original code edition, or
the actual construction date, are not known.

Section 3.18: major alteration/repair

As a related section to section 3.24, section 3.18 specifies
what API 653 considers a major alteration/repair. These
definitions have some implications as to the applicability of

other sections in the code. Figure 2.4 summarizes the eight
definitions.

Section 3.21: recognized toughness
This rather strangely titled definition is in recognition of a

link to section 5 of API 653 which covers the avoidance of
brittle fracture in storage tanks (both new and repaired).
Brittle fracture at low ambient temperature is one of the few

catastrophic failure mechanisms that can affect storage tanks
so API 653 contains quite a bit of content aimed at avoiding
it. It is purely a function of material choice, so mitigation
measures are fairly predictable. We will see these covered

later in API 653 section 5 and API 571.
Now try these introductory questions on the scope and

definitions of API 653: 2009. The answers are in the back of

this book.

2.3 API 653 scope and definitions: practice
questions

Q1. API 653: scope
Which of these vessels is specifically excluded from the
requirements of API 653?

(a) A storage tank built to API 12C &
(b) A storage tank built to API 650 &
(c) A storage tank built to BS 2654 &
(d) None, API 653 can be used for all of them &
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Q2. API 653: conflict of codes
If there is a conflict of technical requirements between API 650
(construction) and API 653 on activities that must be carried out
on an in-service tank, what actions would you take?

(a) Follow API 650 &
(b) Follow API 653 &
(c) Use API 579 instead &
(d) Use API 2217A instead &

Q3. API 653: responsibilities for compliance
Who has the ultimate responsibility for compliance with API
653?

(a) The company that inspects it (one of the options
in API 653 section 3.4) &

(b) The API authorized inspector (API 653
definition 3.5) &

(c) The owner/operator &
(d) All of the above share the responsibility &

Q4. API 653: safe working practices
What does API 2016 cover?

(a) Procedures for safe hot tapping &
(b) Preparing tank bottoms for hot work &
(c) Recommended practice for entering and cleaning

tanks &
(d) Safe venting of tanks &

Q5. API 653: alterations
Which of these is classed as an alteration to a storage tank?

(a) Work necessary to restore a tank to a safe condition &
(b) Removal and replacement of a tank roof &
(c) Changes to the shape of a tank roof &
(d) All of the above &

Q6. API 653: authorized inspector
In regions of API jurisdiction, can an authorized inspector be an
individual (self-employed) person?

(a) Yes, without restriction &
(b) Yes, as long as they work under the owner/operator’s

programme/controls &
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(c) Yes, as long as they do not work under the control
of the owner/operator &

(d) No, it is prohibited &

Q7. API 653: authorized inspector certification
How many years of storage tank inspection or inspection
supervision experience must an applicant with a degree in
engineering or technology have in order to satisfy API
acceptance criteria?

(a) 5 years &
(b) 3 years &
(c) 2 years &
(d) 1 year &

Q8. API 653: inspector recertification
How often must an API 653-certified vessel inspector who is
actively involved in tank inspections be ‘recertified’ by API?

(a) Every year &
(b) Every 3 years &
(c) Every 5 years &
(d) It depends on how many individual tanks they have

inspected &

Q9. API 653: inspector recertification
An inspector achieved API 653 certification 3 years ago but has
only been actively engaged in tank inspections for 25% of his
time over the past 3 years. What does this inspector have to do to
achieve his 3-yearly recertification?

(a) Sit a full recertification examination covering the
whole API 653 syllabus &

(b) Sit an on-line examination covering recent code
revisions only &

(c) Just apply for recertification without any exam &
(d) Both (b) and (c) above &

Q10. API 653: inspector recertification
How often does an API 653-authorized inspector who has been
actively engaged in tank inspections for 50% of his time have to
sit the on-line test covering revisions to the codes relevant to
their authorization?

(a) It is not necessary as they have been ‘actively engaged’
for enough time &
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(b) Every 3 years &
(c) Every 5 years &
(d) Every 6 years &
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Chapter 3

An Introduction to API RP 575

This chapter is about learning to become familiar with the

layout and contents of API RP 575: Guidelines and Methods
for Inspection of Existing Atmospheric and Low-Pressure
Storage Tanks. API RP 575 is a well-established document (it

has only recently changed from its first edition to the current
2005 2nd edition) with its roots in earlier documents
published by the American refining industry. It is more a

technical guide document rather than a code, as such, but it
performs a useful function in supporting the content of API
653.
Note the following five points about API RP 575.

3.1 Scope
It has a very wide scope (evidenced by its title), which
specifically includes all types of atmospheric and low pressure

tanks. This wide scope is evident once you start to read the
content; it refers to all types of storage tanks and the design
features, inspection methods and damage mechanisms that

go with them.

3.1.1 Damage mechanisms
API 575 introduces various corrosion and degradation
mechanisms. As expected, these are heavily biased towards
the refining industry with continued emphasis on petroleum-

related corrosion mechanisms and cracking. In general,
although it provides a description and discussions on
corrosion, API RP 575 acts only as an introduction to
these corrosion mechanisms, leaving most of the detail to be

covered in API RP 571.

3.1.2 Equipment
It is downstream oil industry orientated (not surprising as it is
an API document). Its main reference is to the downstream
oil sector, a term commonly used to refer to the part of the
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industry involved in the refining, selling and distribution of
products derived from crude oil (gas, petrol, diesel, etc.).

The types of equipment covered by the code can therefore
include oil refineries, petrochemical plants, petroleum pro-
ducts distributors, retail outlets and natural gas distribution
companies. These can involve thousands of products such as

gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, heating oil, asphalt, lubricants,
synthetic rubber, plastics, fertilizers, antifreeze, pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, natural gas, propane and many others.

3.1.3 Related codes
API RP 575 refers to a lot of related codes that are not in the

API 653 exam BOK. Examples are the out-of-print API 12
series and multiple documents in the API 300 series, API RP
307, 315, 322, etc., and others; see API 575 section 2 on page

1 of the document. These provide technical details on specific
subjects and problems. Do not worry about these referenced
documents; you need to know that they exist but you do not

need to study them for the API 653 examination.

3.1.4 Exam content
API 575 is all text and technical descriptions, accompanied by
explanatory photographs of a fairly general nature. It
contains few calculations. The only calculations it does

contain of any significance are the ones on corrosion rates
and inspection periods in section 6. These are important but
will be covered later in API 653. In practice, most
examination questions about API 575 in the API 653

certification exam are closed book. The downside to this is
that API 575 contains several thousand separate technical
facts, giving a large scope for the choice of exam questions.

All this means that you need to develop a working
familiarity with the technical content of API 575 treating it as
essential background knowledge for the API 653 syllabus,

rather than as a separate ‘standalone’ code in itself. We will
look at some of the more important areas as we work
through the document.
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3.2 API 575 sections 1 and 2: scope and
references
These sections are little more than general information on
where the document sits in relation to other API publica-
tions. Note however the reference to the older (superseded)

API 12A and 12C specifications. There are obviously storage
tanks still around that were made to these codes, rather than
API 650 and 620: the codes that replaced them.

3.3 API 575 section 3: definitions
API 575 section 3 bears a startling resemblance to the
equivalent section in API 653. This is a feature of API codes
in general; there is repetition between them, although

hopefully no (or, at least, not much) actual contradiction.
Most of the definitions in this section (alteration/repair/
reconstruction, etc.) are exactly the same as given in API 653

and therefore do not need further study. There are, however,
a couple of new ones.

Definition 3.3: atmospheric pressure
This used to feature in API 653 but has recently been taken

out of several parts of the code. The important point is how it
defines an atmospheric tank as one that is actually designed
to withstand an internal pressure of up to 2.5 psi (18 kPa)

gauge pressure (i.e. above atmospheric).

Definition 3.8: examiner
This is a concept that features in API 570 and 510 for pipes
and vessels but is mysteriously absent from API 653,
appearing, instead, here in API 575. Do not confuse this as

anything to do with the examiner who oversees the API
certification exams. This is the API terminology for the NDT
technician who provides the NDT results for evaluation by

the API-qualified storage tank inspector. API recognizes the
NDT technician as a separate entity from the API-authorized
storage tank inspector.

API codes (in fact most American-based codes) refer to
NDT (the European term) as NDE (non-destructive exam-
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ination), so expect to see this used throughout the API 653
examination. Other countries’ codes are not actually

prohibited, but are not mentioned either. Welcome to
America.
API codes only really recognize US NDE qualifications,

hence the reference to SNT-TC-1A, etc., qualifications for

NDE ‘examiners’ (that term again).

Definition 3.13: reconstruction
The term reconstruction means dismantling a tank and then
reassembling it on a new site. Visualize a large tank on the

back of a 48-wheel trailer holding you up on the motorway
and you get the picture. Do not confuse this with tank repair
(definition 3.15), which does not involve moving the tank to a

new site.

All the other definitions are the same (more or less) as in

API 653 and are nothing to get excited about, unless you
have a particularly low excitement threshold.

3.4 API 575 section 4: types of storage tanks
Although it looks fairly complicated, API 575 section 4 only

covers two generic types of storage tank: atmospheric tanks
and low pressure tanks. The definitions are simple:

. Atmospheric tanks (API 650) are designed to a gauge
pressure of ≤ 212 psi.

. Low pressure tanks (API 620) are designed to a gauge
pressure of 212 �15 psi.

Most of the API examination questions will be about the
atmospheric type of tanks since API 620 is (strictly) not in the

BOK.
Note in API 575 section (4.2.2) the definition of vapour

pressure. This is defined as the pressure existing on the
surface of a confined liquid caused by the vapours given off

by the liquid. It is the value of this vapour pressure that
determines whether a fluid can be stored in an atmospheric
tank or requires a (low) pressurized tank.
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Section 4.2.3: types of atmospheric storage tank roofs
Atmospheric tank designs are differentiated mainly by their

type of roof. There are several different designs of shell
(flanged, ribbed, spiral-wound, etc.) but they are not covered
in the scope of API 575. The two main generic types are fixed
roof and floating roof. Floating roofs are used when there is a

need to avoid the accumulation of flammable/explosive
vapours in the space above the fluid.
Look at section 4.2.3 and highlight the main points of the

descriptions of the following roof types:

. Fixed cone roof

. (Fixed) umbrella roof

. (Fixed) dome roof

. Pan-type (floating) roof

. Pontoon (floating) roof

. Double-deck (floating) roof

Have a look also at the type that has a floating roof, but with
an additional fixed roof above it (Fig. 13 of API 575). This is

to isolate the floating roof from the weather and/or to ensure
that particularly hazardous vapours are not released into the
atmosphere. Two other (fairly rare) atmospheric types are

the breather type and balloon type (Fig. 15)
Section 4 also shows various types of seals that are used on

floating roof tanks (see the figures in section 4). These are

fairly straightforward and do not give great scope for exam
questions.

Section 4.3: low pressure storage tanks
Low pressure tanks do not form a major part of the API 653
syllabus and they are not covered in much detail in API 575.

Note the few significant points about them, however, in
section 4.3.2:

. They are constructed to API 620, not API 650.

. They are necessary when the vapour pressure of the stored

fluid exceeds the 212 psi limit of API 650-type atmospheric
tanks. Volatile products such as light crude, some petrol
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products and liquid oxygen/nitrogen fall into this cate-
gory.

There are various designs, some of them quite elaborate

domed shapes, but many are now made spherical, as this is
the best shape for retaining pressure and they are not too
difficult to make.
Have a look at the various figures in API 575, highlighting

the design features of storage tanks.
Now try these questions on types of tanks and their

construction features.

3.5 API RP 575: practice questions

Q1. API 575: construction standards
Which of the following old specifications covered riveted
atmospheric storage tanks?

(a) API 12A &
(b) API 12B &
(c) API 12C &
(d) API 12D &

Q2. API 575: use of atmospheric tanks
Which of the following fluids would not be suitable for being
held in an atmospheric tank?

(a) Heavy oil &
(b) Gas oil (kerosene) &
(c) Water &
(d) Liquid oxygen &

Q3. API 575: atmospheric storage tank roofs
What type of fixed roof does not need supporting rafters/
columns, etc.?

(a) Double roof type &
(b) Geodesic dome type &
(c) Breather type &
(d) Pan type &

Q4. API 575: atmospheric storage tank roofs
Which of these is not a floating roof design?

(a) Pan type &
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(b) Pontoon type &
(c) Double-deck type &
(d) Lifter type &

Q5. API 575: atmospheric storage tank roofs
Why do some floating-roof tanks have an additional dome roof
on the top?

(a) To keep the rain out &
(b) To decrease the vapour pressure of the stored product &
(c) To increase the vapour pressure of the stored product &
(d) Both (a) and b) above &

Q6. API 575: atmospheric storage tank roofs
What kind of floating-roof seal may be filled with foam?

(a) A mechanical seal &
(b) A tube seal &
(c) A counterweight seal &
(d) None of the above &

Q7. API 575: atmospheric storage tank roofs
What is the purpose of using a breather-type roof?

(a) To help the floating roof move without ‘vapour-locking’ &
(b) To reduce vapour pressure and avoid the need for a

pressurized tank &
(c) To provide expansion space for vapours &
(d) To enable vapours to be safely vented to atmosphere &

Q8. API 575: low pressure storage tanks
Which code covers the venting of low pressure tanks?

(a) API 650 &
(b) API 2000 &
(c) API 12B &
(d) API 12D &

Q9. API 575: storage tank design pressure
What is the maximum design gauge pressure of an API 650 tank?

(a) Atmospheric pressure &
(b) 212 psi &
(c) 103 kPa &
(d) 15 psi &
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Q10. API 575: storage tank design pressure
What is the maximum design gauge pressure of an API 620 tank?

(a) Atmospheric pressure &
(b) 212 psi &
(c) 18 kPa &
(d) 15 psi &
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CHAPTER 4

Reasons for Inspection: Damage
Mechanisms

First of all, what exactly is the point of tank inspections?
Granted, some leak or catch fire, and there are no doubt a
small number of major failures, but the everyday world is not
exactly full of catastrophic tank disasters.

On the face of it, API codes are quite clear on the subject –
their objective is to achieve tank integrity (it says so in API
653 section 1). Integrity must surely mean structural integrity,

i.e. the avoidance of catastrophic failure or major collapse
leading to total loss of the tank contents.
All right. What about leaks? Clearly, leaks are undesirable

and published codes have quite a bit to say about avoiding
them. API 575 starts the ball rolling in its section 5: Reasons
for inspection and causes of deterioration. It mentions the

objective of avoiding holes in all areas of a tank, to avoid the
risk of hazards from flammable leaks or environmental
pollution. The situation elsewhere in the codes is not quite so
straightforward – it is a long-standing principle of API codes

that fairly deep isolated pits are unlikely to lead to structural
failure. For tanks, this is balanced by API 653’s approach to
repairs; patch plates, flush insert repairs or hot taps are really

no problem as far as API 653 is concerned, so leaks from
isolated pitting can be repaired if or when they occur.

4.1 The approach to damage mechanisms
(DMs)
API 653 and its associated codes have a well thought-out

approach to DMs. It is better organized than equivalent
pipework and vessel codes; a little less fragmented and hence
easier to understand. In essence, most of the information on

DMs has been relegated out of API 653 into API 571 Damage
Mechanisms. Awkwardly, quite a lot of the introductory
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information remains in API 575. These relatively short
sections are a frequent source of exam questions, many taken

word-for-word from the rather dense narrative paragraphs.
It is fair to say that the key points don’t exactly jump out of
the pages at you. Let’s see what they are.

4.2 API 575 section 5: reasons for inspection
API 575 takes a logical approach to this:

. Section 5.2 identifies corrosion as the prime cause of
deterioration of tanks. This is then subdivided into section
5.2.1 external corrosion and Section 5.2.2 internal corro-

sion.
. For external corrosion, the emphasis is heavily on

corrosion of the tank bottom being the main problem.

This fits with the overall approach of API 653. External
shell corrosion is not covered in detail in API 575 section
5.2.1. API 653 deals with that in detail later.

. For internal corrosion, API 575 section 5.2.2 simply

reinforces the idea that it is the tank product that generally
causes the corrosion. It also mentions bottom sediment
and water (BS&W) – a common examination question.

. Section 5.4 is about leaks, cracks and mechanical
deterioration, i.e. just about anything that is not classed
as corrosion. Note these API value judgement points that

appear in this section:
– The most critical place for crack-like flaws is at the

shell-to-bottom weld, owing to the high stresses.

– Settlement underneath the tank bottom caused by
freezing and thawing can trap water and cause bottom
corrosion.

. Section 5.5 is about auxiliary equipment such as tank

vents, drains, structural steelwork and ladders. It mainly
cross-references annex C in API 653 – a long checklist of
tank inspection items. This is a very comprehensive

checklist, but thankfully next to impossible to use as the
subject of multichoice examination questions.
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4.2.1 Similar service
Once you start to consider the reasons for inspecting (or

conversely, not inspecting) a tank, the issue of similar service
raises its head. There is no great difficulty about the principle
– it simply means that instead of going to all the trouble of
measuring the corrosion rate of a tank, you just assume it is

the same as that already determined from another tank in
similar service. This is a great idea, as long as you actually
believe it.

This idea of similar service is growing in acceptance in the
API codes – API 653: 2009 now contains a complete new
Annex H about it, and there is also a simpler introduction in

API 575 Annex B. We will look at this in detail later; just
remember for the moment that it can be used as the
justification for not inspecting a tank, rather than the

justification for inspecting it.

4.2.2 Reasons for inspection
Both API 575 and 653 infer that the condition of a tank
bottom is mainly what drives the need for inspection. They
don’t exclude the shell and roof but, on balance, it is the
corrosion of bottoms that causes the problems. API RP 651:

Cathodic Protection takes a similar view, concentrating
mainly on the soil side with its differential aeration and
resulting corrosion currents.

In API 575, discussion of the reasons for inspection soon
give way to the actual techniques of inspection, and their
frequency. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 cover external inspection and

section 7.4 internal inspections. API 653 explains the reasons
for inspection in various fragments of sections 4 and 6 but is
fairly resolute at not going into specific technical details of

damage mechanisms. This makes sense – API 571 deals
exclusively with DMs (corrosion-based and other types) and
is a much better way of presenting them than a piecemeal
coverage in API 653. As it develops, API 653maintains its

reputation as a set of good practical engineering guidelines
rather than a corrosion handbook.
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4.2.3 The link with API 571 damage mechanisms
API exam question setters seem to like API 571. Divided into

neat packages of damage mechanisms, each package contains
a fairly logical structure of description, appearance, critical
factors, affected equipment, inspection and mitigation for
each DM in turn. This stuff is just made for exam questions;

either closed-book questions on subjects requiring a bit of
reasoning or open-book questions based on little more than
the verbatim wording with the odd paraphrase thrown in for

good measure.
In terms of extent, the API 653 BOK contains only a few

of the full range of DMs contained in API 571. This reflects

the fact that storage tanks are less likely to see such a wide
variety of DMs as refinery vessels or pipework, which can
come into contact with high temperatures, aggressive

catalysts, sour (H2S) fluids and similar.
Remember the background to API 653 – it exists to

anticipate, monitor and ultimately repair the effects of the
DMs that attack tanks, so API 571 will always remain a key

part of the BOK, and a well-used source of exam questions.

4.3 API 571: introduction
API 571 was added some years ago to the BOK for the API

examinations and replaces what used to be included in an old
group of documents dating from the 1960s entitled IRE
(Inspection of Refinery Equipment). The first point to note is

that the API 571 sections covered in the API 653 ICP exam
syllabus are only an extract of ten DMs from the full version
of API 571.

4.3.1 The ten damage mechanisms
Your API 653 exam copy of API 571 contains (among other

things) descriptions of ten damage mechanisms. Here they
are in Fig. 4.1.
Remember that these are all DMs that are found in the

petrochemical/refining industry (because that is what API

571 is about), so they may or may not be found in other
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industries. Some, such as brittle fracture and fatigue, are
commonly found in non-refinery plant whereas others, such
as sulphuric acid corrosion and microbiological-induced

corrosion (MIC), are more common in tanks containing
petroleum products. In reality, storage tank farms are rarely
just limited to refinery products so the boundaries are less
well defined than for pressure vessels and pipework.

4.3.2 Are these DMs in some kind of precise logical
order?
Yes, more or less. The list contains a mixture of corrosion
and non-corrosion DMs, some of which affect plain carbon
steels more than alloy or stainless steels and vice versa. There

are also various subdivisions and a bit of repetition thrown in
for good measure. None of this is worth worrying about, as
the order in which they appear is not important.

In order to make the DMs easier to remember you can
think of them as being separated into three groups. There is
no code significance in this rearrangement at all; it is simply

to make them easier to remember. Figure 4.2 shows the
revised order.
One important feature of API 571 is that it describes each

DM in some detail, with the text for each one subdivided into

Figure 4.1 The ten tank damage mechanisms from API 571
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six subsections. Figure 4.3 shows the subsections and the
order in which they appear.
These six subsections are important as they form the

subject matter from which the API examination questions are
taken. As there are no calculations in API 571 and only a few
tables of detailed information, you can expect most of the
API examination questions to be closed book, i.e. a test of

your understanding and short-term memory of the DMs. The
questions could come from any of the six subsections as
shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.4 The first group of DMs
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 relate to the first two DMs extracted from
API 571: brittle fracture and mechanical fatigue. Note that

these are not corrosion mechanisms but damage mechanisms,
with a mechanical basis. When looking through these figures,
try to cross-reference them to the content of the relevant

sections of API 571.

Figure 4.2 Tank damage mechanisms: the revised order
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Figure 4.3 API 571 coverage of DMs
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Figure 4.4 Brittle fracture

Figure 4.5 Mechanical fatigue
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Now try this first set of self-test questions covering the first
two DMs.

4.5 API 571 practice questions (set 1)

Q1. API 571: brittle fracture
Which of these is a description of brittle fracture?

(a) Sudden rapid fracture of a material with plastic
deformation &

(b) Sudden rapid fracture of a material without plastic
deformation &

(c) Unexpected failure as a result of cyclic stress &
(d) Fracture caused by reaction with sulphur compounds &

Q2. API 571: brittle fracture: affected materials
Which of these storage tank construction materials are
particularly susceptible to brittle fracture?

(a) Plain carbon and high alloy steels &
(b) Plain carbon, low alloy and 300 series stainless steels &
(c) Plain carbon, low alloy and 400 series stainless steels &
(d) High temperature resistant steels &

Q3. API 571: brittle fracture: critical factors
At what temperature is brittle fracture of a storage tank most
likely to occur?

(a) Temperatures above 400 8C &
(b) Temperatures above the Charpy impact transition

temperature &
(c) Temperatures below the Charpy impact transition

temperature &
(d) In the range 20–110 8C &

Q4. API 571: brittle fracture
Which of these activities is unlikely to result in a high risk of
brittle fracture of a storage tank?

(a) Repeated hydrotesting above the Charpy impact
transition temperature &

(b) Initial hydrotesting at low ambient temperatures &
(c) Commissioning of thin-walled tanks &
(d) Autorefrigeration events in low pressure tanks &
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Q5. API 571: brittle fracture: prevention/mitigation
What type of material change will reduce the risk of brittle
fracture?

(a) Use a material with lower toughness &
(b) Use a material with lower impact strength &
(c) Use a material with a higher ductility &
(d) Use a thicker material section &

Q6. API 571: brittle fracture: appearance
Cracks resulting from brittle fracture will most likely be
predominantly:

(a) Branched &
(b) Straight and non-branching &
(c) Intergranular &
(d) Accompanied by localized necking around the crack &

Q7. API 571: mechanical fatigue: description
What is mechanical fatigue?

(a) The result of excessive temperatures &
(b) The result of temperature-induced corrosion &
(c) The result of high stresses caused by high temperatures &
(d) The result of cyclic stresses caused by dynamic loadings &

Q8. API 571: mechanical fatigue: critical factors
As a practical rule, resistance to mechanical fatigue is mainly
determined by what aspect of a piece of equipment?

(a) Its design &
(b) Its operation &
(c) The material microstructure &
(d) The material’s heat treatment &

Q9. API 571: mechanical fatigue: appearance
What will a fracture face of a component that has failed by
mechanical fatigue most likely exhibit?

(a) Fine branching cracks &
(b) Dagger-shaped lines &
(c) Beach marks &
(d) Chevron marks &
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Q10. API 571: prevention/mitigation
Mechanical fatigue cracking is best avoided by:

(a) Specifying long weld leg lengths &
(b) Blending weld toes &
(c) Keeping temperature cycling to a minimum &
(d) Using a high strength material &

4.6 The second group of DMs
Figures 4.6 to 4.8 relate to the second group of DMs:
atmospheric corrosion, CUI and soil corrosion. Note how

these DMs tend to be related to the environment outside the

Figure 4.6 Atmospheric corrosion
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storage tank. Remember to identify the six separate
subsections in the text for each DM.
Try these practice questions.

4.7 API 571 practice questions (set 2)

Q1. API 571: atmospheric corrosion
Atmospheric corrosion is primarily caused by:

(a) Wind &
(b) Water &
(c) Acid rain &

Figure 4.7 Corrosion under insulation (CUI)

Figure 4.8 Soil corrosion
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(d) Daily or seasonal temperature cycles &

Q2. API 571: atmospheric corrosion
As a practical rule, atmospheric corrosion:

(a) Only occurs under insulation &
(b) May be localized or general (widespread) &
(c) Is generally localized &
(d) Is generally widespread &

Q3. API 571: atmospheric corrosion: critical factors
A typical atmospheric corrosion rate in mils (1mil = 0.001 inch)
per year (mpy) of steel in an inland location with moderate
precipitation and humidity is:

(a) 1–3mpy &
(b) 5–10mpy &
(c) 10–20mpy &
(d) 50–100mpy &

Q4. API 571: CUI: critical factors
Which of these metal temperature ranges will result in the most
severe CUI?

(a) 0–51 8C &
(b) 100–121 8C &
(c) 0 to �10 8C &
(d) 250+ 8C &

Q5. API 571: CUI: appearance
Which other corrosion mechanism often accompanies CUI in
300 series stainless steels?

(a) HTHA (high-temperature hydrogen attack) &
(b) Erosion–corrosion &
(c) Dewpoint corrosion &
(d) SCC &

Q6. API 571: CUI: affected equipment
Which area of a lagged storage tank shell would you say could be
particularly susceptible to CUI?

(a) Around nozzles &
(b) Around lagging support rings and wind girders &
(c) Near the product fill line &
(d) On the windward side &
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Q7. API 571: CUI: appearance
Once lagging has been removed from an unpainted tank
structure, CUI normally looks like:

(a) Deep gouges &
(b) Bulges &
(c) Loose flaky scale &
(d) White or grey deposit &

Q8. API 571: CUI: prevention/mitigation
Which of these actions may reduce the severity of CUI on a
lagged storage tank?

(a) Adding additional layers of insulation &
(b) Using calcium silicate insulation &
(c) Using mineral wool insulation &
(d) Using closed cell foam glass insulation &

Q9. API 571: CUI: mitigation
CUI conditions can be identified on an in-use lagged storage
tank using:

(a) Neutron backscatter &
(b) X-ray fluorescence &
(c) Laser techniques &
(d) Phased array &

Q10. API 571: CUI: critical factors
Which of these can make storage tank CUI worse?

(a) Elevated tank temperatures above 200 8C &
(b) Airborne contaminants &
(c) Sunshine &
(d) Low temperatures below 10 8C &

Q11. API 571: soil corrosion
What is the main parameter measured to assess the corrosivity of
a soil underneath a storage tank?

(a) Acidity &
(b) Alkalinity &
(c) Density &
(d) Resistivity &
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Q12. API 571: soil corrosion: appearance
What would you expect the result of soil corrosion to look like?

(a) Branched and dagger-shaped cracks &
(b) Isolated, large and deep individual pits &
(c) Straight cracks &
(d) External corrosion with wall thinning and pitting &

Q13. API 571: soil corrosion: protection
Which of these would be used to reduce the amount of soil
corrosion of a storage tank?

(a) Caustic protection &
(b) Cathodic protection &
(c) Anodic protection &
(d) More post-weld heat treatment &

Q14. API 571: soil corrosion: critical factors
What effect does metal temperature have on the rate of soil
corrosion?

(a) None &
(b) The corrosion rate increases with temperature &
(c) The corrosion rate decreases with temperature &
(d) There will be minimal soil corrosion below 0 8C &

Q15. API 571: soil corrosion: critical factors
Which of these areas would you expect to suffer the worst soil
corrosion?

(a) Soil-to-air interfaces &
(b) Any areas in contact with soil of pH 7 &
(c) Areas where the soil has recently been disturbed &
(d) Areas in contact with soil that has plants or moss

growing in it &

4.8 The third group of API 571 DMs
Now look through Figs 4.9 to 4.12 covering the final group
of five DMs: MIC, caustic corrosion, chloride SCC, caustic
SCC and sulphuric acid corrosion. These relate predomi-

nantly to corrosive conditions on the product side (i.e. inside)
of a tank. Again, remember to identify the six separate
subsections in the text for each DM, trying to anticipate the

type of examination questions that could result from the
content.
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4.8.1 Finally: specific DMs of API 652
For historical reasons the ten DMs extracted into the BOK
from API 571 exclude one of the most important ones,

corrosion caused by sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB).
Discussion of this is hidden away in API RP 652: Lining of
Above Ground Storage Tank Bottoms. All of this code is
included in the BOK so SRBs need to be added to the DMs

considered from API 571. API 652 section 4.5 provides a
detailed, if slightly contradictory, explanation of the effect of
SRBs. They are basically a facilitation mechanism for

concentration cell pitting rather than a separate DM by
themselves.
Figure 4.13 summarizes the situation. Read this figure as a

clue to the content of API exam questions rather than a
detailed technical treatise on the subject. Look carefully at

Figure 4.9 Microbial-induced corrosion (MIC)
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the form of words used – and do not be surprised if they pop
up as exam questions.
Now attempt the final set of self-test questions covering

these DMs (start on p. 53).

Figure 4.10 Chloride stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
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Figure 4.11 Caustic stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
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Figure 4.12 Sulphuric acid corrosion (SCC)
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Figure 4.13 Sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB): some key

points
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4.9 API 571 practice questions (set 3)

Q1. API 571: MIC: description
MIC is caused by the corrosive effects of:

(a) Living organisms &
(b) The degradation of organisms after they have died &
(c) Organisms reacting with sulphur &
(d) Organisms reacting with chlorides &

Q2. API 571: MIC: appearance
What does MIC typically look like?

(a) Uniform wall thinning with a ‘sparkling’ corroded
surface &

(b) Localized pitting under deposits &
(c) Smooth longitudinal grooving &
(d) A dry flaky appearance &

Q3. API 571: MIC: critical factors
Under what pH values does MIC occur?

(a) Almost any pH 0–12 &
(b) Mainly pH 1–6 (acidic) &
(c) Mainly pH 8–12 (alkaline) &
(d) Mainly pH 5–7 &

Q4. API 571: MIC: critical factors
What is the maximum temperature under which you would
expect MIC to occur?

(a) 60 8C &
(b) 113 8C &
(c) 175 8C &
(d) 250 8C &

Q5. API 571: MIC: prevention
MIC is best controlled by:

(a) Reducing flow velocities &
(b) Recirculating the system with water &
(c) Chemical dosing &
(d) Lagging the system to keep the temperature up &

Q6. API 571: description of chloride SCC
Chloride SCC is also called (in API terminology):

(a) Embrittlement cracking &
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(b) Environmental cracking &
(c) Brittle fracture &
(d) Chevron cracking &

Q7. API 571: SCC: affected materials
Chloride SCC is known to particularly attack what type of tank
construction material?

(a) Low carbon steels &
(b) Low alloy steels &
(c) Austenitic stainless steels (300 series) &
(d) Older, low grade steel (common in riveted tanks) &

Q8. API 571: SCC: critical factors
What is the lower limit of chloride content at which chloride
SCC stops occurring?

(a) There is no lower limit &
(b) 100 ppm &
(c) 10 ppm &
(d) 1 ppm &

Q9. API 571: SCC: critical factors
What is the temperature above which chloride SCC becomes
more likely under chloride process conditions?

(a) Above 0 8F &
(b) Above 60 8F &
(c) Above 110 8F &
(d) Above 140 8F &

Q10. API 571: chloride SCC: appearance
What kind of corrosion deposit is normally seen on the surface
of a material suffering from chloride SCC?

(a) White powdery deposit &
(b) Small blisters or pits (may be hiding under paint) &
(c) Iron oxide (rust) &
(d) None &

Q11. API 571: chloride SCC: inspection
Which of these techniques is best able to find chloride SCC?

(a) RT (radiographic testing) &
(b) UT (ultrasonic testing) &
(c) PT (penetrant testing) &
(d) MT (magnetic testing) &
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Q12. API 571: chloride SCC: morphology
What shape are chloride SCC cracks?

(a) Dagger-shaped &
(b) Fine and branching &
(c) Stepwise (like a series of steps) &
(d) Zigzag, starting from stress concentrations or sharp

edges &

Q13. API 571: caustic SCC
Caustic SCC in storage tanks is also called:

(a) Acidic SCC &
(b) Caustic embrittlement &
(c) Caustic grooving &
(d) Caustic oxidation &

Q14. API 571: caustic SCC location
Caustic SCC is particularly common around which locations in
storage tanks?

(a) Non-post-weld heat-treated welds &
(b) Post-weld heat-treated welds in thick section materials &
(c) Annular ring-to-bottom lap welds &
(d) Nozzle and manway welds &

Q15. API 571: caustic SCC: critical factors
Caustic SCC can be caused at caustic concentrations of:

(a) Any concentration; there is no safe lower limit &
(b) 0.1–1 ppm caustic &
(c) 1–10 ppm caustic &
(d) 50–100 ppm caustic &

Q16. API 571: caustic SCC: appearance
Caustic SCC cracks have a greater tendency to propagate:

(a) Parallel to a weld &
(b) Across a weld (transverse) &
(c) Along the liquid–air interface in a storage tank &
(d) In a direction roughly at 45 degrees from the weld line &
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Q17. API 571: sulphuric acid corrosion: affected
materials
Which of these tank fittings construction materials would be
most resistant to sulphuric acid corrosion?

(a) High silicon cast iron &
(b) 316 stainless steel &
(c) Low carbon steel &
(d) Carbon–manganese steel &

Q18. API 571: sulphuric acid corrosion: critical
factors
Which of these sulphuric acid conditions will result in the worst
corrosion of a tank construction material?

(a) Low acid concentrations &
(b) High acid concentrations &
(c) High acid concentrations plus low flow velocity &
(d) High acid concentrations plus high flow velocity &

Q19. API 571: sulphuric acid corrosion: prevention
Which of these actions will reduce the effect of corrosion in a
system susceptible to sulphuric acid corrosion?

(a) Washing with demineralized water &
(b) Washing with a caustic solution &
(c) Draining the system and drying it with warm air &
(d) Abrading the surface to remove the oxide film &

Q20. API 571: sulphuric acid corrosion: affected
equipment
If a storage tank with trace heating contains a sulphuric acid rich
product, where would you expect the worst corrosion to occur?

(a) The roof &
(b) The floor &
(c) Underneath the floor &
(d) Halfway up the shell &
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CHAPTER 5

Inspection Practices and Frequency

This chapter is about code recommendations on how to

inspect a tank and how often you should do it. They are of
course separate subjects and the two codes that address them,
API 653 and API 575, approach them from slightly different

viewpoints. API 653 divides inspections into different types
and addresses inspection interval (or frequency) in its section
6. It also introduces the way in which a tank inspection

interval can be based around a risk-based inspection (RBI)
assessment. It seems to like this idea. The baton then passes
across to API 575 section 7, which confirms the method of
corrosion rate calculation and then launches into a detailed

methodology of how to inspect the various parts of a tank
inside and outside, when it is in or out of service. This API
RP 575 section is a major source of exam questions (open

and closed book) and, looking objectively, gives excellent
experienced-based guidance on how to inspect tanks.
We will look at these relevant sections of API 653 and API

RP 575 in turn.

5.1 API 653 section 6: inspection
First the good news about section 6. A lot of information
about what to inspect during a tank inspection has been

separated out into API 653 Annex C – a hugely detailed
inspection checklist of nearly 20 pages. Its content is excellent
but the good news is that it is next to impossible to transform

such checklist data into multiple choice exam questions. This
goes for all checklists – you just cannot get many API-style
exam questions out of them, no matter how hard you try.

The remaining content of API 653 section 6 is logically
structured, if a little unbalanced. Figure 5.1 shows its
breakdown. Note the way in which it divides inspection

into four discrete types, routine external, full external,
ultrasonic testing (UT) thickness and interval. As you can
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see from Fig. 5.1, the main technical content of section 6 is
about putting limits on the intervals for internal inspections.
This has changed significantly since the previous edition of

API 653. The main points are now:

. There are different maximum intervals for the first internal

inspection after putting into service, and subsequent ones.
. Both sets are, loosely, RBI-based.
. First inspection intervals range from 12 to 25 years

(6.4.2.1). This is shorter than those for subsequent
intervals which extend from 20 to 30 years (6.4.2.2).

Figure 5.1 The contents of API 653 section 6: inspection
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Figure 5.2 shows the idea. Note the story behind the
allowable spread of these intervals. In both categories the

existence of a release prevention barrier (RPB), i.e. a bund or
some similar method to contain spills, allows a significantly
longer interval to be used. There is nothing particularly
earth-shattering about this – it simply reflects the fact that an

Figure 5.2 The API 653 tank inspection types
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RPB reduces the consequences of failure (COF) if the tank
leaks.

Note two other key points:

. Viscous substances such as tar are classed as low risk
products and are exempted from both the ‘maximum’
interval tables (it says so in 6.4.2.6).

. Section 6.4.2.5(c) explains how to adapt these maximum

interval tables (newly introduced into API 653: 2009
edition remember) to tanks where different RBI-based
intervals have been set before 2009. Figure 5.3 shows how

this works. Read this in conjunction with section 6.4.2.5(c)
and you should not find it too difficult.

5.2 API 653 section 6: view of RBI
API 653 section 6 does not go into huge detail on RBI. It
accepts and supports the activity, as long as it follows the
good-sense guidelines mentioned in 6.4.2.4. These are:

. The RBI has been carried out to the guidance of API RP
580 with systematic attention given to both probability

and consequences of failure (POF and COF).
. It was performed by a knowledgeable group.
. The assessment (and conclusions presumably) were

approved by an API-authorized inspector and a storage
tank engineer.

. It has been reassessed after all failures or service changes,

and at least every 10 years to make sure it is still relevant.

These points are fundamental to API code views on RBI, so
watch out for them in exam questions – open or closed book.

5.2.1 Any there other possible exam questions on
RBI?
Yes. The two new individual checklists on probability (called
likelihood) factor (6.4.2.4.1) and consequence (6.4.2.4.2) are

good, but difficult to turn into multichoice exam questions.
More likely are questions that check your appreciation of
which factors should be in which list, to test if you really
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understand the fundamental difference between POF and
COF. These are generally straightforward; just watch out for
the occasional convoluted wording or questions phrased as a

negative: e.g. which of the following factors does not have an
effect on POF? Watch out for these awkward ‘not questions’
in all API ICP exams (you will not be disappointed).

Figure 5.3 Dealing with historical inspection intervals
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5.2.2 Reports and recommendations (section 6.9)
Owners/users have an ongoing battle getting tank inspectors

to write sufficiently detailed inspection reports. Many are
short on detail, carefully indecisive in their conclusions and
diplomatically vacant about what should be done next. API
653 section 6.9.2 (another newly added section) is an attempt

to improve this. Look at what it requires:

. Inspection reports must recommend repairs and/or future
monitoring, and give reasons why (6.9.3.1).

. They must give the maximum next inspection interval and

show where it comes from (by corrosion rate calculation
or reference to API 653 clauses).

However, note that the precise repair scope and timing is the
responsibility of the owner/user. Figure 5.4 shows this in a

visual way.

5.3 API 575 section 6: inspection frequency and
scheduling
Do not expect anything new on inspection frequency in API
RP 575; it just cross-refers to API 653, as you would expect.

It does, however, add the requirement for the monthly
routine inspection. Note also the suggestion made in API 575
(6.1) that external inspection be carried out after unusual

events such as:

. Obvious settlement

. High winds, rain or lightning

. Seismic movements

Of these, seismic events are perhaps the most important,
particularly on floating roof tanks. Any ground movement at

all can cause the tank shell to distort, particularly near the
top, causing a floating roof to stick.

5.3.1 Corrosion rate
All API in-service inspection codes place great importance on
determining a corrosion rate. This is covered in section 6.2 of
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API RP 575. It is not repeated in API 653, but it is needed to
be able to work to API 653, as it governs the life of a tank.
Determining an accurate corrosion rate is not easy – tank

components normally corrode at different rates and there can
be big differences within a component. In tank floors, areas
around heating coils, drain sumps and the shell-to-floor weld
can have dramatically different (normally higher) corrosion

Figure 5.4 Inspection reports and recommendations
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rates than areas only 100–200mm away. Shells, similarly, are
likely to corrode more quickly around the product/air

interface, or at the top if vapours are corrosive, or at the
bottom if the product is such to encourage a corrosive water
layer here.
With externally lagged tanks the situation is worse because

CUI almost never happens uniformly. You can expect to find
more seriously corroded areas around water traps such as
wind-girders or, more randomly, wherever the cladding

allows rain water in, ensuring that the lagging material
remains wet.
Practicalities apart, API RP 575 (6.2) takes a fairly

simplistic view of the corrosion rate, assuming it is real,
predictable and conveniently uniform and linear, for any
particular product service. Figure 5.5 shows the situation –

the calculations are fairly simple. Remember that for exam
questions these can be done in either USCS or SI units, but
you would be well advised to use USCS (inches) units if you
want to avoid conversion and rounding errors.

5.3.2 Changing corrosion rate
API exam questions like to check whether you appreciate

that corrosion rates do not necessarily remain constant
through time. This is particularly important for multiproduct
storage tank farms, which may contain many different types

of product during their life. The idea of a changing corrosion
rate is shown in API RP 575 Fig. 32 with the long-winded
title,Hypothetical Corrosion Rate Curve for the Top Course of

a Storage Tank. There is nothing difficult about this figure; it
just has its axes oriented in a rather bizarre way. To
understand it, simply turn the page 90 degrees anticlockwise

and it will all make sense – with the years on the horizontal
axis and shell thickness on the vertical axis. Remember that
the idea is all a little hypothetical, but you can expect real
exam questions about it. Figure 5.6 shows a better

interpretation of this idea.
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5.4 API RP 575: inspection practices
Whereas API 653 is a little thin on actual tank inspection

practice, API RP 575 is full of information. Packed into
dense narrative passages (not the easiest to read) are
hundreds of valid points and instructions on how to inspect

a tank. There is some very good information here, built up by
an army of unknown inspection warriors over many years.
Firstly, look at the structure. Figure 5.7 shows how the

Figure 5.5 Corrosion rate: a simple concept
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chapter breaks down into the three main inspection types:
(7.2) external (tank in-service), (7.3) external (tank out-of-
service) and (7.4) internal (empty and out-of-service). To save

repetition a lot of the information relevant to all three types
is included in the first section 7.1. You can expect about 10%
of the API exam questions to come from this section (some

Figure 5.6 Changing corrosion rate
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picked out of the text word-for-word) so we will look at each
of these sections in turn.

5.4.1 Preparation for inspection (7.1)
There are two aspects to this: safety aspects and tools for
inspection. The safety aspects of storage tank entry are of

course based on statutory codes and rules applicable to the
USA. Requirements will be different in other countries
although the principles will be much the same, being based

Figure 5.7 Methods of inspection: what is in API RP 575

(section 7)
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on experience and common sense. Figure 5.8 summarizes the
major points that pop up as exam questions.

Inspection tools is a strange subject for exam questions,
but there are a few common exam questions built around
them. Their mention is also scattered about other subsections

of section 7.1. Figure 5.9 picks out the main points. Note that
there is a separate API individual certificate programme

Figure 5.8 Tank inspection: safety precautions:

API RP 575 (7.1)
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(ICP) for tank entry supervisors (TES). This is entirely based
on US legislation and so has limited applicability in other
countries.

5.4.2 External inspection of an in-service tank (7.2)
Section 7.2 provides a fairly well-structured list of items to

check during an external inspection of a tank that is still in
use.

Figure 5.9a Tank inspection tools
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5.4.3 Ladders, platforms, walkway inspection (7.2.1–
7.2.2)
Figure 5.10 shows points to check on ladders, platforms and

walkways. On tanks situated in dirty or corrosive environ-
ments (steelworks for example) these components present a
bigger personal safety risk than the tank itself, so they are
important inspection items. Do not expect a lot of exam

questions on them though – the answers would be too
obvious to make a good exam question.

5.4.4 Foundation inspection (7.2.3)
Note the two important points here:

. Foundation settlement causes floor settlement – a subject

Figure 5.9b Tank inspection tools (continued)
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Figure 5.10 External inspections: ladders, platforms and

walkways
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covered not in API RP 575 but in API 653 Annex B. We
will look at this in detail later.

. Check the mastic seal between the bottom of a tank and its
foundation. If the joint is unsealed, water will get in and
corrode the bottom.

5.4.5 Anchor bolts and earth connections (7.2.4–
7.2.5)
There are a few straightforward points here that occasionally
appear as rather uninspiring exam questions:

. A simple hammer test on anchor bolts can show if they are
loose or heavily corroded (if they break).

. Tank earthing (‘grounding’) connections should be

visually checked for corrosion where they enter the soil.
Watch for the exam question that asks what the maximum
earth resistance should be (the answer is 25 ohms).

5.4.6 Tank shell inspection (7.2.8)
The main content of API RP 575 section 7.2 is in here. A lot

of effort goes into inspecting tanks shells as they are easily
accessible, even though it is still often the tank bottom that
governs the tank life. Both this and later sections 7.3 and 7.4

contain information about tank inspection, much of which is
related to finding shell plate thickness using some types of
UT measurement. Figure 5.11 shows the key points.

5.4.7 Shell UT thickness checks
The key point about shell UT thickness readings is that there

must be sufficient accurate readings available to feed the
evaluation calculation that we will look at later, in API 653
section 6. Five points per corroded (vertical) plane are
required as an absolute minimum for any averaging

calculation. For light or fairly regular corrosion this can
often be achieved by individual UT (pulse-echo) thickness
gauge readings. If the corrosion is more widespread, or

serious, then full scanning is normally required, of individual
shell plates or the entire shell. It all depends on the severity.
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API RP 575 seems to favour full scanning (also called
‘corrosion mapping’). Scanning techniques themselves are
not part of the API 653 BOK; you just need to know that it

exists and what it does.
The recommended periodicity of shell UT thickness checks

is an interesting one. API 653 sees UT thickness checking as
being a totally separate activity from a tank external

inspection, even though, in reality, it will often be carried
out at the same time. It sets a maximum periodicity of:

Figure 5.11 Tank shell inspection: general points from

API RP 575 (7.2, 7.3, 7.6)
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. Periodicity of shell UT thickness checking = half the
remaining corrosion life (to a maximum of 15 years).

This is a popular examination question. Expect it to come up

almost every time.

5.4.8 Tank bottom inspection (7.4)
Unless you have access to robotic equipment, most tank floor
inspections are carried out during the internal inspection
programme after the tank has been emptied and cleaned. The
bottom is normally inspected last, for safety reasons, after

the condition of the roof and shell have been confirmed.
Tank bottom problems divide squarely into two: soil-side
and product-side. In older tanks laid on a soil or rubble base,

soil-side problems are often the worst. Soil-side galvanic and/
or crevice corrosion is notoriously unpredictable and
localized, and often remains hidden until it is serious enough

to cause leakage or serious structural problems.
The extent of floor inspection tends to be decided by the

level of test equipment available. Simple pulse-echo UT

meters can check for soil-side thinning in selected areas but is
a hit-and-miss affair at best. Floor scanning equipment using
ultrasonic or magnetic floor leakage (MFL) gives much more
reliable coverage, and more detailed UT can be done on

areas of concern that have been found.
From an API examination question perspective, there are a

few technical points that are worth remembering:

. Statistical analysis of scanning results can be done on data

samples of 0.2–10% of the bottom area. Its anyone’s
guess where the 0.2% figure came from.

. Statistical analysis is less reliable once significant corro-

sion (usually soil-side) has actually been detected. If this
happens 100% scanning is the best.

. Bottom corrosion is made worse by bottom settlement.
API 653 Annex B covers settlement in detail. We will look

at this later in chapter 6 of this book.
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Figure 5.12 shows some other key points for floor inspection.
They are all good exam question material.

5.4.9 Tank roof inspection (7.4.8)
The inspection of a tank roof can be split into those activities

applicable to fixed and floating roof tanks. Before inspecting
either, note the general safety points outlined in Fig. 5.13.

Figure 5.12 Tank floor inspections: API RP 575 (7.4.4)
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5.4.10 Fixed roof inspection
Figure 5.13 shows some areas of inspection on a fixed roof
tank. Most are to do with thickness checking, normally just

by a simple pulse-echo UT meter, pit gauge or calipers. The
following points regularly appear as exam questions:

. Structural members, rafters and columns can corrode
from both sides, resulting in a high (double) corrosion
rate.

. Corrosion is normally more serious in dents or depressions
where rainwater has been standing.

. Evaluation of roof corrosion is not covered in API RP

Figure 5.13 Tank roof inspection: API RP 575 (7.2.5)
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575. It is covered by API 653 section 6 so we will look at it
later in chapter 6 of this book.

5.4.11 Floating roof inspection
Floating roofs have more problems than fixed roofs. They

have a more involved structure (so corrode more) and are
complicated by seals and articulated drain arrangements.
These suffer from mechanical problems (sticking, distortion

or broken parts) as well as corrosion. Figure 5.13 shows some
points; see also the detailed checklists in API 653 Annex C.

5.4.12 Inspection of auxiliary equipment (7.10)
Auxiliary equipment fitted to tanks (connected pipework,
valves, drains, flame arrestors, level gauges and similar) are
responsible for their fair share of problems and inspection

findings. They do not fit particularly well into the API exam
questions about inspection practices however. Surprisingly,
they appear more often as questions linked to the design

aspects of API 650: the tank construction code. The
questions are not particularly difficult and relate mainly to
a few specific drawings of design features.

Now try these practice questions.

5.5 API 653: inspection intervals: practice
questions

Q1. API 653: tank inspection intervals
Fundamentally, under the API methodology, how are the
inspection intervals (both internal and external) for storage
tanks decided?

(a) They are based on the tables in API 653 &
(b) They are based on local legislation (‘jurisdiction’) &
(c) They are based on the results of previous service

history &
(d) They are based on the results of a mandatory RBI

analysis &
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Q2. API 653: tank external inspection intervals
What is the maximum period that API 653 specifies for an
external inspection by an API-authorized tank inspector?

(a) There is not one (it can vary depending on history, RBI
results, etc.) &

(b) 5 years or 1
2 of the remaining corrosion life &

(c) 5 years or 1
4 of the remaining corrosion life &

(d) 10 years or 1
2 of the remaining corrosion life &

Q3. API 653: shell UT inspection intervals
What is the maximum period that API 653 specifies for UT
thickness checking of the shell if the corrosion rate is not known?

(a) There is not one (it can vary depending on history,
RBI results, etc.) &

(b) 1 year &
(c) 2 years &
(d) 5 years &

Q4. API 653: shell UT inspection intervals
What is the maximum period that API 653 specifies for UT
thickness checking of the shell when the corrosion rate is known
and has been validated within the past 5 years?

(a) 5 years &
(b) 15 years or 1

2 of the remaining corrosion life &
(c) 5 years or 1

4 of the remaining corrosion life &
(d) 10 years or 1

4 of the remaining corrosion life &

Q5. API 653: tank internal inspection intervals
Which part of the tank normally ‘controls’ the internal
inspection interval?

(a) The bottom &
(b) The lower courses of the shell &
(c) The fluid interface areas of the shell &
(d) The condition of the tank nozzle-to-shell welds &

Q6. API 653: initial internal inspection intervals
What is the maximum period that API 653 specifies for the first
internal inspection interval if a formal documented RBI
evaluation has not been carried out?

(a) 10 years &
(b) 20 years &
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(c) 1
2 corrosion life if the corrosion rate is known, 20 years
if it is not &

(d) 1
2 corrosion life if the corrosion rate is known, 10 years
if it is not &

Q7. API 653: following inspection intervals
What is the absolute maximum internal inspection interval for a
tank containing oil (following the initial one) under any
scenario?

(a) 20 years &
(b) 25 years &
(c) 30 years &
(d) There is not one &

Q8. API 653: interval exemptions
Tanks containing which of these products are exempt from API
653maximum internal inspection intervals?

(a) Light distillate &
(b) Asphalt &
(c) Crude oil &
(d) Toxic substances &

Q9. API 653: repair recommendations
Whose job is it to provide repair recommendations for tanks?

(a) The examiner &
(b) The inspector &
(c) The owner/operator &
(d) All of the above &

Q10. API 653: NDE qualifications
Examiners doing NDE of tanks must be qualified according to
the requirements of:

(a) API 650 &
(b) API 653 Appendix D &
(c) ASME V &
(d) ASME IX &
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluation of Corroded Tanks

6.1 Introduction
Most of the calculations in API 653 reside in section 4:
Suitability for Service. This is about what to do with tanks
that are corroded or damaged in some way. It provides

practical methods of determining whether a corroded tank
complies with the well-established requirements of API 653,
giving a viewpoint on whether it is safe for continued use.

For both practical and API 653 exam purposes it is
important to understand the relationship between three codes
involved in calculations of tank integrity: API 653, API 650
and API 579. Figure 6.1 shows the situation. API 650 is a

pure construction code so its calculations and the parameters

Figure 6.1 Relationships between tank assessment codes
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they use are for new tanks. You can think of the objective of
API 650 as being to produce a tank that will successfully pass

its initial hydrostatic test, before being put into service. At
this point, its job is done and API 653 takes over.
In dealing with in-service tanks that have undergone some

degradation, API 653 overrides some of the integrity-related

requirements of API 650. You can think of API 653 in three
ways:

. As an ‘out-of-design code’ assessment.

. As a more realistic assessment, based on the realities of

tank operation in use.
. As a less conservative assessment, using up some of the

margins hidden away in the design code that are not

required, once it has passed its initial hydrostatic test.

All of these are correct, in their own way. A common
technical thread running through all three, however, is the
way that API 653 sees the issue of tank failure. Although not
entirely unconcerned with leaks and environmental issues,

the calculation routines of API 653 centre mainly around the
objective of preventing structural failure and collapse of the
tank. Leaks are undesirable, but they can be contained and/

or repaired. This same priority is shown by other API in-
service inspection codes, and those from other bodies also, so
it is probably correct.

In practice it is easily possible for a tank with heavy and
unsightly corrosion to pass an API 653 calculation assess-
ment. Some people would therefore offer the view that API
653 is more interested in integrity rather than cosmetic

appearance. If a tank fails the corrosion evaluation methods
in API 653 the question of what to do gets wider. The options
are:

. Repair it to API 653/650.

. Rerate it (by lowering the fill height of the tank) to API
653.

. Do a fitness-for-service (FFS) assessment to API 579.
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Looking at Fig. 6.2 you can see the context of API 579. It is a
large detailed document containing many sections of detailed
assessment methods for corrosion, bulging, weld problems

and various other damage mechanisms that can affect tanks.
Its use is not limited to tanks, but it fits well with the
mechanical characteristics of atmospheric tanks of straight-
forward construction. An API 579 assessment is an out of

(design) code assessment so, as such, carries an element of

Figure 6.2 The section numbers of API 579
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risk and even technical controversy, even though its methods
are fairly robust and well-proven.

The detailed context of API 579 is, thankfully, not
included in the API 653 exam body of knowledge. We will
therefore concentrate on the evaluation methods of API 653
section 4: Suitability for Service.

6.1.1 The anticipated failure mechanisms
The evaluation methodologies of API 653 section 4 are
almost exclusively concerned with preventing ductile failure.
This is the main failure mode of corroded tanks in service.
Do not confuse this with the competing mechanism of brittle

fracture – related to material properties at low temperatures.
This is primarily of interest for new tanks under hydrotest
and is covered in a different section of API 653 (section 5).

6.2 The contents of API 653 section 4: suitability
for service
Figure 6.3 shows the breakdown of the content of section 4:
Suitability for Service and its partner Annex B: Evaluation of
Bottom Settlement. Taken together, these provide good

coverage on how to assess a corroded or damaged tank.
Remember the key points about the calculation methods
employed:

. They are based on the design calculations of the tank

construction code API 650 but include various overrides.
. Areas in which API 653 clauses override the design

requirements of API 650 are a fertile source of exam

questions, as they are at the centre of the actual idea of
API 653.

. Only the simpler parts of Annex B: Evaluation of Bottom
Settlement ever appear as exam questions. Some of the

topics listed in the BOK never appear.

6.3 Tank roof evaluation
This comprises little more than a list of checkpoints. A few

that arise as exam questions are:
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. Roof plates containing holes must be repaired or replaced.

. Roof plates corroded to an average thickness of less than
0.09 in in any 100 in2 must also be repaired or replaced.

Note also these related safety points from API RP 575 (2.9):

. When walking on a tank roof it is safer to walk on the weld
seams than between them.

Figure 6.3 Tank evaluation: the breakdown of

API 653 section 4
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. If planks are used as roof walkways they must span at
least two rafters.

. Watch out for blocked roof drains. Corrosion tends to be
worse where water gathers in pools.

. Tank vent valves fitted on the roof need to be checked for
blockage.

There are generally no calculation questions related to roofs
in the exam.

6.4 Shell evaluation
Evaluation of corroded shells is a major part of the API 653
body of knowledge. There are enough variations on the

method to make for a fairly wide choice of exam questions. It
also combines a useful group of principles that, in themselves,
also turn up regularly in exam questions. Figure 6.4 shows

these principles and we will look at them individually now.

6.4.1 Material strength
For tanks, this is straightforward. Construction steels are
divided into well-established designations (‘grades’), each of
which has a minimum specified yield strength (SY) and

ultimate tensile strength ST (sometimes just abbreviated to Y
and T). Remember that these are the minimum values the
material has to meet to qualify for its designated grade – in

practice it will almost certainly be stronger. Now look at
Fig. 6.5, to see how these strength values are actually
incorporated into tank design and repair.

Look at the principles highlighted in this figure. Although
the rated yield (Y) and ultimate tensile strength (T) for any
material are fixed, the percentage of this strength that is used
to decide the value of allowable stress (S) to be used in the

calculations varies depending on four things:

1. Whether it is a new-build/reconstructed tank or an
existing one being assessed in its corroded condition.

2. Will the tank (in the future) only see its (lighter than

water) petroleum product or will it be filled with water
during a hydrotest?
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3. The location of the actual shell course under considera-
tion.

4. Whether it is an elevated temperature tank, designed for

operation above 200 oF (for low carbon steel).

Referring to the table in Fig. 6.5 you can see how these

parameters all affect the allowable stress value to be used.
Note the key principles involved in deciding the S value:

Figure 6.4 Tank shell evaluation: the principles
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. It is normally the lowest of a percentage of Y (yield) or T
(tensile) strength. There is no fixed rule as to which takes
priority; you have to calculate both options and use the

lowest value.
. A higher S value is allowed if a tank is to be hydrotested.

This is acceptable on the basis that the tank shell will only
see the increased stress once, so any increased risk is small.

. A higher S value is allowed for existing tanks (API 653)

Figure 6.5 Tank shell material strengths
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than for new or reconstructed tanks (to API 650). Again, a
little more risk is acceptable with an existing tank because

it has proved itself by passing its original hydrotest and
has not fallen down since.

. For existing tanks only, a higher S value is allowed in the
upper areas of the shell than in the bottom two courses.

This is because the upper courses are under less stress from
the product weight, so are a bit less important from an
integrity point of view.

. If a tank is likely to see elevated temperatures (above
200 oF) then a bit of extra caution is required. This takes
the form of a stress reduction factor to allow for the fact

that materials get weaker as temperature rises.

6.4.2 The principle of stress averaging
The stress on a tank shell is very simple. It is almost entirely
pure hoop stress acting on the vertical plane, attempting to
split the tank open from top to bottom. Simplistically, for an

uncorroded tank, the hoop stress is calculated using the
simple formula below:

Hoop stress S ¼ Pd

2tE

or rearranging to express it in terms of minimum required
thickness (t)

t ¼ Pd

2SE

where
p = pressure (from the head of liquid)
d = diameter of the tank

S = allowable stress
E = weld joint efficiency (a type of safety factor)

Using this equation it is easy to find the stress (S) or
minimum required thickness (t) at any vertical position in the
tank shell. The difficulty comes when you start to apply this
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to a tank shell that is corroded along the vertical plane.
Figure 6.6 shows the situation. In an uncorroded shell plate
of uniform thickness the hoop stress is resisted by the

uniform ‘thickness’ area of the plate and averaging is not an
issue. Once the plate is corroded then the area resisting the
hoop stress starts to vary from place to place; thinner areas of
plate have less area to resist the force so the hoop stress value

is higher. Some method is therefore needed to decide how to
deal with this varying stress level.

Figure 6.6 Tank hoop stress and averaging
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The problem of averaging
The danger with simple arithmetic averages is that they can

be misleading. Look at the two examples in Fig. 6.6. Profile
(a) is clearly more likely to fail than profile (b) but both have
the same calculated arithmetic average.
API 653 attempts to neutralize this weakness by defining a

calculated averaging length. This gives a length over which it
is assumed (simplistically) that the hoop stresses on a
corroded plane ‘average themselves out’. Figure 6.6 shows

the calculation. Note how it is related to tank diameter (D)
and minimum (spot) wall thickness (called, rather confus-
ingly, t2), and how the square root sign reduces the sensitivity

of L to large changes in D and t2.

6.4.3 Weld joint efficiency (E)
Weld joint efficiency (symbol E) is a concept found in several
API and ASME codes. Crudely, it acts as a design margin
that increases the minimum required shell thickness. In other

design codes, joint efficiency is affected by the weld location,
its configuration (single groove, double groove, etc.), amount
of NDE and a more general, somewhat hidden, consideration
of construction ‘quality’. For storage tanks the situation is

simpler, being mainly governed by the design code and year
edition to which it is built. You can see this in Table 4-2 of
API 653.

Is joint efficiency (E) real?

Yes, as long as you think of it in the following way:

. E is mainly for use in new tank design. Its purpose is to
make sure a tank is strong enough to pass its initial
hydrotest.

. Once a tank is corroding in use its E is still relevant,
however; if the corrosion is not near a weld it can be
ignored (by making E = 1). This is a low-risk assumption

acceptable to API 653.

Figure 6.7 summarizes the joint efficiency information

contained in API 653 Table 4-2. Note how E is much lower
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for tanks built to older design codes. This reflects the
uncertainties and variability of material control and uncer-
tain manufactured ‘quality’ prevalent in earlier times.

Joint efficiency for riveted shells

There are a lot of older riveted tanks still in use in the USA,
so you can expect a couple of API exam questions about
them. The principles are fairly straightforward:

Figure 6.7 Shell joint efficiencies E
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. For corroded areas near riveted seams, E varies from 0.45
to 0.92; the latter for a total of 12 rows of rivets (6 either

side of the joint centreline). See API 653 Table 4-3.
. As with welded seams, if corrosion is located well clear

(6 inches away) from the nearest rivets the joint efficiency
can be relaxed to E = 1.

6.4.4 Hydrostatic head consideration
An atmospheric storage tank shell is a good example of a
very straightforward stress regime. If we conveniently ignore
wind loading, the tensile stress on any point of the shell (at
least above the bottom few inches where it meets the bottom

annular plate) is an almost pure example of hoop stress. In
turn, this hoop stress at any vertical location is directly
proportional to the height of liquid (h) above it. We can see

this from the hydrostatic head equation:

Pressure ¼ liquid density �ð Þ � gravity gð Þ � height hð Þ

Units: P N=m2
� � ¼ kg

m3
�m

s2
�m

Substituting from Newton’s law:

Force ¼ mass� acceleration

N ¼ kgm

s2
gives kg ¼ Ns2

m

Therefore

P N=m2
� � ¼ N

m�m3
�m�m ¼ N=m2

For a tank shell of uniform plate thickness over its full
height, the hoop stress varies directly with height, as shown

in Fig. 6.8. This will also apply if we just consider a single
shell course. In practice, shell plate thickness normally
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increases from top to bottom, modifying the situation
slightly.
In assessing corroded shell plates, API 653 uses simple

adaptations of the hoop stress equation. This changes slightly
in practice although, importantly, not in principle, depending
on the amount of corrosion in the specific plate course being
considered. This can be explained by referring to it as the so-

called ‘one-foot rule’.

Figure 6.8 Hoop stress and height
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6.4.5 The one-foot rule
Figure 6.9 shows the equation to be used to calculate the
minimum acceptable thickness. There are two options:

. The corroded area is sufficiently large to warrant
conducting the assessment of a full shell course plate.

. The corroded area is much more localized within a plate.

Figure 6.9 The one-foot rule
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Note the difference between the equations used; they differ
only by their use of either the term (H) or (H � 1) within the

equation (hence the one-foot rule name). In practice, it can
be difficult to decide exactly which to use, as people’s
opinions will vary on whether a corroded patch is extensive
enough to warrant a full course assessment or not. For API

653 examination purposes the question will tell you which
assessment to use. Looking at the example in Fig. 6.9 you can
also anticipate that the answers obtained from both methods

do not vary by very much, particularly for larger tanks. The
same principle is used when rerating tanks or calculating a
safe full height for a tank that has a corroded shell.

6.4.6 What do we do about pitting?
In the world of API, pitting is seen as a very different thing to

wall thinning. Although they may (and generally do) occur
together, they are seen as separate for assessment purposes.
The principles of dealing with pitting are common to several

API in-service inspection codes. The points listed below
summarize the approach of API 653 (4.3.2.2) to pitting:

. As a matter of principle, widely scattered pits in a tank
shell can be ignored. This is because they are unlikely to
result in structural failure of the tank.

. The definition of widely scattered is (practically at least)
defined by the content of Fig 6.10 taken from API 653
Fig. 4-2. Note the reference to 2 inches in 8 inches –

cumulative lengths of pitting greater than this are
considered too concentrated to be isolated and so must
be assessed as a corroded area instead. Strangely, no depth

of this pitting is defined – so pitting is pitting.
. To restrict the allowable depth of pits, API 653 (4.3.2.2a)

prohibits any pit from being so deep that it leaves less than
50% of the calculated tmin for that location in the shell. In

assessing this, make sure to add any future corrosion
allowance (the amount that may suddenly or gradually
disappear before the next scheduled inspection).
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The end result of applying these criteria to pitting is either
that it can be ignored or that it is serious enough to be treated
as a corroded area, using the main corrosion assessment

method. We will look at this next.

Figure 6.10 Pitting evaluation: API 653 (4.3.2.2 b)
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6.4.7 Corrosion assessment – the big principle
Figure 6.11 shows the big principle of API corrosion

assessment. This appears, with minor variations, in most
API assessment codes for tanks, vessels and pipework and in
API 579 – the advanced fitness-for-service (FFS) code
relevant to them all. Note the key issues:

Figure 6.11 API 653 (4.3.2.1e) pitting assessment
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. It is a double-barrelled assessment.

meaning

. There are two separate assessments, and you have to pass
both to be acceptable.

and

. One assessment relates to the average thinning (on the
assumption that this is what causes failure).

. The other assessment relates to the thinnest ‘spot’ reading
(as long as it is not isolated pitting of course), under the
assumption that this is what is going to cause the

problems.

Looked at individually, each of these assessments is perfectly
capable of providing a misleading picture of the integrity of
the shell. Taken together, however (when you have to pass
both), they provide a much better and balanced assessment.

Figure 6.12 shows a sample (simplified) shell assessment.

6.5 API 653 (4.4): tank bottom evaluation
Tank bottoms cause most of the problems with the integrity

of storage tanks. Over time, they are likely to suffer from a
variety of problems of settlement, corrosion or even cracking,
leading to leaks. API 653 provides a full list of causes of

bottom failure in section 4.4.2. Figure 6.13 shows the major
causes; note how most of them relate, either directly or
indirectly, to corrosion of some sort.

6.5.1 Release prevention systems (RPSs)
API 653 (4.4.3) goes into some detail about so-called release

prevention systems (RPSs). This generic term refers to any
method (either a physical feature or an action that can assist
in maintaining the integrity of the tank bottom, i.e.
preventing a leak from happening) They are:

. Internal inspection of the tank bottom

. A leak detection system
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. Leak testing (to find problems in advance)

. Cathodic protection of the underside of the tank bottom

. Internal lining of the tank bottom

API 653 (4.4.3) does not go so far as recommending which of
these is likely to be the best method – it simply reports that

they exist, with a brief description of what they are. Do not
expect lots of exam questions on this.
In contrast to RPSs, release prevention barriers (RPBs) are

used to contain or otherwise mitigate a bottom leak once it

Figure 6.12 Typical (simplified) shell assessment
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has happened. Tank bunds, earthwork liners and drainage
channels are the classic RPBs. There is a lot more detail in
API 650 appendices I1 and I2, which are in the API 653

BOK.

6.5.2 Bottom evaluation – general principles
Tank bottom evaluation is subdivided into the three main
elements that make up the tank bottom.

. The bottom plates themselves (4.4.5) are the main plates,
normally overlapped and lap welded inside the tank.

Figure 6.13 Causes of tank bottom failure: API 653 (4.4.2)
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. The annular ring (4.4.6) is a thicker ring of fairly narrow
plates, butt welded together in an annulus located under

(and welded to) the lower shell plate course. The annular
ring therefore supports almost all of the steelwork weight
of the shell and its attachments. Older tanks may not
always have this thicker annular ring but most modern

ones do.
. The critical zone is not a separate set of floor plates but

simply the annular area extending 3 inches inward from

the shell, all round the tank. You can think of it as just a
particular critical region of the annular ring. It appears in
API 653 (4.4.5.4) and the definition section (3.10).

Not all of the technical points in these sections of API 653 get

universal agreement. Some tank codes from other countries
take different views on the risk of operating with quite thin
bottom plates and annular rings, and so prefer to specify a
greater minimum acceptable corroded thickness in preference

to relying on an RPS/RPB as a last line of defence.
Differences of opinion apart, API 653 does provide
consistent and easy-to-follow acceptance levels, which

many tank operators follow quite successfully.

6.5.3 Bottom plate minimum thickness API 653 (4.4.5)
and Table 4-4
This is one of the more difficult equations of API 653 to
understand. There is nothing wrong with the principles

behind it; it is simply written using odd symbols and in a
strange way. Part of the problem comes from the fact that it
tries to incorporate scenarios in which a bottom may have

already been repaired and/or have had a lining applied to
arrest corrosion before it is assessed.
Note a key point about this equation, which we will call

the MRT equation:

. The ‘MRT’ equation just tells you how to calculate the

remaining thickness of the bottom plates at the next
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inspection. It does not actually give you a minimum
acceptable value. That is given in API 653 Table 4-4.

Here is what the equation in 4.4.5.1 looks like, with some

slightly simplified English:

MRT ¼ minimum of RTbc or RTip

� ��Or StPr þUPrð Þ

where

MRT = thickness of bottom plates at the next inspection.
Or = interval to next inspection (years)

RTbc = minimum remaining thickness left after consider-
ing (soil side) bottom corrosion

RTip = minimum remaining thickness after considering
internal (product-side) corrosion

StPr = product-side corrosion rate
UPr = soil-side corrosion rate

If you can fight your way through the confusing wording
(and ignore all the stuff on repairs which may or may not
have been done) this actually makes reasonable sense. It

simply says:

. MRT = current thickness – (time to next inspection �
corrosion rate)

Qualify this by the following couple of points and you can see
the equation for what it really is – a complicated way of
expressing a simple idea:

. The corrosion rate consists of the internal corrosion rate

plus the external corrosion rate (as the tank bottom has an
inside and an outside).

. If the tank has an internal lining, just assume that the

internal corrosion rate = 0.
. If this tank has cathodic protection (CP), just assume that

the external corrosion rate = 0.
. If either the internal or external surfaces have been
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repaired, the original corrosion rate that necessitated the
repairs must be assumed to be still in force, unless you

have evidence that it has changed (e.g. gone to zero if a
lining has been applied after the repairs).

6.5.4 Minimum acceptable bottom plate thickness
Once you have calculated the remaining bottom thickness
at the next inspection, the idea is that you then compare

the results with Table 4-4 (reproduced in Fig. 6.14). This
allows a basic minimum thickness of 0.1 in (2.5mm), but can
be reduced to half that (0.05 in or 1.25mm) if the tank has
either an internal lining or some method of containment to

catch leaks if they do occur. These thicknesses are quite low,

Figure 6.14 Bottom plate minimum thickness: from

API 653 Table 4-4
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and of course can be overruled either way by an RBI
assessment.

6.5.5 What about the critical zone?
The 3 in wide critical zone (defined in API 653 definition 3.10

remember) may be either part of the annular ring (if the tank
has one) or the bottom plate, if it does not. Figure 6.15 shows
this specific requirement, a hybrid limit of the lower of:

Figure 6.15 Tank bottom limits: critical zone API 653 (4.4.5.4)
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. 50% of actual original bottom thickness (excluding any
corrosion allowance)

or

. 50% of tmin of the lower-shell plate course

but

. It must not be less than 0.1 in (2.5mm), excluding isolated
pitting as usual.

If the tank does have an annular ring, then this restriction on

the minimum thickness of the critical zone still applies; it just
falls within the annular ring rather than the bottom plates.

6.5.6 Minimum thickness of the annular plate ring
(4.4.6)
The minimum acceptable thickness of the annular ring needs

to be greater than that of the bottom plates, as it is under
more stress from supporting the weight of the shell (plus
sometimes bending from foundation settlement or other

sources). The thicknesses are shown in API 653 Table 4-5 and
summarized in Fig. 6.16. Note how three additional factors
(that did not affect the main bottom plates) come into play:

. The thickness of the first shell course

. The actual ‘product’ stress in the first shell course

. Whether or not the specific gravity of the product is
greater than 1 (heavier than fresh water)

Owing to the fact that the condition of a tank bottom is one of
the most important life-limiting factors and the main reason

for actually doing internal inspections, the above subjects
appear regularly as both open- and closed-book exam
questions. The calculations are normally straightforward and
you can see some typical examples at the end of this chapter.

6.6 Foundation evaluation: API 653 (4.5)
This short section situated at the end of section 4 contains a
few general points on the condition of concrete foundations
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but nothing about the main foundation-induced problem,

which is that of settlement. This is physical movement of part
of or all of the foundations, causing stresses and distortion of
the tank structure above it. This is covered in API 653 Annex

B, which we will look at next. Although physically separated
in different parts of the code, section 4: Suitability for Service
and Annex B: Evaluation of Tank Bottom Settlement are

closely related to each other and should be considered
together when assessing tank bottoms.

6.7 Bottom settlement: API 653 Annex B
Exactly how much of Annex B is in the API 653 examination

body of knowledge (BOK) is open to some interpretation.
This annex contains a lot of quite detailed information that
maps well on to the way that tank settlement assessments are

Figure 6.16 Bottom limits: annular ring API 653 Table 4-5
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actually done in the field. Some of it, however, is far too
complicated to be suitable for the API 653 exam. The BOK

partly addresses this by mentioning a few exclusions, but at
first reading it is not particularly easy to translate this into
which part of Annex B you need, or need not, study.
Fortunately, the reality is fairly straightforward – most of

the content of Annex B does not appear as exam questions,
either because it is too complicated or it does not fit well into
the multichoice exam question format. This means that there

are generally fewer settlement-related questions than perhaps
you might expect, given its importance. They are mainly
predictable open-book questions and not too difficult. We

will look at the most popular subjects and then at some
simple questions at the end of this chapter.
Annex B is set out along fairly logical guidelines as follows:

. The different types of bottom settlement, categorized
predominantly by the way that they affect the shell. The

types are uniform, planar and differential.
. Measurement of various types of bottom settlement. The

three clear types included in the BOK are:

– Edge settlement (B-2.3)
– Bottom settlement near the shell
– Bottom settlement remote from the shell nearer the

centre of the tank floor.
. Evaluation of the types of settlement against acceptable

limits, given in the form of graphs or simple linear

formulae.
. Decisions based on the results of the evaluation about

performing additional NDE or repair. Details of the
repairs themselves are not included in Annex B-2, as they

are fully covered in API 653 section 9.

6.7.1 Types of settlement
The problem with storage tanks is that they are structures
that have little rigidity. Most have no cross-bracings
supporting the shell, leaving only the hoop strength of the
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thin shell to support the load exerted by the product liquid.
Even the margins in material thickness are small, compared

to those used in pressure vessels and pipework. To make
things worse many older tanks were built on either simple
rubble foundations or low quality concrete.
The result is that when tanks move (or ‘settle’) on their

foundations, the uniform hoop stress regime in the shell is
soon disturbed, leading to unpredictable stresses, strains and
distortion. This can soon lead to cracking and leaks, or, in

extreme cases, collapse of the tank. To try and avoid this
tank owners should take regular measurements of tank
settlements over time.

Distortion of a tank shell involves a rather complicated
three-dimensional geometry that is not easy to measure, or
even describe in simple terms. Measurement and analysis is

therefore generally left to specialist contractors. Quite a bit of
API 653 Annex B is devoted to describing these specialist
techniques – the good news is that they are not really
included in the BOK, and are too complicated to appear in

the form of API exam questions. For exam purposes, you can
think of the types of tank settlement as being simplied into
three separate components as follows (see Fig. 6.17):

. Uniform settlement. This is ‘sinking’ of the tank perfectly

vertically downwards, with no tilting, twisting, buckling or
any other type of distortion whatsoever. It rarely happens
exactly like this in practice, but you can think of it as one

of the components of any real settlement pattern.
. Planar tilt. You can think of this as the tank shell and

bottom assembly simply tilting over to one side. Again, it
does this in a perfectly even and uniform manner – the

shell remains perfectly circular without it buckling or
kinking. Owing to the tilting there is a small, usually
insignificant, increase in vertical liquid height, and there-

fore in the hoop stress at the bottom of the shell. Looking
at Fig. 6.17 you can see how the shape of a uniformally
tilted tank can be represented by a perfect cosine wave.
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. Non-planar differential settlement. This is the one that
causes the real problems in use. The fact that a tank is a
very thin shell structure means that as it settles and tilts, it

nearly always distorts as well. This causes extra shell
stresses, sticking of floating roofs and breakage of support
columns, girders and connecting nozzles and pipework.

Is non-planar differential settlement in the exam?
Probably not. Quite a lot of API 653 Annex B is devoted to

the measurement and description of differential settlement. It

Figure 6.17 Tank settlement: API 653 Annex Fig B-3
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is done by measuring the difference between the actual shape
of the settled tank compared to that of the planar-tilted ideal

cosine curve. The greater the difference, the greater is the
differential distortion and the larger the resulting stresses.
You can see the principle explained in API 653 (2.2.4) and
Figs B-4 and B-5 – described as the ‘least-squares fit method’.

Fortunately, this is far too complicated to make an API exam
question so the calculation will not appear in the exam. You
can maybe expect a question on the principles of tilting and

distortion and their effects but no calculations.
To repeat: you do not need to learn the specific details and

equations of ‘out-of-plane’ differential settlement. They will

not be in the closed-book exam.

6.7.2 Edge settlement
The various types of tank settlement that we have just looked
at are not, in themselves, the problem. It is their distortion
effects that are important. API 653 Annex B-2 divides these

into two separate situations – settlement distortion under, or
very near, the edge of the tank (‘edge settlement’) and that
well away from the edge nearer the centre of the tank
(‘bottom settlement’). Unlike shell distortions, these are easy

to assess using simple graphs and calculations, and so appear
in the API 653 BOK. Expect one or two exam questions to
appear on this subject, but no more.

Edge settlement is when the tank bottom settles sharply
around the edge of the tank often caused by ‘washout’ or
crumbling of foundations. Looking at Fig. 6.18 (see also Fig.

B-6 in API 653) you can see how this results in sharp
deformations of both the bottom and shell steelwork, causing
serious bending stresses. The API 653 Annex B assessment

uses a simple ratio of the (vertical) length of edge settlement
to its length (in the tank radial direction). It then divides this
into two separate scenarios as follows:

. If the edge settlement is an area where the tank bottom
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plate welds run near-parallel (±20o) to the shell, the extent
of edge settlement is called Bew.

. If the edge settlement is in an area where the tank bottom

plate welds run near-perpendicular (±20o) to the shell, the
extent of edge settlement is called Be.

Note how both of the above cases refer to the vertical
amount of settlement (B); they are simply renamed Bew or Be,
depending on which way the local tank bottom plate welds

are orientated.

Figure 6.18 Tank bottom edge settlement:

(API 653 Annex B-2.3)
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Assessment against the edge settlement graphs
Once the edge settlement measurements are available, the

assessment is easy. Figure 6.19 summarizes the content of
API 653 Figs B-11 and B-12.
To use the graph, simply enter the graph on the horizontal

axis with the measured radius (R) of the settled area.

Remember that this is not actually a true radius, as such, but
the length of the settled area measured in the tank radial

Figure 6.19 Edge settlement assessment: API 653 B-11

and B-12
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direction. Then, using the relevant curve for the tank
diameter in question, read off Bew (or Be) from the vertical

axis. This is the maximum allowed dimension of Bew (or Be)
acceptable to API 653. Any more than this needs repair or
further specialized evaluation.
API 653 exam papers do not like to contain a lot of figures

or graphs, so exam questions tend to be limited to code
clauses that do not require use of the graphs. Note the
following key points:

. Bew, when bottom welds are (±20o) parallel to the shell, is

more conservative than Be so it is normal to do this
assessment first (B-2.3.4).

. When Bew or Be are ≥75% of their limit (and larger than

2 in) the welds in the region should be inspected with PT/
MT to check for cracking (API 653 Figs B-11 and B-12).

. Any bottom plate exhibiting a strain (permanent plastic
deformation) of more the 2–3% should be replaced (B-

4.2).
. The settlement graphs were originally developed for 1

4 in
thick tank bottoms but can also be applied with reason-

able accuracy for thicknesses between 5
16 in and 3

8 in.
. In general, settlement occurs fairly slowly over the first few

years of service (B-3.4.5).

. Watch out for the edge settlement clause B-3.4.6 (a to d).
There are possible exam questions in here.

6.7.3 Bottom settlement
Remember that this is assessed differently depending on
whether the settlement is near the shell or further away,

towards the centre. The methods are very similar, using a
simple equation based on the depth (BB) of the settlement
(bulge) compared to its radius (R). Figure 6.20 shows the
situation. Note how the simple linear graph in API 653 Fig.

B-10 contains absolutely nothing new; it is simply the
equation BB = 0.37R shown in a different way.
As with edge settlement, the limits of bottom settlement
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are there to prevent the floor plates being bent too sharply,
which would cause risk of cracking of the lap welds. It may

still be technically possible to operate the tank with a
settlement in excess of these limits, but an engineer’s
assessment would be required.

As bottom settlement limits can be determined without

Figure 6.20 Assessing bottom bulges: API 653 B-2.4

and B-2.5
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using graphs (i.e. using the BB = 0.37R equation) this subject
can appear as an (open-book) exam question.

The presentation in the code is a little confusing, mainly
because the combination of equations and graphs (meaning
exactly the same) makes this subject more complicated than it
actually is.

Figure 6.21 gives a summary of code formulae used in a
tank evaluation. Now try these practice questions.

6.8 API 653 section 4: evaluation: practice
questions (set 1)

Q1. API 653: isolated pitting
>How many pits of less than half the minimum required wall
thickness, each of 0.25 in diameter, are allowed in an 8 in vertical
line of corrosion on a tank?

(a) 4 pits &
(b) 8 pits &
(c) 10 pits &
(d) 16 pits &

Q2. API 653: joint efficiencies (unknown construction
standard)
What is the weld joint efficiency factor for a tank built in 1950
with a single butt welded joint with a ‘back-up bar’? The
construction standard is not known.

(a) 1.0 &
(b) 0.85 &
(c) 0.7 &
(d) 0.35 &

Q3. API 653: allowable stress S
If the yield strength (Y) of a material of construction is 35 000 psi
and the tensile strength (T) is 60 000 psi, what is the value of the
maximum allowable stress for the bottom two courses of a tank
made of this material?

(a) 25 740 psi &
(b) 28 000 psi &
(c) 35 000 psi &
(d) 30 680 psi &

(Questions continued on p. 123)
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Q4. API 653: allowable stress for unspecified steel
What is the design strength of unspecified steel used in the top
courses of a storage tank?

(a) 24 000 psi &
(b) 23 595 psi &
(c) 26 400 psi &
(d) 25 960 psi &

Q5. API 653: calculation of averaging length
The minimum shell thickness t2 (exclusive of isolated pits) in a
tank of 100 ft diameter is measured at 0.375 in. What is the
critical length over which the thickness readings should be
averaged out?

(a) 138.75 in &
(b) 22.65 in &
(c) 6.12 in &
(d) 10 in &

Q6. API 653: calculation of minimum acceptable shell
thickness
A tank has the following dimensions:

Nominal tank diameter 150 ft
Total height of tank 30 ft
Maximum fill height 30 ft
Number of courses equally spaced 5
Specific gravity of contents 0.85
Construction code API 650 basic standard

5th edition
Material of construction A283 C

What is the minimum acceptable thickness tmin for the bottom
course? Use the ‘full course’ equation tmin = 2.6(H� 1)DG/SE

(a) 0.48 in &
(b) 0.35 in &
(c) 0.25 in &
(d) 0.75 in &
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Q7. API 653: hydrotest height (entire course
consideration)
An API 12C 15th edition tank of diameter 150 ft has a bottom
course made of A285C. The measured minimum average
thickness for the entire bottom course is 0.2 in. What is the
maximum allowable fill height for hydrotesting this tank?

(a) 10.5 ft &
(b) 12.3 ft &
(c) 15.4 ft &
(d) 20.6 ft &

Q8. API 653: calculation of allowable t2 (including
corrosion allowance)
A tank has an average minimum measured thickness (t1) of 0.5 in
and has a design corrosion allowance of 0.125 in.What is the
minimum allowable individual thickness (t2) of a corroded area
anywhere, excluding any isolated pitting?

(a) 0.3 in &
(b) 0.125 in &
(c) 0.25 in &
(d) 0.425 in &

Q9. API 653: bottom annular plate thickness
If the stress in the first course of a tank is 26 000 psi and the
course is 1

2 in thick, what is the minimum thickness for the
bottom annular plate?

(a) 0.17 in &
(b) 0.2 in &
(c) 0.27 in &
(d) 0.34 in &

Q10. API 653: hydrotest fill height for a complete
tank
A tank is constructed to an unknown code but all the joints are
butt welded. It is 120 ft in diameter and the material of
construction is an unknown low carbon steel. There is localized
corrosion on the bottom course and the minimum thickness is
0.25 in. What is the maximum fill height for hydrotesting the
complete tank?

(a) 9.8 ft &
(b) 10.4 ft &
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(c) 12.5 ft &
(d) 14.6 ft &

6.9 API 653 appendix B: tank bottom settlement:
practice questions (set 2)

Q1. API 653: types of settlement
Shell settlement can be made up of three types. What are they?

(a) Rigid tilt, planar tilt and bottom settlement &
(b) Out-of-plane settlement, differential settlement and

rigid tilt &
(c) Uniform settlement, differential settlement and

planar tilt &
(d) Shell, annular ring and bottom plate settlement &

Q2. API 653: types of settlement
Which of these does not induce stresses in the tank structure (but
may in the connections)?

(a) Uniform settlement &
(b) Out-of-plane settlement, differential settlement &
(c) Planar tilt &
(d) Both (a) and (c) above &

Q3. API 653: shell settlement
What shape does differential settlement follow?

(a) A tangent curve &
b) A straight tilt &
c) A cosine curve &
d) None of the above &

Q4. API 653: maximum allowable deflection
Maximum allowable out-of-plane deflection S (ft) is given by the
equation:

S4 L2 � Y� 11
� �

= 2 E�Hð Þ½ �
where

L = arc length (ft) between measurement points = 20 ft
Y = yield strength (psi) = 20 000 psi
E = Young’s modulus (psi) = 24 � 106 psi
H = tank height (ft) = 50 ft
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What is the maximum allowable out-of-plane deflection S?

(a) 0.25 in &
(b) 0.44 in &
(c) 0.65 in &
(d) 1.2 in &

Q5. API 653: shell settlement
In general, when is most settlement presumed to have occurred
for (say) a 10-year-old tank that is showing settlement?

(a) Immediately after the initial hydrotest before putting
into service &

(b) In the first few years of service &
(c) Approximately evenly over the tank’s life to date &
(d) In the most recent years as foundation washout, etc.,

gets worse &

Q6. API 653: edge settlement repairs
It is acceptable to repair the bottom-to-shell weld without
further investigation by an experienced engineer as long as the
actual settlement is not greater than:

(a) 20% of the maximum allowable settlement &
(b) 50% of the bottom plate thickness &
(c) 50% of the maximum allowable settlement &
(d) 100% of the maximum allowable, as long as there are

no cracks &

Q7. API 653: measured edge settlement
A tank which when new has the centre of its bottom lower than
its edges is called a:

(a) Cone-up type &
(b) Cone-down type &
(c) Elephant’s foot type &
(d) Inclined-bottom type &

Q8. API 653: settlement
What is the ‘least squares fit’ method all about?

(a) Determining an accurate reading for roof distortion &
(b) Determining an accurate measurement of floor bulges &
(c) Determining the size and shape of floor plates for

optimum fit &
(d) Determining an accurate reading for settlement &
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Q9. API 653: settlement
What can be caused by rigid (planar) tilt?

(a) Bulges in the tank floor &
(b) Differential edge settlement &
(c) A sticking floating roof &
(d) All of the above &

Q10. API 653: settlement
A lack of circularity at the top of a tank is typically a feature of:

(a) Planar tilt &
(b) Out-of-plane settlement &
(c) Uniform settlement &
(d) Cosine or sine curve settlement &
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Chapter 7

API 650: Tank Design

7.1 Reminder: the API 653 body of knowledge
(BOK)
Strictly, the API 653 BOK and examination are about the in-
service life of storage tanks, i.e. that period after construction
when relevant approvals and certification requirements have
been completed. This is the same philosophy as the other two

major ICPs: API 510 (vessels) and API 570 (pipework). The
practical situation is a bit different. Whereas API 653
provides good coverage of inspection, repair, alteration and

reconstruction (its title) it only contains a limited amount of
technical data on shell and nozzle design. This is often needed
for alteration and (particularly) reconstruction; hence there is

a need for the BOK to fall back on the new tank construction
code: API 650.

7.1.1 How much of API 650 is in the API 653 BOK?
This depends on how you look at it. API 650 is a good code,
full of technical details. Its 400+ pages divide roughly 50:50

between the body of the code (sections 1 to 10) and a long
procession of appendices (A to X) (see Fig. 7.1). It would be
next to impossible to learn all of this volume of material. The
API published BOK is not particularly useful in helping you

decide which bits of API 650 you need to learn. The
necessary information is there, but it does not exactly jump
out of the page at you. To confuse the matter, part of it lists

what is not in the BOK and then lists exclusions from these
exclusions. Fortunately, the situation is simpler than it
appears. Look at these guidance points:

. Almost all of the exam questions sourced from API 650

appear in the open-book section of the exam. They have to,
if you think about it, or candidates would need to learn all
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Figure 7.1 The contents of API 650 11th edition: tank

construction code
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of API 650, 400+ pages, most of which is fairly peripheral
to the API 653 BOK.

. Exam questions tend to be chosen from a few selected
areas of API 650. They are surprisingly predictable – most
are about:
– Toughness requirements of materials

– Allowable stresses in shell material and the resulting
shell thickness

– Arrangement and dimensions of shell nozzles/connec-

tions (particularly welds), roof fittings or foundations
– A few specific bits in the appendices about elevated

temperature tanks, stainless steel tanks or floating

roofs.

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 below summarize the situation. Taken
together these two figures show almost all of the exam
question subjects that are sourced from API 650. Remember:

. They are likely to be open-book questions.

. The questions will either be about reconstructed tanks

(API 653 section 10) or specifically mention new tanks.
. There will be little technical interpretation involved – it is

simply a case of picking bits of information from

arrangement drawings or tables.

To help you anticipate the questions that can appear in the
exam, we will look at the technical aspects in turn.
Remember, again, that there is no great technical depth to

the exam question content. Getting the correct answer is
simply a matter of knowing where to look in the main
sections or few relevant appendices of API 650.

7.2 API 650: material allowable stresses
We first saw this idea back in Chapter 6 of this book. All
feasible shell materials are allocated an allowable stress value
S, which is then used in a simple equation to calculate the

minimum required thickness. There are two possible options
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to choose from for each material – a slightly higher S value
being used if the tank is to be hydrotested.
For calculating tmin for corroded existing tanks the table of

S values in API 653 Table 4-1 is used. This makes sense as the
tank is already built and no new shell components are being
added. For new or reconstructed tanks, however (reconstruc-
tion is treated the same as a new build), Table 5-2 (a or b)

Figure 7.2 API 650 BOK content (1)
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of API 650 is used. This contains much the same range of
material in a similar format to Table 4-1 of API 653 but the
values are different.

7.2.1 Why do API 653 and 650 have different allowable
stress (S) values?
Simply because they are different scenarios. API 650 is for
new build, when the objective is to specify an S value that
allows for a certain ‘factor of safety’. API 653 then takes over

Figure 7.3 API 650 BOK content (2)
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for the assessment of corroded tanks where the objective is to
keep the tank in operation. It does this by using up some of

the margin that was previously provided by the API 650 S
value. Hence the S values in API 653 Table 4-1 are higher, by
about 10–20%, depending on the material.
Here it is again, so you do not get confused:

. API 650 Table 5-2 contains S values to be used for new

build or reconstructed tank calculations. The figures come
from the percentages of yield (Y) and tensile (T) values
specified by API 650 (5.6.2.1), i.e. 66% Y or 40% T,

whichever is less. They are the same for all shell courses.
. API 653 Table 4-1 contains S values to be used for the

assessment of existing corroded tanks. The figures come

from the higher percentages of yield (Y) and tensile (T)
values specified by API 653 (4.3.3.1). They are the smaller
of 80% Y or 42.9% T for the lower two shell courses and
the smaller of 88% Y or 47.2% T for all the other

courses.
. Look back at Fig. 6.5 of this book and you can see this

comparison expressed in a table.

Figure 7.4 shows how both API 650 and 653 present this S

data. Most API 653 exams contain questions that require you
to pick out S values from one of these tables, so just use this
guideline:

. If the question refers to the evaluation of existing corroded

tanks, use the S values from API 653 (Table 4-1) and note
which shell courses are referred to

but

. If the question mentions reconstructed or newbuild tanks,
use the S values from API 650 (Table 5-2)

and always

. Watch for whether the question mentions a hydrotest or
not, as that will affect the values to use.
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7.3 API 650: material toughness requirements
As well as strength, API codes are always concerned with
material toughness. It is toughness (not ductility), that

provides the resistance to brittle fracture either during
hydrotest or in cold conditions. API 653 section 5 has its
own crude assessment of the risk of brittle fracture during
hydrotest but API 650 covers it in more detail for use at the

newbuild or reconstruction stage.

Figure 7.4 S values from API 650 and 653
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In common with most other API (and ASME) codes, API
650 uses a straightforward routine for assessing toughness. It

is based on the premise that some combinations of material,
thickness and minimum design temperature do not require
impact testing because previous experience dictates that there
will be no problem with brittle fracture; i.e. toughness is

adequate. Conversely, if the material/thickness/temperature
combination does not meet the necessary threshold levels,
then impact testing is required to test whether the material

has sufficient toughness or not. Impact (Charpy) specimens
are tested in groups of three specimens and the results
compared with minimum single and average reading

requirements given in a table in the code.
The API 650method (see Fig 7.5 below) is set out in

section 4 of the code and is as follows:

. Step 1. For a given material, identify its group number (I
to VI) from API 650 Table 4-4(a or b). Be careful to note if

the material is ‘killed’ and/or normalized as this can affect
its group. Watch out for information given in the notes at
the bottom of the table also.

. Step 2. For a given location in the USA determine the
lowest one day mean (average) temperature (LODMAT)
from the map in API 650 Fig. 4-2.

. Step 3. Go to the graphs in API 650 Fig. 4-1 and plot the
LODMAT temperature against the thickness of the
material in question, then compare it with the line on

the graph for the current material group.
. Step 4. If the plot point on the API 650 Fig. 4-1 graph falls

above the line for the material group, impact tests are not
needed as brittle fracture is not considered likely.

. Step 5. If the plot point on the Fig. 4-1 graph falls below
the line for the material group then the material must be
impact tested to see whether it has adequate toughness or

not. The acceptance values are shown in Table 4-5 of API
650 and range from 20 to 68 J (15–50 ft-lb) depending on
material group, thickness and the orientation of the
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specimen taken from the parent metal plate. All test results
are calculated from the average of three test specimens.

Figure 7.5 API 650 brittle fracture assessment
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7.4 Tank component arrangement and sizes
The second API 650 topic that is included in the API 653
BOK covers acceptable material/weld sizes and arrangements
for some of the major tank components. As a construction

code, API 650 contains a lot of detailed technical require-
ments about how to attach nozzles and other fittings to the
shell, roof and bottom. There are several thousand of these

requirements, compressed into a family of full-page arrange-
ment drawings, many further qualified by referenced tables of
data. These tables mainly cover material thickness, pipe

schedules, minimum weld sizes and such like. Fortunately,
not all are in the API 653 BOK. The main ones that are
included are:

. Shell manholes API 650 Fig. 5-7 and Tables 5-3 to 5-5

. Shell nozzles API 650 Fig. 5-8 and Tables 5-6 to 5-9

. Shell nozzles near weld seams API 650 Fig. 5-14

. Minimum spacing of welds API 650 Fig. 5-9

. Shell connections flush with the bottom API 650 Fig. 5-14

. Draw-off sumps API 650 Fig. 5-21 and Table 5-16

. Clean-out fittings API 650 Fig. 5-12 and Table 5-9

. Roof manholes API 650 Fig. 5-6 and Table 5-13

. Roof rectangular hatches API 650 Fig. 5-17

. Flanged roof nozzles API 650 Fig. 5-19

. Threaded roof nozzles API 650 Fig 5-20

7.5 Some tips on exam questions
The API 653 examination frequently contains questions
taken from the long list of figures and tables above. There are
normally only a handful, however, and the exam questions

that can be asked are constrained by:

. The exam questions do not reproduce drawings from API
650, so they have to rely on text or data tables to get their
questions.

. It is surprisingly difficult to ask a question, in text form,
about something on a drawing unless it is kept very simple.
Questions are commonly therefore about material thick-
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ness, weld size or some angle or other that can be picked
out of one of the API 650 figures without too much chance

of misinterpretation.

7.6 Finally: bits and pieces from the API 650
appendices
Very little of the content of all the API 650 appendices ever
appears in the API 653 exam. There is far too much of it,

most of which is of little practical necessity to API 653
storage tank inspection. Picking through the published API
body of knowledge (BOK) reveals the few bits of the

appendices that are included:

Appendix A: Optional design small tank
B: Tank foundations
C: External floating roofs
H: Internal floating roofs

N: Unidentified materials
U: UT in lieu of RT
X: Duplex stainless steel tanks

Appendix G1 (only): Geodesic dome roof

I1, I2 (only): Underfloor leak protection
M1 (only): Elevated temperature tanks
O1, O2 (only): Under-bottom connections

S1 (only): Stainless steel tanks

It is difficult to see any great underlying pattern in this

selection. The good news is that they are not a major source
of exam questions – perhaps one or two from the 50 open-
book questions in the exam. They are nearly always very

straightforward – as long as you can find the correct
appendix, you should be able to pick out the answer.
Figure 7.6 shows some points from these appendices that

make good subjects for exam questions.
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Figure 7.6 Some useful BOK points from the API 650

appendices
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Chapter 8

Tank Non-destructive Examination

Non-destructive examination (NDE) of storage tanks is a

subject of direct relevance to tank inspections. Although an
API inspector would rarely perform NDE themselves (the
NDE technician or API-termed ‘examiner’ does that) it is the

role of the inspector to specify the scope, check the technique,
and evaluate the results. In the context of the API 653 ICP,
NDE questions form a sizeable chunk of the body of

knowledge (BOK) and appear, fairly predictably, as exam
questions of several sorts.
Let us start with these points about the NDE coverage of

API 653:

. The NDE content of API 653 nearly all relates to tank

repairs.
. The requirements supplement the fuller coverage in the

tank construction code API 650. They are necessary to fill

in the gaps, as API 650 is about new construction, so does
not cover in-service repairs.

. There are two, almost completely separate, parts to

storage tank NDE. The techniques and technical details
(covered in ASME V), and scope or extent of NDE that is
required, which is found in API 653 itself.

. The NDE content of API 653 is separated into two parts.

More than 90% is found in section 12: Examination and
Testing, catalogued by area of the tank. This is then
summarized by techniques (VT, PT, UT, etc.) in Annex F:

NDE Requirements Summary near the back of the code.

Figure 8.1 below summarizes the situation. Note how strictly
(as clearly stated in API 653 (12.1.1.1)) the source code for
NDE compliance is actually the new construction code API

650. In practice, this tends mainly to influence tanks that are
being reconstructed (cut up and reassembled somewhere
else), as these are effectively treated as if they are new-build
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tanks. In most practical in-service inspection/repair/altera-
tion scenarios the relevant NDE requirements are not fully
covered in API 650, and API 653 steps in to take over (and

take priority).

8.1 The ideas behind API 653 section 12:
examination and testing
Although API 653 section 12.1 is set out as a long list of
uninspiring ‘100% NDE’ text clauses (with no diagrams) the

overall technical ideas behind it are quite straightforward.

Figure 8.1 The tank NDE scope of API 653 and 650
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. Visual inspection. Almost all welding activity requires
visual testing (VT) at stages before, during and after the

welding.
. Crack detection. Completed fillet welds (patches, reinfor-

cing plates, etc.) are checked for cracks by PT/MT, as well
as the usual VT.

. Butt welds. Used for shell insert patches, plate replacement
and similar, these require volumetric NDE to check for
cracks and other defects inside the weld.

. Parent material. This will be welded and must be free of
defects. The main scenarios are:
– After removal of attachments: visual/PT/MT for sur-

face cracks (12.1.4.1, 12.1.2.2, 12.1.8.2, etc.)
– Before welding penetrations: shell requires UT for

laminations (12.1.2.1, 12.1.8.1).

– After grinding out of defects and backgouging the
cavities: need visual/PT/MT for surface cracks
(12.1.3.1).

These fairly general points actually consume quite a lot of the
text clauses of API 653 section 12.1. It is probably easier to

remember their principles (have a look at Figs 8.2 and 8.3)
than the fragmented way they are set out in section 12.1.
Remember that they are also repeated in API 653 Annex F.

8.2 Weld leak testing
API 653 section 12 explains four methods of leak testing in
repaired/new welds. The purpose of these is to make sure

there are no leak paths existing through the welds that would
cause a leak when the tank is put into service. Note two
important points about these tests:

. They are in addition to the usual VT/PT/MT surface crack
detection used on (mainly fillet) welds.

. They are designed to be more searching than the
hydrostatic test. Water is notoriously poor at finding its
way through tight or staggered cracks, and will often not
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show leaks that are easily detectable using more searching
methods.

API 653 section 12 is quite careful in the way in which it
recommends each of the techniques for the application to
which it is best suited. The way in which this is presented in

the code text does not exactly make it jump out at you, but it

Figure 8.2 API 653: NDE content
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is there. Figure 8.4 shows the idea and Fig. 8.5 shows the
techniques in more detail.

8.2.1 Vacuum box testing (F5)
This is done using a right-angled box surrounded by rubber
seals. It is placed over repair welds and a vacuum drawn

inside the box. Any air leaking in through weld cracks soon
shows up as an increase in pressure. See API 650 (8.6.1) for
procedure details.

Figure 8.3 Some general principles of tank repair/NDE
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8.2.2 Diesel oil ‘wicking’ test (F7)
API 650 sees this as an alternative to a vacuum box test.
Section 12.1.6 is a good example – it specifies either a vacuum

box or diesel oil test on a completed shell-to-bottom fillet
weld. This works by simply painting diesel oil on to one side
of a weld and seeing if, over a minimum period of 4 hours, it
creeps through to the other side by capillary ‘wicking’ action

though penetrating cracks or other defects. Spreading chalk
or similar powder on the weld helps show when the diesel oil
is creeping through.

Figure 8.4 Weld testing methods
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8.2.3 Tracer gas testing (F6)
This is an extra-sensitive technique (again, an alternative to
vacuum box testing) which can be used on new tank bottom

welds. The gas (usually helium) is inserted under the tank
bottom and sniffer detectors used to detect any leakage
through to the top surface. Owing to the difficulty of
constraining the gas to one side of the weld, this technique is

normally only used for tank bottoms. It is such a sensitive
technique that it can be very difficult to get welds totally leak-
free.

Figure 8.5 Weld leak testing techniques
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8.2.4 Air leak testing (F8)
The main purpose of this test is for testing new nozzles/shell

penetrations when they are fitted with reinforcing (compen-
sation) pads. Air is introduced between the two plates, hence
testing whether there are any leak paths in the fillet weld(s).
Threaded air connection/bleed nipple holes are installed for

this purpose.
As a special case the air test can be used as an alternative

to diesel oil testing of the first pass of a new (or repaired)

shell-to-bottom fillet weld. Figure 8.4 shows the details – note
how weld ‘blockages’ need to be installed to isolate the area
under test and how the air entry point and pressure sensing

points must be at opposite ends of the part of the annulus
being tested.

8.2.5 Weld radiography
API and ASME codes have long preferred RT to other
volumetric methods such as shear-wave (angle probe) UT.

This is probably partly because of the fact that RT gives a
permanent record and partly for historical reasons, rather
then necessarily its effectiveness in finding defects. In reality,
doing RT on a plant where repairs are being carried out can

be awkward owing to health and safety requirements so
many operators prefer UT. In recent years, API codes have
become more open to replacement of RT with UT, although

their equivalent (ASME and API) construction codes have
been slower to follow.
Fundamentally, the RT required by API 653 section 12

starts with that specified in API 650. Note where it says this
in API 653 (12.2.1). This is then supplemented (added to) by
the clauses of API 653 (12.2) – catering for repair and

replacement activities that are not covered by API 650 (which
is only about new construction). While the code clauses are
not particularly memorable, the principle makes sense – site
repair welds are rarely done under optimum conditions, so

extra RT is a good idea to find any defects that may be
caused as a result.
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8.3 How much RT does API 650 require?
It all depends on the thickness of the shell. API 650 section
8.1.2: Number and Location of Radiographs sets out three
scenarios: for shell plate material up to 10mm, 10mm to

25mm and above 25mm thick. It differentiates between
vertical, horizontal and intersections and shows the require-
ments fairly clearly in the code Fig 8-1.

For shells up to 10mm thick in particular, the require-
ments are not that obvious, i.e.:

. For vertical welds: one spot RT in the first 10 ft and in
each 100 ft thereafter, 25% of which need to be at

intersections.

and

. For horizontal welds: one spot RT in the first 10 ft and in

each 200 ft thereafter.

Look at API 650 Fig 8-1 for the full details.

8.4 How much RT does API 653 require?
You can be excused for being a little confused about this.

While straightforward in concept, the clauses API 653
(12.2.1.1) to (12.2.1.6) look a bit daunting. To simplify it,
think of shell plate welds as being of the following types:

. ‘New construction’ type welds: i.e. new welds between new
plates. This is exactly the same as new construction, so just

follow API 650 (8.1.2) as API 653 has no additional
requirements.

. ‘Repair’ welds. These may be between either new-to-

existing plates or existing-to-existing plates. Treat these as
repair welds (with a higher risk), so they need some
additional RT.
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8.4.1 Key point – the difference between new plates
and replacement plates
Do not get confused by this one:

. 12.2.1.1 to 12.2.1.4 are about the situation where new shell
plates are installed in a shell, to replace corroded ones.
Figure 8.6 covers this scenario.

. 12.2.1.6 and its subsection. This is about when plates are

cut out to provide access doors (to allow work to be
carried out inside the tank) and then rewelded up
afterwards.

Figure 8.7 below shows this situation. Note how one less

vertical weld RT shot is required than when fitting a new
shell plate (i.e. 12.2.1.1b).
For thicker materials > 1 in the additional chance of

defects means that full RT is required on vertical seams. In
some cases, it is easier to cut out circular access doors than
rectangular ones. This only requires 1 RT shot (see
12.2.1.6.1) unless, again, it is more than 1 in thick, when

full RT is required.
Figure 8.8 shows what to do about reconstructed tanks.

8.4.2 What about exam questions?
It is easy to get overly excited about exam questions on RT.
Surprisingly there are generally not that many about the

required scope of RT for the multiple possible permutations
of vertical, horizontal, intersection, new and repaired welds.
One or two pop up in the open-book question section,

typically one from API 650 and one from API 653. More
common are questions from ASME V article 2 and API 577.
These are of a more generic nature and often less technically

rigorous than you might expect.

8.4.3 NDE procedures and qualifications
API codes (and their ICP exams) are littered with stuff about
who needs to be qualified to what level and which procedures
they should be working to. NDE activities are no exception.
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These statements reflect a fairly consistent API view of the
inspection world, but there is absolutely no reason why they
should fit your situation.

API 653 Annex F provides the best summary of this
information. Note how all NDE scopes from other chapters

Figure 8.6 RT of shell plate repairs
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are compiled together at the end of each subsection.
Figure 8.9 is another way of presenting this.

Figure 8.7 RT of access door sheets
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Figure 8.8 RT of reconstructed tanks
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Now try these practice questions.

8.5 Tank NDE: practice questions

Q1. API 653: shell penetrations
What NDE must always be carried out before adding a hot tap
connection to a shell plate?

(a) RT or UT of the immediate area affected for
laminations &

(b) UT of the immediate area affected for laminations &
(c) PT or MT of the immediate area &
(d) RT only of the immediate area and new welds &

Figure 8.9 NDE procedure requirements
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Q2. API 653: shell penetrations
A hot tap connection to a shell plate has been examined by PT.
Under what circumstances should the use of UT or fluorescent
MT also be considered?

(a) When PT has detected a surface breaking flaw &
(b) When the shell plate is > 1

2 inch and toughness is
unknown &

(c) When the weld is subjected to fatigue stresses &
(d) All of the above &

Q3. API 653: shell penetrations
What NDE is required on the completed welds of stress relieved
assemblies?

(a) MT or PT after stress relief, but before hydrostatic
testing &

(b) MT or PT after hydrostatic testing &
(c) MT or PT before stress relief and UT or RT after

hydrostatic testing &
(d) MT or PT before stress relief and after hydrostatic

testing &

Q4. API 653: repaired weld flaws
What is the minimum level of NDE required on a completed butt
weld repair?

(a) RT or UT of the full repair length &
(b) RT or UT of 50% of the full butt weld length &
(c) PT or MT of the full repair length &
(d) ‘Spot’ RT or UT &

Q5. API 653: temporary and permanent shell
attachments
How must completed permanent attachment welds be examined?

(a) By VT and MT or PT &
(b) By VT only &
(c) By VT if a shell to bottom weld or MT for any other

type &
(d) Both (a) and (c) &
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Q6. API 653: shell to bottom weld
A welded-on patch plate is to be placed over a shell to bottom
weld. If the plate will cover 16 inches of the bottom weld, what
length of shell to bottom plate weld needs to be inspected before
the patch is applied?

(a) 12 inches &
(b) 16 inches &
(c) 24 inches &
(d) 28 inches &

Q7. API 653: bottoms
In addition to PT or MT, what testing is required for areas of
bottom plates repaired by welding?

(a) VT &
(b) MT or PT &
(c) VT plus vacuum box and solution or tracer gas and

detector &
(d) Vacuum box and solution or tracer gas and detector &

Q8. API 653: number and location of radiographs
A new shell plate has been welded into an existing tank. The RT
requirement is in accordance with API 650. What additional
radiography will be required?

(a) One radiograph at each intersection &
(b) One additional radiograph for each vertical joint &
(c) One additional radiograph for each 50 feet of

horizontal weld &
(d) All of the above &

Q9. API 653: acceptance criteria for existing shell
plate welds
An intersection between a new and old weld contains defects
unacceptable to the new standard. The defects are, however,
acceptable to the original construction standard. Must they be
repaired?

(a) Yes, if the defects are in the new weld &
(b) Yes, if the defects are in the old weld &
(c) No, they do not need repair &
(d) It is at the inspector’s discretion &
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Q10. API 653: marking and identification of
radiographs
What does the letter R mean on a weld radiograph?

(a) The weld needs to be re-shot &
(b) The weld has been re-shot &
(c) The weld has been repaired &
(d) The RT has been carried out with gamma radiography &
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Chapter 9

Tank Repairs and Alterations

Overall, a lot of the storage tanks in the world are in a bit of a

mess. Here are the reasons why:

. Poor maintenance. Tanks are easily forgotten when
allocating maintenance budgets to higher priority parts
of a plant. They are often seen as being less process-

critical. Access is also difficult – external inspection/
maintenance requires scaffolding or mobile cranes.

. Long lifetimes. It is not unusual for tanks to be 50 or more
years old.

. Multiproduct use. Changing process conditions leads to
unpredictable (frequently unknown) corrosion rates.

. Construction standards. Although tank construction codes

(particularly recent ones) are technically consistent in
themselves, tanks are hardly high technology items.
Most are made from corrosion-prone low carbon steel.

They are simple utilitarian fabrications, rather than
cutting-edge engineering structures, which is reflected in
their low price.

. Environmental conditions. A lot of tanks are situated in
dirty or marine environments. Once the external painting
starts to break down, corrosion occurs quickly. It is worse
if the external surfaces are lagged.

The result of all this is that most storage tanks end up

needing a lot of repairs during their lifetime. These can range
from small patches or replacement plate inserts through to
replacing complete tank bottoms, shell courses (or ‘strakes’)

or roofs. Some of these do little for the cosmetic appearance
of the tank, but are perfectly technically viable – and cheaper
than buying a new tank.
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9.1 Repairs or alterations?
API in-service inspection codes are well known for their
differentiation between repairs and alterations. They contain
the definitive opinion that repairs and alteration are

fundamentally different things. The rationale behind this is:

. Alterations involve some kind of ‘new’ design aspect (for
the tank in question) that needs to be considered. Repairs
do not.

. Because of the ‘new design’ aspect of alterations, technical
details need to be approved and the work authorized to
proceed by someone with the necessary knowledge. API-

certified inspectors are not always expected to have this
knowledge. Some higher technical authority (a qualified
‘engineer’) has to have the final word.

Fortunately API 653 is more logical than some other codes as
to the difference between repair and alterations. This is then

qualified by dividing each into ‘major’ or ‘non-major’
categories, i.e. major repairs and major alterations. Note
that the code does not actually classify the opposite of major

repair or alteration as minor or ordinary. It just infers that
they are ‘not major’. Wonderful.
Here are the key points:

A repair (non-major) is an activity used to fix some
corrosion or similar problem to return a tank to a safe
operating condition. Nothing is added and there is no
significant design implication (API 653 definition 3.2.4).

A major repair is a repair (as above), but of a type
specifically stated in API 653 definition 3.18, i.e.:

. Removing and then replacing a shell plate of longest
dimension more than 12 in situated below liquid level.

. Removing and then replacing annular ring material with
the longest dimension more than 12 in.

. Removing and then replacing more than 12 in of a vertical

shell plate weld or annular plate ring radial weld located
anywhere in the tank.
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. Removing and replacing a significant amount (>50% of
weld) of the shell-to-bottom/ring weld.

. Jacking up the tank shell to renew the complete tank
bottom.

An alteration (non-major) is some change or addition that
changes the tank’s physical dimension or configuration
(definition 3.1).

A major alteration is an alteration (as above) that
specifically involves:

. Installing a new shell penetration >NPS 12 below the
design liquid level (NPS is nominal pipe size).

. Installing a new bottom penetration within 12 in of the
shell.

Figure 9.1 shows the situation in pictorial form. Once you
have accepted the principle of this repair versus alteration
differentiation then the major versus non-major split fits in

fairly naturally with the integrity implications of the activity.
Repairs or alterations designed as major have a higher risk of
leak or failure consequences if not done correctly. Figure 9.2

shows the responsibilities for approvals and the hydrotest
requirements.

9.2 Hydrotest requirements
API 653’s view is that ‘non-major’ repairs or alterations are
not important enough to warrant a mandatory hydrotest.
Owners/users can of course perform one if they wish but it is

not a code requirement. For major repairs or alteration then
a hydrotest is required by section 12.3.1b of API 653. Even
this, however, can be overridden by either:

. An FFS assessment (API 653 section 12.3.2.7) – the exact
type of which remains undefined.

. Complying with the relevant exemption clauses chosen
from API 653 sections 12.3.2.3 to 12.3.2.7. This is a rather
long list but, in summary, simply says that the major

repairs/alteration meet the requirements of:
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. Correct materials (with sufficient toughness)

. Qualified weld procedures

. Low hoop stress (≤7 ksi)

. Good weld quality

Putting aside the minutiae of code clauses for the moment,

you can see that API 653 does not actually impose a
mandatory hydrotest for any repairs or alterations at all. It is

Figure 9.1 Major repairs (MR) and major alterations

(MA): API 653
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mandatory for dismantled and reconstructed tanks (see API
653 section 12.3.1a) because this is similar to new construc-
tion activity. It therefore has to comply with the construction

code API 650 as if it were a new tank, required to prove its
integrity before use.

9.3 Repair and alterations – practical
requirements
Section 9: Tank Repair and Alterations is one of the longest

sections of API 653. From an API exam perspective also, the
subject is important; repair and alteration-related topics can
form up to 30–35% of the total haul of exam questions.

Most of these have a practical engineering aspect to them
involving design, welding, testing or responsibilities rather
than any deeply theoretical considerations.
Figure 9.3 shows the breakdown of the section. Note how

it divides logically into activities involving shell plates,

Figure 9.2 Approval and hydrotest requirements
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penetrations (i.e. nozzles), bottoms and roofs. Detailed
technical requirements cover all these areas – related to

either repairs or alterations, as applicable. Throughout the
sections, some common principles apply:

. Minimum and maximum repair sizes and thickness

. Allowable repair location

. Weld locations, types and sizes

. Methods of avoiding local hardness, leading to cracking
and brittle fracture

Figure 9.3 Tank repairs: the breakdown of API 653 section 9
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We will look at these in turn, concentrating on those areas
that feature heavily in the API exam questions.

9.3.1 Are these repairs temporary or permanent?
They are all permanent. Unlike pressure vessels, where some

types of repairs have to be considered as temporary, storage
tanks can be permanently repaired using fillet-welded ‘lap’
patches. They may not look particularly attractive, but they

provide perfectly adequate strength and integrity against
leaks. Non-welded repairs such as epoxy filler, wraps,
clamps, etc., do not feature significantly in API 653 – there
are a few references in API 575 but little technical detail.

Welded repairs are clearly preferred, where possible.

9.3.2 The basics of code compliance
Fundamentally, tank repairs and alterations have to comply
with the tank construction codeAPI 650. Practically, however,
API 650 does not covermost repair configurations, soAPI 653

section 9 takes over with the required technical detail. The
principles are similar, although API 653 allows extra leeway in
some areas, to allow for the realities of site fabrication work.

9.4 Repair of shell plates
Repair of shell plates comprises two types:

. Replacement plates, where plates are cut out, normally
because of corrosion, and a new replacement ‘insert’ plate
is butt-welded in its place. These are covered in API 653

section 9.2.
. Lap-welded patch plate (API 653 section 9.3). Here, a

plate is fillet (lap)-welded over the top of a corroded (not

cracked) area to restore the thickness and strength of the
tank shell.

Both of these types are considered permanent repairs and the
code clauses specify limitations on plate size and shape,

allowable weld locations and design features related to them.
Engineering details of replacement shell plates are shown

in API 653 Fig. 9-1. The main details of this are reproduced
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in Fig. 9.4 here – note the additional annotations taken from
the subsections of API 653 (9.2).

API 653 section 9.3 covers similar restrictions for lap-
welded patch plates. There is no code figure for this – all the
requirements are listed in the multiple subsections of 9.3.
Figure 9.5 below summarizes the main requirements – note

the limits on minimum and maximum overlap and the similar
size restrictions to those for butt-welded replacement (insert)
patches. Lamination checks of the parent plate before

welding are important – UT checks for parent plate
laminations are therefore required by API 653 (9.3.1a).

Figure 9.4 Replacement shell plates: API 653 section 9.2

and Fig. 9-1
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9.4.1 Repairing shell plate defects (9.6)
It is much easier to repair defective welds on shell plates in
situ than to replace them or apply a lap-welded patch plate.

As long as the minimum required plate thickness is
maintained, corroded areas can be blended by grinding or
blended and weld-repaired as need be. The requirements are
fairly commonsense:

. Cracks, lack of fusion and slag must be ground out

completely before rewelding.
. Excessive undercut in excess of API 650 limits needs to be

removed by blending and rewelding if required (for plate

Figure 9.5 Shell lap patches: API 653 section 9.3
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≤13mm it is maximum 0.4mm on vertical welds and
0.8mm on horizontal welds).

. Weld arc strikes must be removed as they cause stress
concentrations.

9.5 Shell penetrations
There are three main things you can do with tank shell

penetrations (nozzles or access manholes)

. Repair them (9.7)

. Replace or add new penetrations (9.8)

. Alter existing penetrations (9.9)

9.5.1 Repair of penetrations (9.7)
This is generally about adding of reinforcing (compensation)

plates to existing nozzles. The reasons for needing to do this
would be:

. An increase in tank maximum fill height or product
specific gravity, meaning that existing nozzles near the

bottom of the shell require additional compensation.
. The shell around existing nozzles is corroded (on either the

inside or outside of the tank), so shell strength in that
region needs to be restored.

Figure 9.6 shows the main technical requirements of adding

these reinforcing plates to existing nozzles. Note the
‘tombstone’ plate fitted when the nozzle or manway is near
the bottom of the tank (which they usually are). As you can

see from the figure, the main issue is the minimum fillet weld
(leg) size between the bottom of the tombstone plate and the
bottom annular ring. Note how the nozzle-to-reinforcing

plate weld is the same for the tombstone plate as for a
reinforcing plate that does not extend all the way to the floor.
The plate-to-floor weld is smaller.
Watch out for open-book exam questions about this

section of the code – particularly about the optional
horizontally split reinforcing plate and the positioning of
the vent/tell-tale holes.
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9.5.2 Alteration of existing shell penetrations (9.9)
This is about the effects of installing an additional tank
bottom on top of an existing corroded one. The additional

bottom is normally added either directly on or an inch or two
above the existing one, with a layer of cushioning material
such as sand or crushed stone in between the two. This causes
the new bottom-to-shell weld to be raised up nearer the

lowest shell nozzles reinforcing plate, frequently reducing the
weld spacing to below the minimum distance required.
Section 9.9 gives three solutions to this:

Figure 9.6 Adding reinforcement to existing nozzles
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. Trim the bottom of the existing nozzle reinforcing plate, as
long as there is still adequate reinforcement available (as
per the API 650 calculation, section 9.9.2.1).

. Remove the existing reinforcing plate and replace with a
new one (9.9.2.2). Sometimes it is possible to just replace
the bottom half, leaving the top half in place.

. Move the offending nozzle and its reinforcing plate

upwards, increasing the spacing to the shell-to-bottom
weld.

Figure 9.7 summarizes these three methods. As most of the
technical detail is about weld spacing and sizes, these are

normally only suitable for open-book exam questions. It is
difficult to construct sensible closed-book exam questions
from this topic.

9.6 Adding an additional bottom through an
existing tombstone plate (9.9.4)
API 653 (9.9.4) is, arguably, a special case, where an
additional bottom is added through an existing tombstone
reinforcing plate. This is a rather complex new code section –

Figure 9.7 Altering existing penetrations
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a bit too involved for more than the occasional open-book
exam question. The basic idea (see Fig. 9-6 of API 653) is

that the lower edge of the tombstone plate is cut and bevelled
to allow it to be welded into the new fillet weld added
between the existing shell plate and the new bottom. This is
then ‘backed up’ with an additional fillet weld on that.

9.7 Repair of tank bottoms
Tank bottoms can corrode from either the product side or
soil side, so bottom repairs are a common occurrence,

particularly on old, multiproduct tanks without cathodic
protection.
Similar to shells, bottoms can be permanently repaired

using individual fillet-welded lap patch plates. Alternatively,
if corrosion is very widespread, a complete new bottom can
be fitted, usually directly on top of the existing one, unless

there is some pressing reason for removing it.

9.7.1 Patch plate bottom repairs
API 653 Fig. 9-9 contains all the necessary information about
what you can and can not do when doing bottom patch plate
repairs. Figure 9.8 below shows some of the major points.
Note how:

. Minimum patch plate dimension is either 6 in or 12 in,

depending on whether it overlaps an existing seam
(9.10.1.1b).

. Patch plates may be almost any shape or maximum size.

. Minimum spacing distances have to be met to avoid HAZ
interaction causing local hardening and cracking prob-
lems.

. Special restrictions apply in the critical zone (the annular
area extending 3 in in from the shell).

9.7.2 Repairs in the critical zone
The critical zone (API 653 definition 3.10) is the annular area
of the tank bottom extending 3 in in from the shell. For tanks

fitted with an annular ring, the critical zone is part of the
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annular ring, but generally not all of it. The reason for
separately identifying the critical zone is that it sees high
bending stresses if foundation washout or distortion causes

edge settlement. This bending would have a tendency to tear
apart the shell-to-bottom fillet welds, as they have little
strength. Stresses increase with small radial lengths and large
vertical deflections, so repair restrictions are put in place to

limit this.
Figure 9.9 shows typical restrictions on patch repairs.

Figure 9.8 Patch plate bottom repairs
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9.7.3 Repairing pitting in the critical zone (9.10.1.6)
Pitting can be repaired by overlay welding as long as the
parent material underneath is not less than 0.1 in thick. The

usual 2 in in 8 in cumulative maximum applies (the definition
of isolated pitting), but in this case the plane in which this is
calculated is on an arc parallel to the shell. This is the plane
on which shear stress acts on the bottom plate if there is any

foundation washout around the tank or circumference.

Figure 9.9 Patch plate repairs in the critical zone
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9.7.4 Replacement of tank bottom (9.10.2)
Full bottom replacement is a major exercise, used when the

tank bottom is so severely corroded that wholesale replace-
ment is the most practical option. This section really refers to
replacing all the bottom plates, but while leaving the annular
ring (with its critical zone) in place. Figure 9.10 shows the

idea.
Note how Fig. 9.10 shows the definition of this activity as a

repair, not a major repair or an alteration. In a fit of logic,

API 653 definition 3.18(f) says:

. Replacement of a tank bottom is not classed as ‘replacement

Figure 9.10 Replacing the tank bottom
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of a tank bottom’ if the annular ring remains unaffected.
You may need to read that again.

This means that it is classed as a straightforward repair

without the requirement for a post-repair hydrotest.
Replacement of the tank bottom is predominately an

exercise in complying with the construction code API 650.
There is also a list of API 653 requirements (in 9.6.2) that

override this, as they specifically refer to repairs. They are:

. Sand/gravel cushion material is required between the
existing and new floors (9.10.2.1.1).

. Penetrations may need to be raised to maintain minimum

spacings above the bottom-to-shell weld (9.10.2.1.4 and
9.10.2.4).

For convenience, the activity of ‘replacing a tank bottom’ is
normally done while leaving the existing bottom in place.
API 653 sections 9.10.2.1.1 to 9.10.2.1.5 specifically cover this

scenario, as the most popular option.

9.8 Repair of tank roofs
The repair of tank roofs is a fairly straightforward exercise,

as long as you comply with the construction code require-
ments of API 650. API 653 does not have many preferences
or overrides. This is probably more to do with the fact that

tank roofs are little more than a simple plate structure under
little stress, than any great technical philosophy. Looking at
API 650 section 5.10: Roofs and appendix F you can see that

they contain three types of information:

. Calculation equations (which are not in the API 653

BOK).
. Cross-references to other sections of API 650 (which are

also not included in the BOK).

. Limiting physical dimensions (minimum thickness, etc.) of
roof plates and supporting components.
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This self-limits the topics that appear as API 653 exam
questions. A few questions appear about minimum thickness

of roof plates or the roof-to-shell junctions, but they rarely
extend further than that. You can expect these to be open-
book questions – easily picked out from section 10 of API
650. You can see some examples at the end of this chapter

and Fig. 9.11 shows some corresponding points.

Figure 9.11 Repairs to roofs: API 653 (9.11–9.13)

and API 650 (5.10)
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9.9 Hot tapping: API 653 (9.14)
‘Hot tapping’ is the term given to cutting a new nozzle
penetration into a tank when it still contains the product at
its storage temperature (it does not need to be ‘hot’). This is a

much quicker and less troublesome method than emptying
and cleaning the tank in order to add the new penetration. It
is a common procedure, normally performed without any

mishaps, and also in pipelines and vessels, as well as storage
tanks.
This API 653 section is a common source of exam

questions. The hot tapping activity has specific requirements
in nozzle reinforcement, weld size and testing in order to
ensure that the design is strong enough and is completed
without leaks or weld cracking. Note some key points about

hot tapping a storage tank shell:

. Hot tapping is always an alteration rather than a repair, as
it changes the physical configuration of the tanks (API 653
definition 3.1).

. If the new penetration is larger than NPS 12 then it
becomes a major alteration, as hot taps are always installed
below the liquid level (definition 3.18c).

. Materials and stresses must be chosen to avoid brittle
fracture.

. The main issue during the installation is to avoid weld
cracking, leading to leaks or fracture. This requires

limitations to be placed on weld electrode type, weld
spacings and weld joint type and size.

Figure 9.12 below shows how the hot tapping procedure is
done. Note the steps of the operation:

1 The new flanged nozzle is welded to the tank shell,

followed by the reinforcing (compensation) pad.
2 A valve is bolted to the flange and the tapping machine

mounted on the other side of the flange (so the machine is

isolated from the tank by the valve). The tapping machine
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is fitted with glands, completely sealing the cutter and its
driveshaft inside the fluid boundaries.

3 The valve is opened and the cutting head traverses

through the valve, cutting the opening in the tank. A pilot
drill and ‘catch wire’ arrangement holds on to the cut
coupon, preventing it falling into the tank.

4 When the cut is complete the cutting head is retracted

back through the valve, which is then closed, isolating the
liquid so the cutting machine can be removed.

Figure 9.12 The hot tapping procedure: API 653 (9.14)
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9.9.1 API RP 2201
API Recommended Practice RP 2201: Procedures for

Welding or Hot Tapping on Equipment in Service is a detailed
document covering the subject of hot tapping. It is very
comprehensive, but the good news is that its content is not in
the API 653 exam body of knowledge, so you do not need to

study it. Knowledge of its existence, however, is an exam
topic, as it is mentioned in the reference section of several of
the API 653 subject codes.

9.9.2 API 653 (9.14) hot tapping requirements
This code section provides a good example of what API

codes do best. Instead of bothering with too much technical
detail of procedure, it just gets straight to those points that
will have an influence on the integrity of the hot tapping

penetration. This section 9.14 is valid examination question
material. Most are open-book topics, but there are also
several points of technical principle that make valid closed-

book questions
Figure 9.13 summarizes some key points. A lot of it centres

around the requirement that hot-tapped nozzles require a
reinforcement plate, which must be made from sufficiently

tough material and then meet well-defined sizing and weld
requirements. Penetration position is defined by the fact that
it must be a minimum 3 feet below the liquid level (9.14.1.2)

but not see sufficient static head pressure to cause a hoop
stress of more than 7000 psi (9.14.1.1(4)).
Note how Fig. 9.13 summarizes key points of API 653

Fig. 9-10. This is a good concise figure summarizing a lot of
technical detail, and a well-established source of API 653
examination questions.

9.10 Tank repair and alteration – other
requirements
Remember that API 653 section 9 does not cover all the
requirements of tank repair and alteration. Repair and
alteration are fundamentally API 650 construction code
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activities with the requirements of API 653 added to them, to
cover the practical aspects of site work. This should become
clearer when we look at the subject of tank reconstruction in

Chapter 10. This is almost a purely API 650-based activity,
treating the reconstruction as the same as building a new
tank from scratch.
For the procedural aspects of welding and NDE of tank

repair and alteration, ASME V, IX and API 577 provide
more detail than API 653 itself. These therefore provide the
source of exam questions of a more generic nature, e.g.

related to other types of repair/alteration as well as hot
tapping. We will cover them in separate chapters of this
book. Exam questions tend to be fairly polarized, however,

concentrating on one or the other, because that is how the
questions are compiled.
Now try these practice questions.

Figure 9.13 Hot tapping detail (see API 653 Fig. 9-10)
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9.11 Repair and alterations: practice questions

Q1. API 653: repair of defects in shell plate material
Which of the following is not an acceptable method of repairing
a corroded area on a shell plate that is at its minimum design
thickness?

(a) Grinding out the corroded area to a smooth contour &
(b) Applying a lap-welded patch plate over the defective

region &
(c) Repairing the defective region with weld metal &
(d) Replacing the corroded region with a butt-welded

insert plate &

Q2. API 653: repair of defective welds
Which of the following imperfections must always be repaired?

(a) Existing weld reinforcement in excess of API 650
acceptance criteria &

(b) Existing weld undercut &
(c) Arc strikes either in or adjacent to welded joints &
(d) All of the above &

Q3. API 653: addition or replacement of shell
penetrations
A new nozzle is to be installed in an existing shell. The nozzle is
4 in NPS. The shell is 5

8 in thick and does not meet the current
design metal temperature criteria. How must the nozzle be
installed?

(a) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum
diameter of 16 in &

(b) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum
diameter of 8 in &

(c) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum
diameter of 6 in &

(d) A nozzle cannot be installed under these circumstances &

Q4. API 653: addition or replacement of shell
penetrations
A new nozzle is to be installed in an existing shell. The nozzle is
1 in NPS. The shell is 3

8 in thick. How must the nozzle be
installed?

(a) It can be installed directly into the shell &
(b) A nozzle cannot be installed under these circumstances &
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(c) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum
diameter of 2 in &

(d) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum
diameter of 13 in &

Q5. API 653: repairing tank bottoms
A welded-on patch plate has been used to repair a defect within
the critical zone on the tank bottom. Which of the following
situations would be unacceptable?

(a) The patch plate is 5
16 in thick &

(b) The bottom plate at the perimeter weld is 1
5 in thick &

(c) The plate perimeter weld has two weld passes &
(d) The patch plate is tombstone shaped and within 6 in

of the shell &

Q6. API 653: repairing tank bottoms
A welded-on patch plate is not permitted in the critical zone of
tanks operating at what temperature?

(a) There is no stated temperature restriction &
(b) 100 8F for carbon steel and 200 8F for stainless steel &
(c) 100 8C for carbon steel and 100 8F for stainless steel &
(d) 200 8F for carbon steel and 100 8F for stainless steel &

Q7. API 653: replacement of entire tank bottom
A tank has its entire bottom replaced. Existing shell penetrations
may not require raising if the tank material has a yield strength
as follows:

(a) ≤ 50 000 lbf/in2 &
(b) >50 000 lbf/in2 &
(c) ≤ 100 000 lbf/in2 &
(d) >100 000 lbf/in2 &

Q8. API 653: repair of fixed roofs
What is the minimum allowable thickness of new roof plates?

(a) 1
4 in &

(b) 1
4 in plus corrosion allowance &

(c) 3
16 in plus corrosion allowance &

(d) 5
16 in plus corrosion allowance &
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Q9. API 653: hot taps
Which of the following statements are true concerning hot taps?

(a) They can only be done on tanks that do not need heat
treatment &

(b) They cannot be carried out on tanks of unknown
toughness &

(c) They cannot be used for openings greater than 4 in
diameter &

(d) Hot taps fitted to the roof must be approved by the
design engineer &

Q10. API 653: hot taps
What is the minimum height of liquid required above the hot tap
location during hot tapping?

(a) 12 in &
(b) 8 in &
(c) 3 feet &
(d) 5 feet &

Q11. API 653: minimum weld spacings
What is the minimum spacing in any direction between a hot tap
weld and adjacent nozzles in a tank 300 ft in diameter and 0.5 in
thick?

(a) 21 in &
(b) 30 in &
(c) 36 in &
(d) 42 in &

Q12. API 653: replacement shell plates
Which of the following statements are true when replacing entire
shell plates or full height segments?

(a) Vertical welds can be cut and re-welded in contravention of
the spacing requirements in API 653 Fig. 9-1 &

(b) Horizontal welds can be cut and re-welded &
(c) Horizontal welds must be cut at least 6 in beyond the

new vertical weld &
(d) Horizontal joints must be welded prior to vertical joints &
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Q13. API 653: shell repairs using lap-welded patches
Lap-welded patches must have rounded corners. What size
corner radius should be used?

(a) 1 inch maximum &
(b) 1 inch minimum &
(c) 2 inches maximum &
(d) 2 inches minimum &

Q14. API 653: NDE requirements
As well as section 12, is there is a summary list of the NDE
requirements of API 653 hidden away?

(a) Annex B &
(b) Annex F &
(c) Annex G &
(d) Annex H &
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Chapter 10

Tank Reconstruction

Strangely at odds with the sensible idea that a storage tank

can be heavily repaired throughout its life lies the subject of
tank reconstruction. This is the wholesale dismantling of a
tank into a large number of transportable pieces and then

reassembling them somewhere else, on a completely different
site. Opinions differ on whether this is all worth the bother. It
is a labour intensive exercise and many countries with high

labour rates would not find it economic – it would be cheaper
to build a new one.
Technical practicality plays a part in the decision – it can

be physically awkward getting the disassembled parts to fit,

particularly for larger tanks. The state of corrosion can also
cause problems – additional corrosion is often discovered
during disassembly, requiring repairs before reassembly of

the parts. Old, large tanks are the biggest risk.
Notwithstanding the practical and cost uncertainties, tank

reconstruction is clearly a viable option in those countries

that do it, so it is a long-standing part of API 653, with
specific technical principles. It is also a valid topic for API
653 exam questions.

10.1 Code requirements for tank reconstruction
Unlike repairs, tank reconstruction is considered a ‘build as
new’ activity. In most cases this turns into a ‘build better than
new’ activity as one of the fundamental requirements is that

reconstruction activities must be done to the ‘current
applicable standard’, i.e. the code edition relevant to when
it is reconstructed, not the old one to which it was originally

built. This applies only to all new material, components,
welding and NDE used during the reconstruction. Existing
materials, components and welds that are not reworked can

remain as they are, to the as-built standard. Figure 10.1
summarizes the situation.
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The main code requirements for reconstruction are found
in three places:

. Section 8 of API 653 covers design consideration for
reconstruction tanks. This is a one-page section setting out
the relevant code-compliance requirements as described

above.
. API 653 section 10: Dismantling and Reconstruction is a

Figure 10.1 Reconstructed tanks: which code?
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longer section covering the procedures of dismantling the
tank and putting it back together again. The dismantling

bits (10.3) are unique to API 653 because they are not
covered in the construction code. The reconstruction
requirements (10.4) are practical additions to the con-
struction code (API 650) – mainly about welding

acceptance criteria and broad dimensional tolerances for
the rebuilt tank.

. API 650, the construction code itself, contains the most

detailed information. This drives the technical detail of the
reconstruction, reinforcing the principle that reconstruc-
tion is a new-build activity rather than a repair or

alteration one. There are other non-API construction
codes, which is why API 653 is careful to refer to the
construction codes in generic terms rather than exclusively

to API 650. Such niceties do not extend to the API exam –
construction code questions will all be about API 650.

10.2 Reconstruction responsibilities
API 653 does not make such a well-defined split between the

meaning of the words approval and authorization, as do API
510 or API 570 relating to pressure vessels and pipework.
The inherent meanings of the words (as decided by API),

however, are the same, as follows:

. Approvalmeans approval of a design procedure method or
way of doing something, independent of whether the
activity has started or not. It can also apply to accepting

some work or activity that has finished (i.e. agreeing it has
been done properly).

. Authorization means authorizing an activity to start.

You can see these words in action in API 653 (10.1.4),
although they are not defined for you. One long-standing

controversial area of API ICP exams is the large number of
questions about personnel responsibilities and their relevance
to inspection practice outside the USA. Like them or not,

Fig. 10.2 shows what they are for tank reconstruction. Note
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how the API inspector alone can approve not only hold
points and the extent of the completed tank document
package but also authorize reconstruction work to start and

approve its completion. The tank engineer therefore has no
mandatory role in reconstruction. That is all there is about
reconstruction responsibilities in API 653.

10.3 API 653 section 10: structure
Section 10 is split logically into dismantling (10.3) and
reconstruction (10.4) activities. These subsections provide
parallel coverage for the main components of the tank:

bottom, shell and roof. The main issue of both dismantling
and reconstruction is the objective of avoiding cracking in

Figure 10.2 Reconstruction responsibilities
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the reconstructed tank welds. The first part of achieving this
is to ensure that parts of old existing welds are not left in

place to interfere with new reconstruction welds causing local
carbide concentrations and the risk of cracking. Much of
section 10.3 is centred around this objective. Note particu-
larly how:

. Bottom plates must be cut a minimum of 2 in away from

existing bottom seam welds (10.3.2.1) and 1
2 in away from

the shell-to-bottom fillet weld (API 653 Fig. 10-1).
. If the entire tank bottom is to be reused it must be cut a

minimum of 12 in from the shell-to-floor junction, leaving
the shell with the remaining part of the bottom still intact
(API 653 10.3.2.2b and Fig. 10-1).

. Shell plates must be cut a minimum of 6 in away from
existing shell seam welds (10.3.3.1c) and 1

2 in up from the
shell-to-bottom fillet weld (Fig. 10-1 again).

. Roof plates must be cut a minimum of 2 in away from

existing roof seam welds.

Figure 10.3 summarizes the content of API 653 Fig. 10-1 and
some of its referenced sections. This is a common source of
open-book exam questions. It is difficult to write an awkward

question on this – so they are normally straightforward, just
requiring you to read various minimum dimensions from the
code Fig. 10-1. Easy.

10.4 Reconstruction (10.4 and 10.5)
This is simply a case of welding the cut parts back together
again in a way that avoids brittle fracture, cracks or other
integrity-threatening defects (10.4). In addition the com-

pleted tank has to meet a set of dimensional tolerances (10.5)
on inclination (plumbness), roundness, peaking and banding
in order that it does not suffer from excessive ‘out of design’

stresses in use.
Given that tank reconstruction is essentially a new

construction activity, these sections of API 653 section 10

are based on the straight requirements of API 650, with a few
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additional practical aspects thrown in for good measure.
Salient points are:

. Weld spacings have to be maintained with a minimum 5t
stagger on shell plate vertical joints (10.4.2.1).

. Preheat of weld joints is necessary in cold climates. The

preheat temperature depends on thickness (10.4.2.3):
– Below 0 oF, no welding is allowed.
– 0 oF to 32 oF on thickness > 1 in, preheat to 140 oF.

– Thickness > 112 in, preheat to 200 oF (10.4.4.3).
. Weld maximum undercut (as per API 650) and reinforce-

Figure 10.3 Tank dismantling options: API 653 (10.3)
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ment limits (API 653 Table 10-1) apply. This is to avoid
stress concentrations and crack initiation points.

Figure 10.4 above summarizes some of these important

points. Note how they are mainly about the shell plates.

10.4.1 Use of low hydrogen welding rods
Most API codes are in agreement that whenever welding is
carried out under any type of non-optimum conditions (e.g.
on site), it is best to use low hydrogen welding rods. This

minimizes the risk of cracking, caused by hydrogen molecules

Figure 10.4 Some important reconstruction requirements
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expanding in small discontinuities (such as grain boundaries)
and progressively weakening the structure. Couple this with

heating and cooling and you get cracks. Both API 571 and
577 (both in the API 653 body of knowledge) address
hydrogen cracking and its prevention, so the subject almost
always appears as (several) exam questions in one form or

another.
Figure 10.5 shows the major issues relating to avoiding

hydrogen cracking. Note how these are taken not only from

API 653 section 10: Reconstruction but also from section 11:
Welding.

Figure 10.5 The importance of low hydrogen welding rods
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10.4.2 Reconstructed tank dimensional tolerances in
API 653 (10.5)
In engineering terms, atmospheric storage tanks are large,
rather floppy structures that do not take well to dimensional
inaccuracies. The activity of reconstructing accurately an old
tank after dismantling it can be difficult – it may be a slightly

different size due to cutting, rejection of old weld seams, etc.,
and the old plates are frequently distorted, damaged during
transport, or weakened by corrosion. The main problems

usually occur with the shell. Excessive shell distortion has
two effects:

. Sticking roofs. Shells usually distort more near the top of
the tank. This causes floating roofs to either stick or leak

past the seals, letting vapour out and rain in.
. Excessive stress. Tank shells are designed to the simple

hoop membrane stress equation, which works on the
assumption that the shell is round and of uniform (plane)

section over its height, within certain tolerances. Any
distortion that takes a shell outside this idealized shape
causes stress to rise, indeterminately. This gives an

increased risk of failure at almost any area of stress
concentration, such as weld undercut or excessive weld cap
convexity. API 650 (10.5) sets dimensional tolerances to

try and avoid these problems.

10.4.3 Foundation tolerances
Uneven foundations will cause distortion in an otherwise
accurate shell. Tolerances are specified by API 653 (9.10.5.6),
depending on whether the foundations include a concrete

ringwall (an annular concrete foundation ring on which the
shell sits).

10.4.4 Shell tolerances
There are four of these: plumbness, roundness, peaking and
banding. All can cause problems if excessive, and things get

worse if they act together.
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. Plumbness (10.5.2) is simply inclination or out-of-verti-
cality. The limit is 1 in 100 to a maximum of 5 inches (see

10.5.2.1).
. Out-of-roundness (10.5.3) is the measured deviation of the

shell shape from a true circle. Simplistically it is the
difference between the minimum and maximum measured

diameter. It causes bending stresses, which are not allowed
for a simple hoop (membrane) stress design theory. As
out-of-roundness (OOR) generally gets worse higher up

the tank, it is measured in two places: 1 foot above the
bottom as a reference and then higher up as required.

. Peaking. This is distortion along the longitudinal (vertical)

weld in the shell. It is mainly initiated by material rolling
and/or welding stresses during new construction.
Occasionally it can get worse in service.

. Banding. Banding is similar to peaking but involves
distortion around the circumferential (horizontal) shell
welds rather than the vertical ones. It is less common and
almost always the result of construction (or repair/

alteration/reconstruction) inaccuracies.

Figure 10.6 shows the tolerances allowed for these features in
reconstructed tanks. Being large-dimension related, they
require specialized equipment to measure accurately. The

usual method is via laser measuring equipment, although
API 653 refers to the older, but still effective, method of
using plumblines and long ‘sweepboards’ made out of light

wooden planks or aluminium strips.
The dimensional tolerances above are checked before the

hydrostatic test on a reconstructed tank (10.5.1.2).
Remember that tank reconstruction is the only situation

after new construction where a hydrostatic test is truly
mandatory to comply with API 653 – look back to API 653
section 12 and you can see it specified in 12.3.1a. Settlement

measurements are also taken as per API 653 section 12.5 if
there is any doubt about the strength or rigidity of the tank
foundations.
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10.4.5 Tank reconstruction: API 653 versus API 650
Fundamentally, tank reconstruction is considered a new-
build activity. Remember that all new welding activity is

treated as exactly that, as if it were being done on a
completely new tank – with the requirement to follow the
construction code API 650. In its role as an in-service code,
however, API 653 is allowed several overrides to cater for site

practicalities, while still providing a tank of sufficient
structural integrity.

Figure 10.6 Tolerances for reconstructed tanks
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10.4.6 Reconstruction and other related codes
For the purposes of the API 653 examination (and practically

as well), other codes also play their part in reconstruction
activities. NDE is covered by ASME V and welding
qualifications by ASME IX. Exam questions are rarely
detailed enough to examine these links in any great depth –

they are more likely to be either an API 653-specific question
about reconstruction design or procedures, or very generic
questions (unrelated to specific new-build/repair/alteration/

reconstruction activities) picked verbatim out of the wording
of ASME V or IX, not both.
Now try these practice questions.

10.5 API 653 section 10: dismantling and
reconstruction: practice questions

Q1. API 653: dismantling – bottoms
The bottom is being removed from a storage tank and the plates
are to be re-used. What would be an acceptable method(s) of
removing the plates?

(a) Grinding out existing lap welds &
(b) Cutting alongside but at least 2 inches away from

existing welds &
(c) De-seaming existing lap welds &
(d) All of the above &

Q2. API 653: dismantling – shells
The shell of a storage tank is being dismantled and the plates are
to be re-used. What would be an acceptable method(s) of
removing the plates if the shell thickness is 3

4 in?

(a) Cut through the horizontal and vertical welds &
(b) Cut out the welds and heat affected zones &
(c) Cut alongside but at least 2 inches away from existing

welds &
(d) All of the above &
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Q3. API 653: dismantling – roofs
The roof is being removed from a storage tank and the plates are
to be re-used. What would be an acceptable method(s) of
removing the plates?

(a) Grinding out existing lap welds &
(b) Cutting alongside but at least 1

2 inch away from
existing welds &

(c) Cutting along butt welds &
(d) All of the above &

Q4. API 653: reconstruction – welding
A tank is being reconstructed. What is the minimum offset
allowed between vertical joints in adjacent courses?

(a) 5t, where t is the plate thickness of the thicker course &
(b) 5t, where t is the plate thickness of the thinner course &
(c) 6 in &
(d) Either (a) or (b) &

Q5. API 653: reconstruction – welding
Under what circumstances is welding prohibited when recon-
structing a tank?

(a) When the surfaces to be welded are wet from rain, ice
or snow &

(b) During periods of high winds without shelter &
(c) When the base metal temperature is below 0 8F &
(d) Any of the above &

Q6. API 653: reconstruction – welding
What are the maximum smooth undercut limits for welds?

(a) 1
64 in for vertical seams and 1

32 in for horizontal seams &
(b) 1

32 in for vertical seams and 1
64 in for horizontal seams &

(c) 10% t (where t = plate thickness) &
(d) 1

64 in for vertical seams and 1
64 in for horizontal seams &

Q7. API 653: reconstruction – welding
What is the maximum reinforcement height permitted on each
side of the plate on a vertical butt weld in 1

2 in thick plate
material?

(a) 1
64 in &

(b) 1
32 in &

(c) 1
16 in &
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(d) 3
32 in &

Q8. API 653: reconstruction – shells
A tank with a shell thickness > 112 in requires welding with a
multipass welding procedure. What special restriction(s) would
be placed on this welding?

(a) No weld pass must exceed 1
2 in &

(b) The vertical weld pass must not exceed 1
2 in &

(c) A minimum preheat temperature of 200 8F is required &
(d) Welds must be single-pass &

Q9. API 653: reconstruction – plumbness
What is the maximum out-of-plumbness permitted in a
reconstructed tank?

(a) 1 in 100 with a maximum of 5 in &
(b) 1in 50 with a maximum of 2 in &
(c) 1 in 200 with a maximum of 10 in &
(d) 1 degree from the vertical with a maximum of 5 in &

Q10. API 653: reconstruction – peaking
What is the maximum peaking allowed?

(a) 1
2 in using a horizontal sweepboard 36 in long &

(b) 1 in using a horizontal sweepboard 36 in long &
(c) 1

2 in using a vertical sweepboard 36 in long &
(d) 1 in using a vertical sweepboard 36 in long &
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Chapter 11

Hydrostatic Testing and Brittle
Fracture

API inspection codes in general have a strange love–hate
relationship with hydrotesting. Storage tanks are no excep-
tion – on one hand API 653 explains how and when it should
be done, but this is followed up by a long list of valid

scenarios for exemption. Unlike pressure equipment items,
the underlying message is that (excluding new or fully
reconstructed tanks) a hydrotest on a storage tank is

something that you choose to do, rather then being forced
to do so by API 653.

11.1 What is the subject about?
Code coverage and API exam questions are in surprising
agreement on their coverage of hydrotesting. They are
concerned with:

. WHY you would want to do a hydrotest.

. WHEN it is necessary (and when you do not need to

bother).
. HOW the test is done, once you have decided to do it.

Hydrotesting fits well into the API exam question mix
because of the way that coverage is spread around several of

the codes in the API 653 body of knowledge (BOK). It is
covered in API 653 (12.3), API 650 (7.3.6) and also has links
to the brittle fracture section of API 571. The following list of

hydrotest-related subjects can be shoe-horned into exam
question format:

. Allowable stress (S) levels. A tank scheduled for hydrotest
must have a higher allowable S value than one which is
not, to accommodate the increase in hoop stress caused by

the water compared to its normal oil product (see Fig. 6.5
of this book).
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. Responsibilities, i.e. who decides if a hydrotest is required
in various repair/alteration scenarios.

. Exemptions, and when they are allowed. This fits together
with the question of responsibilities and who decides what.

There are enough basic principles, specific code clauses and
data tables here to feed both open- and closed-book-style
exam questions. That is why they regularly appear.

11.2 Why? The objectives of a hydrotest
Neither API 653 nor API 650 go into much detail but,
simplistically, a hydrotest is:

. A code test for leaks

and

. A strength test (of sorts)

plus

. A chance for brittle fracture and excessive foundation
settlement to happen, if they are going to.

It can never be a full test of fitness for service, because in

reality there are lots of defects and problems that a hydrotest
will not discover. Water is not good at finding its way
through very fine cracks, for example, and welds in some

locations can contain huge internal defects without the
remotest chance that they will result in structural collapse of
the tank during a static-head-only hydrotest. This is well

understood, which is why API 653 section 12 lists hydrotest
as only one type of NDE, among all the other (ASME V)
techniques used.
Perhaps the most agreed objective of hydrotesting a tank is

to check for excessive foundation settlement on tanks laid
directly on a soil, sand or rubble base, i.e. without a full
concrete base, or at least a concrete ringwall installed under

the shell.
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11.3 When is a hydrotest required?
This is straightforward.

. A hydrotest is only mandatory for:
– A newbuild tank: API 650 (7.3.6)
– A reconstructed tank: API 653 (12.3.1)

. A hydrotest is required for a tank that has undergone
major repairs or major alterations (API 653 definition
3.18) but it can be exempted if:

– Firstly it has been agreed by a tank design engineer and
the owner/user (12.3.2.2a and b).

and then, either

– It passes an FFP (fitness-for-purpose) assessment.

or

– It meets a quite long list (nearly two pages of API 653
(12.3.2.3) to (12.3.2.6)) of criteria relating to material,
type, thickness, stress and weld location.

. For non-major repairs or alterations, a hydrotest is not
required. It actually says this in API 653 (12.3.3.1).

Excluding new-build and reconstructed tanks then, where a
hydrotest is mandatory, the answer to whether a hydrotest is

required after a repair or alteration simply hinges on whether
the repair or alteration is major or not, according to API 653
definition 3.18. If it is major then it requires a test unless it
can qualify for any of the exemption routes above.

11.3.1 Why would you want to find an excuse not to
hydrotest?
Because it requires a large amount of treated water, which
then has to be legally disposed of, meeting environmental
standards, etc. It takes a lot of time, is expensive and the tank

may have to be cleaned and dried out afterwards. Coupled
with this it is only a partial test of fitness for service of a tank
and other NDE techniques are better at finding fine defects.

Hydrostatic Testing and Brittle Fracture
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This goes a long way to explain why API 653 allows
exemption in many cases.

11.4 Avoiding brittle fracture
API 653 does not set out to be a textbook on brittle fracture –
it does not even warrant a separate mention in the definitions
section 3. That is fine, because the mechanisms of brittle

fracture are more than adequately explained in API 571
along with its appearance, prevention and mitigation
options. What API 653 (section 5) does do is set out a

well-rehearsed methodology of preventing the specific
occurrence of brittle fracture on storage tanks. In many
cases this is set against a scenario of the tank or its operating

condition having changed in some way with the potential of
increasing the risk of brittle fracture, causing wholesale
fracture of the shell, with the release of all the contents.

11.4.1 What causes increased risk of brittle fracture?
Four things:

. Brittle material. Many cheaply produced materials lack

toughness (tough is the opposite of brittle). This is actually
the result of low ductility (because ductility and toughness
are not precisely the same thing).

. Thickness. The thicker a material section is, the more

brittle (less tough) it is. Strange but true. Lots of textbooks
will explain this to you if you need to know why.

. Temperature. Simple steels get more brittle as they get

colder. Effects vary with the specific material but 7–10 8C
is used as a rough benchmark for a temperature below
which brittle fracture (rather than ductile failure) may

become a risk.
. Stress. All failures need to be caused by stress of some

sort. Brittle fracture is more likely at higher stresses.
Simplistically, dynamic impact-induced stresses are the

worst although more statically induced membrane stresses
can also cause it, particularly during fast product filling or
unexpected wind or seismic loadings.
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These four factors can act singly or in combination (see
Fig. 11.1) so measures need to be in place to restrict them all,
to keep the chance of brittle fracture low.

11.4.2 When does API 653 section 5 worry about
brittle fracture?
API 653’s views owe more to accumulated experience and
intuition than advanced metallurgical theory – proven or
otherwise. Clause 5.2.2 sets out four scenarios where it may

Figure 11.1 The reasons for brittle fracture
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happen and then the rest of section 5 goes on to describe a
methodology to assess which you have. It is best to accept

API’s view of this, whether you think it is oversimplified or
not, because it forms the basis of their exam questions. API
653 (5.2.2) says that you should be worried about the risk of
brittle fracture if a tank is being:

. Hydrotested for the first time.

. Filled for the first time in cold weather.

. Changed to a service (product, site environment or both)
where it will see a lower temperature than previously.

. Repaired, altered, or reconstructed.

Conversely, if a tank is not in one of these four scenarios it is
reasonable to expect that the risk of brittle fracture is
minimal.

11.4.3 If there is a risk, what do you do?
Easy, do a hydrotest. If the tank passes without fracture,

then its ‘brittle fracture integrity’ is proven and the problem
has effectively gone away, even if the remainder of the
scenario conditions are still there. Now you can see the main
purpose of API 653 section 5 – to provide a methodology to

decide whether or not you need to do an ‘enforced’ hydrotest,
to prove a tank’s resistance to brittle fracture.

11.5 Is a hydrotest needed? API 653 flowchart
(Fig. 5-1)
In common with many other API documents, API 653
expresses decision-making activities in the form a flowchart
(see API 653 Fig. 5-1). You either like flowcharts or you do
not. This one is very easy – it just looks complicated on first

viewing – see Fig. 11.2 here which is a simplified version. The
full API 653 Fig. 5-1 version has 11 steps, each of which is
actually explained in the text of section 5.3.

Starting on the left of the flowchart, the objective is to
spend as little time on the flowchart as possible by taking the
first possible exemption from doing a hydrotest that you can.
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Figure 11.2 The ‘hydrotest exemption; flowchart
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Failure is indicated by being unable to escape from the
flowchart before arriving in disgrace at the right-hand end,

where the only real practical option is to do the hydrotest, to
prove that brittle fracture will not occur. The exemptions
available in the flowchart are all based on API code
experience – and support the idea that there is no advantage

to be gained from doing a hydrotest if you really do not need
to.
If you prefer things to be presented another way, then the

list below shows all the exemptions. So there is no need to do
a hydrotest if you can meet any one (not all) of the following
criteria:

. The tank was built to API 650 7th edition or later, so the

material will be sufficiently tough (non-brittle).

or

. It has already been hydrotested, and did not fail then.

or

. The shell plate is 1
2 inch thick or less.

or

. It will not see temperatures lower than 60 8F.

or

. It will not see hoop stresses greater than 7000 psi.

or

. The material is shown as exempt (by API 653 Fig. 5-2 if
the grade is unknown or API 650 Fig. 4-1 if the grade is

known). If you look at this figure in API 650 (see chapter
7) you will see how some grades of steel can keep their
tough (non-brittle) characteristics down to beyond

�30 8F, but you need to be able to confirm that the
material grade is the correct one.

or
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. The tank has already been proven safe, when full at the
lowest one day mean average temperature (LODMAT) for

the geographical area where it is located (see API 650
Fig. 4-2).

If a tank cannot meet any one of the above criteria, you need
to do a hydrotest. Figure 11.3 shows some important
technical and procedural points.

Figure 11.3 Tank hydrotesting
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11.5.1 Exam questions?
Yes. The API 653 exam regularly contain questions on both

the generic API 571 aspects of brittle fracture and the tank-
specific aspects from API 653 and 650 explained above.
Expect both open- and closed-book variants. The split may
appear a bit random, but the questions themselves are

normally fairly straightforward.
Now try these practice questions.

11.6 API 653: hydrotesting: practice questions

Q1. API 653: hydrostatic testing
What is the duration of a full hydrostatic test?

(a) 4 hours &
(b) 8 hours &
(c) 12 hours &
(d) 24 hours &

Q2. API 653: hydrostatic testing
API 653 specifies that a full hydrostatic test is required for a tank
that has undergone ‘major repairs or major alterations’. Which
of the activities below is classed as a ‘major repair or major
alteration’ on a 150 ft diameter tank?

(a) Removing and replacing the complete bottom-to-shell
weld &

(b) Installing 4 new bottom plates near the centre of the
tank &

(c) Installing a new NPS 12 nozzle below the liquid level &
(d) Installing a new NPS 14 nozzle above the liquid level &

Q3. API 653: hydrostatic testing
Which of these activities is likely to require a full hydrostatic test
on an existing (not new) tank made of unknown low carbon steel
with a shell and roof thickness of 0.7 in?

(a) Full replacement of the roof &
(b) Increase of the service temperature from 40 8F to 65 8F &
(c) Decrease of the service temperature from 65 8F to 40 8F &
(d) Repair to the roof-to-shell welds &
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Q4. API 653: hydrostatic test exemption
As a guiding principle, can experienced tank design engineers
(employed by the owner/user) override the requirement for a
hydrostatic test on an existing tank that has had major repairs
and alterations and that API 653 suggests should be tested?

(a) Yes &
(b) No, not under any circumstances &
(c) Yes, as long as the tank was built to API 650 &
(d) It is open to interpretation; the code is unclear &

Q5. API 653: hydrostatic test: limiting stress in the
repair area
Section 12.3.2.3.3 contains a formula for calculating the stress
during a hydrotest (to see if it exceeds 7 ksi).What is the
difference between this formula and the one in the ‘evaluation’
section of API 653?

(a) None &
(b) The formula in 4.3.3.1b calculates the height H in a

different way &
(c) The formula in 4.3.3.1b assumes a full plate course;

12.3.2.2.3 does not &
(d) None of the above are correct &

Q6. API 653: shell repair for hydrostatic test
exemption
If you want to claim exemption from a hydrotest after repair, the
material around the repair area (not the repair plates themselves)
must:

(a) Be impact tested, irrespective of the tank design
temperature &

(b) Meet API 650 7th edition or later &
(c) Fall within the ‘safe use’ region of Fig. 5-2 &
(d) None of the above are correct &

Q7. API 653: leak test
What is the objective of a leak test as defined in API 653 section
12.4?

(a) To test the fillet welds on nozzle reinforcing pads &
(b) To replace the hydrostatic test for badly corroded

tanks &
(c) To check for roof leaks &
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(d) To check for bottom leaks &

Q8. API 653: measuring settlement during the
hydrotest
How many settlement measurement points are required during a
hydrotest (API 653 section 12.5.1.2), compared to the ‘out-of-
service’ requirement specified in API 653 appendix B?

(a) You need more during the hydrotest &
(b) You need fewer during the hydrotest &
(c) The difference depends on the tank diameter &
(d) They are the same &

Q9. API 653: settlement points
How many inspection points are required to carry out an
internal survey for a very large tank 280 ft in diameter?

(a) 32 points &
(b) 28 points &
(c) 36 points &
(d) 45 points &

Q10. API 653: objective of the hydrostatic test
Which of these is not a major objective of a tank hydrostatic
test?

(a) Check for brittle fracture &
(b) Check for creep failure &
(c) Check for shell distortion &
(d) Check for foundation settlement &
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Chapter 12

Tank Linings: API RP 652

12.1 Introduction
This chapter is about learning to become familiar with the
layout and contents of API RP 652: Lining of Above-ground
Storage Tanks. Similar to API RP 651, API 652 is a well-

established document (recently issued in its 3rd edition:
2005). As a short code, it supplies supplementary technical
information suitable mainly for open-book examination

questions. Similar to the other short code in the syllabus, it
is more a technical guide document than a true code, but it
performs a function in supporting the content of API 653. It
contains useful technical information on the lining of tank

bottoms to minimize the effects of corrosion. API 652 is one
of those API documents that, in each revision, seems to grow
in technical detail, rather than keeping the scope constant

and just making a few paragraph amendments, as many
codes do.
Note the following five points about API 652:

Point 1. Tank bottoms can be lined on the inside or outside

(i.e. the bottom surface). This is mentioned in a couple of
places in the document but perhaps not made particularly
clear.
Point 2. API 652 covers linings that are either applied to new

tanks or retrofitted to old ones, normally to try to stop future
corrosion where significant corrosion has already been
found. It introduces both thin- and thick-film linings, but

does not go into a lot of technical detail about the chemical
and mechanical properties of the linings themselves. This is
because lining materials are incredibly varied (there are

hundreds of different proprietary ones, each specified by its
own manufacturer’s data sheet) so it would be next to
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impossible to produce any meaningful generic information
that would apply to all of them.

Point 3. Although very relevant to the API 653 body of
knowledge, API 652 contains little information on inspection
itself. It concentrates more on describing the need for tank
bottom linings, their properties and how they can fail. Within

this scope, however, lies a lot of technical information points
suitable for use as closed-book exam questions.
Point 4. In the few areas that API 652 does contain

information related to the inspection of linings (and, more
importantly, the preparation of the surface before lining), it
cross-references various related US codes. The main ones are

from:

. SSPC (The Steel Structures Painting Council)

. NACE (The National Association of Corrosion
Engineers)

While most oil/gas/petrochemical inspectors have heard of
NACE codes, the SSPC ones are less familiar outside the US.

These SSPC codes deal with metal surface cleaning, shot
blast and surface finish grades. Most European countries use
the Swedish standard SIS 055966 instead (the source of the

SA shot blast surface finish grades).
Point 5. Like API 651, API 652 discusses corrosion
mechanisms, specifically of the tank floors, so you can expect

some crossover with the coverage of API 571 damage
mechanisms. Note, however, that the corrosion discussed in
API 652 is mainly related to the internal surfaces of the tank
bottom, rather than the external galvanic corrosion described

in more detail in API 571.

Finally, API 651 is mainly text and technical descriptions,
accompanied by a few tables of a fairly general nature. It
contains no calculations relevant to exam questions but does

contain a few quantitative facts and figures that are worth
remembering. API examinations have an annoying habit of
using questions that test candidates’ short-term memory of
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facts and figures that appear in the codes. Watch out for
these as you read through this code.

12.2 Linings and their problems, problems,
problems
Inspectors soon become familiar with the application and
inspection of linings and the problems that they bring. If you
have never inspected linings, or been involved with them at

all, you can give yourself a head start by reading the
following commentary.

12.2.1 What are they?
The linings we are talking about here are mainly of the epoxy
or rubber-based types, not loose steel linings, welded

‘buttered’ linings or anything like that. They are used on
new tanks to try and stop corrosion, and on old tanks that
are badly corroded, either because they were not lined in the

first place or because the original lining has fallen off.

12.2.2 So what’s the problem?
The problem is that linings love to fall off. Overall, perhaps
almost 50% of new linings fall off and do not reach their
design life, and that includes those that were reasonably well
applied and inspected. If you consider those that were not

well chosen, applied, inspected or whatever, then most of
them fall off. All of each lining does not fall off of course,
only bits of it . . . annoyingly small bits clinging to (or

supposed to be clinging to) rough welds, bits of spatter, sharp
corners, etc. This leaves small unprotected areas of parent
material.

Small unprotected areas are good news for the corrosion,
which sees each one as an opportunity to produce a pinhole,
the rate of corrosion being greatly accelerated by the small

area. At the same time, it nibbles away at the not-very-well
bonded lining on either side of the pinhole and starts to peel
this back; the corrosion creeps underneath and the hole gets
bigger. The incredibly unsurprising end result is that the

parent metal corrodes through and everyone gets together in
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a big meeting to discuss why the lining failed. Works every
time.

All is not finished yet . . . we can reline it (they say).

Yes, you can reline tank or vessel surfaces successfully,
either by piecemeal repairs or complete relining. You can
also line vessels that were not lined originally and have

already suffered, corrosion. The problem is that more than
50% of the linings (relinings that is) fail due to either poor
preparation or for a new reason. Here it is:

. To retrospectively line a corroded item, you have to get

the surface totally clean of soluble salts and similar
contaminants. It is no good just shotblasting the surface;
it has to be chemically clean as well. This is always

difficult, as, by definition, any surface that is corroded has
probably been exposed to salts in some form.

12.2.3 The conclusion
The conclusion is simply that getting linings to perform well
on tank or vessel surfaces is difficult. Although the linings

themselves, like paints, are the results of a lot of expensive
development and testing, and are generally of high quality,
the practice of their pre-preparation and application is not
always of such a high standard. The result is that many fail

well before their design life and some components require
continual relining throughout their life to keep corrosion to a
manageable level.

12.3 So where does API 652 fit in?
If you were to put together a document to try to address the
problems described above you would have to:

. List the problems that cause linings to fail.

. Decide ways to minimize them, particularly relating to
pre-cleaning and application.

. Specify some basic guidance on lining choice and types.

. Ensure QA procedures and record systems were put in

place to check the job was done properly.
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. Recommend regular inspections.

Eventually, after consulting various people and bodies (and
listening to shiny presentations from lining technical sales

teams), you would end up with something that looks
surprisingly like API 652.

12.3.1 The contents of API 652
Figure 12.1 shows the contents list of API 652. It is a short
document of 15–16 pages providing a fairly generic
introduction to the subject of tank linings. It contains mainly

text and tables with a few figures. There are no calculations.
The chapter headings are in a logical order, starting with
explaining why bottom linings are required and then

progressing through lining selection, surface preparation,
application, inspection and repair.

Figure 12.1 The contents of API 652
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12.3.2 API 652 section 3: definitions
There are a few definitions here that are specific to US and

API codes in particular. Watch out for them in exam
questions:

. An anchor pattern (API 652 definition 3.4) is the strange
name given to a surface profile (or roughness) before the
lining is applied. It is achieved by shotblasting and looks

absolutely nothing like an anchor.
. A thick-film lining (definition 3.33) is one with a dry film

thickness (dft) of 20mils (0.020 in) or 0.51mm or greater.

These are frequently epoxy-based, have multiple coats or
are reinforced with glass-fibre-reinforced polymer (GRP)
fibres.

. A thin-film lining (definition 3.33) is one with a dft of less
than 0.020 in (0.51mm).

. A lot of chemical-based names appear in the definition list:
adduct, amine, bisphenol-A-polyester, copolymer, iso-

phthalic polyester, polyamide, phenolic and a few others.
Do not worry too much about these – their definitions say
what they are, and they generally only appear in open-

book questions (and then not very often).

12.3.3 API 652 section 4: corrosion mechanism
For historical reasons, API 652 contains descriptions of a few
of the corrosion mechanisms that can give rise to the need for
a bottom lining in the first place. These supplement the more

detailed descriptions provided in the main damage mechan-
ism code API 571. There is nothing that contradicts API 571,
just one or two additional points that are expressed in a

slightly different way. It lists:

. Chemical corrosion

. Concentration cell (crevice) corrosion under deposits or
mill scale

. Galvanic cell corrosion

. Sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB) corrosion

. Erosion/corrosion
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. Fretting (rubbing) corrosion

Of these, SRB corrosion contains the most detail (API 652
(4.5)). It is caused by bacteria colonies depositing on the

steel, resulting in concentration cell pitting or chemical attack
caused by the reduction of sulphate to sulphide. This is a
common mechanism found on petroleum tank bottoms and
the lower shell area.

12.3.4 API 652 (section 6): tank bottom lining
selection
This is a long section for API 652, containing a lot of generic
information about the suitability, advantages and disadvan-
tages of the three main types of lining: thin-film, thick-film

unreinforced and thick-film reinforced. There is information
contained in here suitable for both open- and closed-book
exam questions. Figure 12.2 shows a summary of some of the

more useful points, expressed in the form of a table.
Remember that all this is mainly with reference to linings
applied to the inside (product-side) of the tank bottom. Shells

can be lined also, but API 652 is predominately about
bottom linings, as its title suggests.
Remember that API 652 only provides generic informa-

tion. There are several hundred proprietary coating system

products available. These differ a lot in chemical content,
longevity and price. Manufacturer’s datasheets for these
products are freely available and contain excellent technical

detail.

12.3.5 Preparation and application
Surface preparation by blasting is a critical part of the lining
application procedure. Figure 12.3 shows the details. The
required level is SSPC SP-5 ‘white metal’ finish, with the

lower ‘near-white metal’ level SSPC SP-10 being acceptable
in some situations. Equally as important is cleaning to
remove surface containments, typically chemicals, common

on items that have been in use in a contaminated environ-
ment. This is done using a combination of chemical cleaning,
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Figure 12.2 Tank bottom lining selection
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steam cleaning and rinsing with demineralized water. Note
the following important points:

. Blasting should not be performed if the temperature of the
steel surface is less than 37 8F (3 8C) above dewpoint or if
the relative humidity is greater than 80%.

. The profile ‘anchor’ pattern required is typically 0.0015–
0.04 in (38–102 μm) and should be sharp and angular.

Following on from surface preparation, API 652 (8.2–8.5)
gives guidelines for the lining application process. These are

useful practical points as linings are prone to peeling off in

Figure 12.3 Surface preparation
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early service if they are not applied properly. Note the
following, which are valid points for either open- or closed-

book exam questions:

. Excess lining thickness, as well as insufficient thickness,
can cause failure of linings (8.5).

. Curing times and temperatures must be in compliance
with the lining manufacturer’s datasheets (8.5).

. Wet film thickness (wft) can be checked during application
to standard ASTM D4414.

. After drying, dry film thickness (dft) can be checked to

standard SSPC PA2.

12.3.6 Testing of existing linings (API 652 section 10)
All newly applied and existing linings require visual
examination to check for pinholes and areas of obvious
low or excessive coverage. The most common procedure is

the spark (‘holiday’) test. Figure 12.4 shows the details. A
high voltage is applied between the parent metal under the
lining and a wire brush or sponge passed over the top surface

of the dry lining. Any pinhole or discontinuity in the lining
(known mysteriously as a ‘holiday’) causes current to flow,
resulting in a visible blue spark and audible alarm.

Figure 12.4 Holiday (spark) testing of linings
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Thin-film lining tests normally use a low voltage (67.5 V)
supply and a wet sponge detection technique. Thick-film

reinforced linings can use as high as 20 kV. The lining
manufacturer’s datasheet will specify the correct voltage to
be used. Insufficient voltage will not detect fine pinholes,
whereas excessive voltage may actually break down weak

areas of lining, causing additional discontinuities that were
not there before.
Controversially, API 652 (10.5e) says that holiday testing

is typically not recommended for linings that have been in
previous service ‘since the pressure of moisture in the film can
cause damage when exposed to the voltage’. Some lining

manufacturers believe their lining specification have super-
seded this problem – but they do not write the API exam
questions.

12.4 European surface preparation standards
In Europe, most industries use grades of metal shotblasting
preparation based on the Swedish standard SIS 055900. This
specifies the ‘SA’ shot blast grades, of which the most

commonly used are:

. Grade SA-3. A pure ‘white’ finish (a near-perfect blasted
finish with no tarnish or staining).

. Grade SA-212. An ‘almost perfect’ blasted finish, but one

that allows a minor tarnish or stained appearance. This
grade SA-212 is the most common grade specified for
preparation for painting and linings. It is much easier and

cheaper to achieve than grade SA-3, which would be
uneconomic for most utility steelwork, tanks and vessels.

. Grade SA-2. A ‘thorough blast finish’ that still has
significant surface staining and contamination. This is

considered a slightly substandard surface finish that is not
suitable as a base for paints or linings.

. Grade SA-1. A ‘light blast cleaning’ that still has

significant surface staining and contamination. This is
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considered a poor quality surface finish that is not suitable
as a base for paints or linings.

API codes do not use these grades. Instead, they use those

grades specified by the US Society for Protective Coatings
(formerly the Steel Structures Painting Council), known
generically as the SSPC grades. These work to the same
principles but instead of an SA grade, they are given as an SP

grade. The conversions are broadly as follows:

SA grade (used in
Europe)

SSPC SP grade (used by API
codes and in the USA)

SA-3 White metal finish SP-5
SA-21

2
SP-10

SA-2
SA-1
No equivalent Power tool cleaning to bare metal

SP-11
No equivalent Water-jetted finish before relining

SP-12
No equivalent Solvent-cleaned finish

SP-1

Section 7 of API 652 specifies the surface grades required
for preparation prior to lining. Note how they compare to
the grades, and their European comparisons shown above.

These comparisons are shown for understanding only; API
exams will only mention the SSPC SP grades, not the
European SA grades.

Now try these practice questions.

12.5 Tank linings: practice questions

Q1. API 652: galvanic cell corrosion
You are supervising the construction of a new storage tank with
an unlined bottom and you want to reduce the chances of
corrosion. Which one of these alternative activities would you
specify?

(a) Shot blast the mill scale from the underside of the tank
bottom &
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(b) Shot blast the mill scale from the topside of the tank
bottom &

(c) ‘Weather’ the steel plates outside to increase the
thickness of mill scale &

(d) Prepare the plate surface to NACE No. 10 SSPC-PA-6 &

Q2. API 652: SRB
You have a petroleum product tank that has known SRB
corrosion mechanisms occurring in it. Which of these actions
should you not take?

(a) Drain the tank regularly to get rid of water &
(b) Check the steam-heating coils for leaks &
(c) Increase the inspection period so as not to disturb

the iron sulphide layer &
(d) Decrease the inspection period and disturb the

internals more often &

Q3. API 652: need for bottom linings
Which of these tanks is most likely to respond best to lining of
the tank bottom?

(a) One with rubble and sand foundations &
(b) A large flexible tank with foundation washout under

the tank base &
(c) A small rigid tank on a concrete base &
(d) A floating-roof tank that is regularly completely

emptied and filled &

Q4. API 652: thin-film bottom linings
A relatively new and lightly corroded tank contains crude oil at
150 8F. It is decided to clean it out and line it to give it a long life
(25+ years). Which of these linings would you choose?

(a) Thick-film reinforced vinyl ester &
(b) Thick-film unreinforced vinyl ester &
(c) Thin-film reinforced epoxy/amine &
(d) Thin-film unreinforced epoxy/amine &
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Q5. API 652: thick-film linings
A tank lined with thin-film lining has suffered lining failure and
the tank floor is now quite heavily pitted, corroded and grooved.
It has been fully prepared and is now ready for relining. Which
of the following would you choose to give the best future
performance?

(a) Thick-film reinforced &
(b) Thick-film unreinforced &
(c) Thin-film reinforced &
(d) Thin-film unreinforced &

Q6. API 652: thick-film linings
Which of these is the greatest disadvantage of thick-film
reinforced linings when applied to large, old tanks with old
foundations, and probably suffering from many years of water
contamination?

(a) It cannot be applied thick enough &
(b) It is prone to cracking &
(c) It is prone to SRB &
(d) It cannot be applied thin enough to fill the pits and

hollows &

Q7. API 652: surface preparation
Which lining activity requires the best surface finish and cleaning
preparation?

(a) Lining of new tanks, because of mill scale &
(b) Lining of old tanks, because of salt contamination &
(c) Lining of old tanks, because of the rough surface

profile (pitting) &
(d) They are all the same &

Q8. API 652: lining conditions
What are the environmental requirements for lining application?

(a) 5 8C above dewpoint and relative humidity <90% &
(b) 3 8C above dewpoint and relative humidity <80% &
(c) 3 8F above dewpoint and relative humidity <80% &
(d) 3 8C above dewpoint and relative humidity <90% &
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Q9. API 652: inspection parameters
Which one of these is not the purpose of a holiday test?

(a) To check for pinholes &
(b) To check for lining adhesion &
(c) To check for discontinuities &
(d) To check for very thin areas of lining &

Q10. API 652: topcoating an existing lining
How should you prepare an existing, well-adhered lining for a
new topcoat?

(a) Prepare it to SSPC-10 &
(b) Prepare it to SSPC-5 &
(c) Grind off the top surface with power tools to

ASTM D 2583 &
(d) Just brush-blast it &
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Chapter 13

Introduction to Welding/API RP 577

13.1 Module introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to ensure you can recognize the
main welding processes that may be specified by the welding
documentation requirements of ASME IX. The API exam

will include questions in which you have to assess a Weld
Procedure Specification (WPS) and its corresponding
Procedure Qualification Record (PQR). As the codes used

for API certification are all American you need to get into the
habit of using American terminology for the welding
processes and the process parameters.
This module will also introduce you to the API RP 577

Welding Inspection and Metallurgy in your code document
package. This document has only recently been added to the
API examination syllabus. As a Recommended Practice (RP)

document, it contains technical descriptions and instruction,
rather than truly prescriptive requirements.

13.2 Welding processes
There are four main welding processes that you have to learn
about:

. Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)

. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)

. Gas metal arc welding (GMAW)

. Submerged arc welding (SAW)

The process(es) that will form the basis of the WPS and PQR
questions in the API exam will almost certainly be chosen
from these.

The sample WPS and PQR forms given in the non-
mandatory appendix B of ASME IX (the form layout is not
strictly within the API 653 examination syllabus, but we will
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discuss it later) only contain the information for qualifying
these processes.

13.2.1 Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)
This is the most commonly used technique. There is a wide

choice of electrodes, metal and fluxes, allowing application to
different welding conditions. The gas shield is evolved from
the flux, preventing oxidation of the molten metal pool (Fig.

13.1). An electric arc is then struck between a coated
electrode and the workpiece. SMAW is a manual process
as the electrode voltage and travel speed are controlled by the
welder. It has a constant current characteristic.

Figure 13.1 The shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) process
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13.2.2 Metal inert gas (GMAW)
In this process, electrode metal is fused directly into the

molten pool. The electrode is therefore consumed, being fed
from a motorized reel down the centre of the welding torch
(Fig. 13.2). GMAW is known as a semi-automatic process as
the welding electrode voltage is controlled by the machine.

Tungsten inert gas (GTAW)

This uses a similar inert gas shield to GMAW but the
tungsten electrode is not consumed. Filler metal is provided
from a separate rod fed automatically into the molten pool

(Fig. 13.3). GTAW is another manual process as the welding
electrode voltage and travel speed are controlled by the
welder.

Submerged arc welding (SAW)

In SAW, instead of using shielding gas, the arc and weld zone
are completely submerged under a blanket of granulated flux
(Fig. 13.4). A continuous wire electrode is fed into the weld.

This is a common process for welding structural carbon or
carbon–manganese steelwork. It is usually automatic with

Figure 13.2 The gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process
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the welding head being mounted on a traversing machine.
Long continuous welds are possible with this technique.

Flux-cored arc welding (FCAW)

FCAW is similar to the GMAW process, but uses a
continuous hollow electrode filled with flux, which produces
the shielding gas (Fig. 13.5). The advantage of the technique

is that it can be used for outdoor welding, as the gas shield is
less susceptible to draughts.

13.3 Welding consumables
An important area of the main welding processes is that of

weld consumables. We can break these down into the
following three main areas:

. Filler (wires, rods, flux-coated electrodes)

. Flux (granular fluxes)

. Gas (shielding, trailing or backing)

There are always questions in the API examination about
weld consumables.
Figures 13.6 to 13.11 show basic information about the

main welding processes and their consumables.

Figure 13.3 The gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process
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Figure 13.4 The submerged arc welding (SAW) process
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Figure 13.5 The flux cored arc welding (FCAW) process

Figure 13.6 Welding consumables
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Figure 13.7 SMAW consumables

Figure 13.8 SMAW consumables identification
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Figure 13.9 GTAW consumables

Figure 13.10 GMAW consumables
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Now try these two sets of familiarization questions about
the welding processes and their consumables.

13.4 Welding process familiarization questions

Q1. API 577 section 5.2
How is fusion obtained using the SMAW process?

(a) An arc is struck between a consumable flux-coated
electrode and the work &

(b) An arc is struck between a non-consumable electrode
and the work &

(c) The work is bombarded with a stream of electrons and
protons &

(d) An arc is struck between a reel-fed flux-coated electrode
and the work &

Q2. API 577 section 5.1
Which of the following is not an arc welding process?

(a) SMAW &
(b) STAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) GTAW &

Q3. API 577 section 5.3
How is fusion obtained using the GTAW process?

(a) An arc is struck between a consumable flux-coated
electrode and the work &

Figure 13.11 SAW consumables
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(b) An arc is struck between a non-consumable tungsten
electrode and the work &

(c) The work is bombarded with a stream of electrons and
protons &

(d) An arc is struck between a reel-fed flux-coated electrode
and the work &

Q4. API 577 section 5.3
How is the arc protected from contaminants in GTAW?

(a) By the use of a shielding gas &
(b) By the decomposition of a flux &
(c) The arc is covered beneath a fused or agglomerated

flux blanket &
(d) All of the above methods can be used &

Q5. API 577 section 5.4
How is fusion obtained using the GMAW process?

(a) An arc is struck between a consumable flux-coated
electrode and the work &

(b) An arc is struck between a non-consumable electrode
and the work &

(c) The work is bombarded with a stream of electrons and
protons &

(d) An arc is struck between a continuous consumable
electrode and the work &

Q6. API 577 section 5.4
Which of the following are modes of metal transfer in GMAW?

(a) Globular transfer &
(b) Short-circuiting transfer &
(c) Spray transfer &
(d) All of the above &

Q7. API 577 section 5.6
How is the arc shielded in the SAW process?

(a) By an inert shielding gas &
(b) By an active shielding gas &
(c) It is underneath a blanket of granulated flux &
(d) The welding is carried out underwater &
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Q8. API 577 section 5.6
SAW stands for:

(a) Shielded arc welding &
(b) Stud arc welding &
(c) Submerged arc welding &
(d) Standard arc welding &

Q9. API 577 sections 5.3 and 3.7
Which of the following processes can weld autogenously?

(a) SMAW &
(b) GTAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) SAW &

Q10. API 577 section 5.3.1
Which of the following is a commonly accepted advantage of the
GTAW process?

(a) It has a high deposition rate &
(b) It has the best control of the weld pool of any of the

arc processes &
(c) It is less sensitive to wind and draughts than other

processes &
(d) It is very tolerant of contaminants on the filler or base

metal &

13.5 Welding consumables familiarization
questions

Q1.
In a SMAW electrode classified as E7018 what does the 70 refer
to?

(a) A tensile strength of 70 ksi &
(b) A yield strength of 70 ksi &
(c) A toughness of 70 J at 20 8C &
(d) None of the above &

Q2.
Which of the following does not produce a layer of slag on the
weld metal?

(a) SMAW &
(b) GTAW &
(c) SAW &
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(d) FCAW &

Q3.
Which processes use a shielding gas?

(a) SMAW and SAW &
(b) GMAW and GTAW &
(c) GMAW, SAW and GTAW &
(d) GTAW and SMAW &

Q4.
What type of flux is used to weld a low hydrogen application
with SAW?

(a) Agglomerated &
(b) Fused &
(c) Rutile &
(d) Any of the above &

Q5.
What shielding gases can be used in GTAW?

(a) Argon &
(b) CO2 &
(c) Argon/CO2 mixtures &
(d) All of the above &

Q6.
Which process does not use bare wire electrodes?

(a) GTAW &
(b) SAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) SMAW &

Q7.
Which type of SMAW electrode would be used for low hydrogen
applications?

(a) Rutile &
(b) Cellulosic &
(c) Basic &
(d) Reduced hydrogen cellulosic &

Q8.
In an E7018 electrode, what does the 1 refer to?

(a) Type of flux coating &
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(b) It can be used with AC or DC &
(c) The positional capability &
(d) It is for use with DC only &

Q9.
Which of the following processes requires filler rods to be added
by hand?

(a) SMAW &
(b) GTAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) SAW &

Q10.
Which of the following processes uses filler supplied on a reel?

(a) GTAW &
(b) SAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) Both (b) and (c) &
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Chapter 14

Welding Qualifications
and ASME IX

14.1 Module introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize you with the
principles and requirements of welding qualification doc-
umentation. These are the Weld Procedure Specification

(WPS), Procedure Qualification Record (PQR) and Welder
Performance Qualification (WPQ). The secondary purpose is
to define the essential, non-essential and supplementary

essential variables used in qualifying WPSs.
ASME section IX is a part of the ASME Boiler Pressure

Vessel code that contains the rules for qualifying welding

procedures and welders. It is also used to qualify welders and
procedures for welding to ASME VIII.

14.1.1 Weld procedure documentation: which code to
follow?
API 650 and 653 require that repair organizations must use

welders and welding procedures qualified to ASME IX and
maintain records of the welding procedures and welder
performance qualifications. ASME IX article II states that
each Manufacturer and Contractor shall prepare written

Welding Procedure Specifications (WPSs) and a Procedure
Qualification Record (PQR), as defined in section QW-200.2.

14.2 Formulating the qualification requirements
The actions to be taken by the manufacturer to qualify a
WPS and welder are done in the following order (see Fig.
14.1):
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Step 1: qualify the WPS

. A preliminary WPS (this is an unsigned and unauthorized
document) is prepared specifying ranges of essential vari-
ables, supplementary variables (if required) and non-essential
variables required for the welding process to be used.

. The required numbers of test coupons are welded and the
ranges of essential variables used recorded on the PQR.

. Any required non-destructive testing and/or mechanical

testing is carried out and the results recorded in the PQR.
. If all the above are satisfactory then the WPS is qualified

using the documented information on the PQR as proof

that the WPS works.

The WPS (see Fig. 14.2) is signed and authorized by the
manufacturer for use in production.

Step 2: qualify the welder. The next step is to qualify the
welder by having him weld a test coupon to a qualified

WPS. The essential variables used, tests and results are
noted and the ranges qualified on a Welder Performance
Qualification (WPQ) (see Fig. 14.3).

Note that ASME IX does not require the use of preheat
or PWHT (post weld heat treatment) on the welder test
coupon. This is because it is the skill of the welder and his

ability to follow a procedure that is being tested. The pre-
and PWHT are not required because the mechanical
properties of the joint have already been determined

during qualification of the WPS.

Figure 14.1 Formulating the qualification requirements
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Figure 14.2a WPS format
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Figure 14.2b WPS format
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Figure 14.3a PQR format
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Figure 14.3b PQR format
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14.2.1 WPSs and PQRs: ASME IX section QW-250

We will now look at the ASME IX code rules covering WPSs
and PQRs. The code section splits the variables into three
groups:

. Essential variables

. Non-essential variables

. Supplementary variables

These are listed on the WPS for each welding process. ASME
IX section QW-250 lists the variables that must be specified
on the WPS and PQR for each process. Note how this is a

very long section of the code, consisting mainly of tables
covering the different welding processes. There are subtle
differences between the approaches to each process, but the

guiding principles as to what is an essential, non-essential
and supplementary variable are much the same.

14.2.2 ASME IX welding documentation formats
The main welding documents specified in ASME IX have
examples in non-mandatory appendix B section QW-482.
Strangely, these are not included in the API 653 exam code

document package but fortunately two of them, the WPS and
PQR, are repeated in API 577 (have a look at them in API
577 appendix C). Remember that the actual format of the

procedure sheets is not mandatory, as long as the necessary
information is included.
The other two that are in ASME IX non-mandatory

appendix B (the WPQ and Standard Weld Procedure
Specification (SWPS)) are not given in API 577 and are
therefore a bit peripheral to the API 653 exam syllabus.

14.3 Welding documentation reviews: the exam
questions
The main thrust of the API 653 ASME IX questions is based
on the requirement to review a WPS and its qualifying PQR,
so these are the documents that you must become familiar
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with. The review will be subject to the following limitations
(to make it simpler for you):

. The WPS and its supporting PQR will contain only one

welding process.
. The welding process will be SMAW or SAW and will have

only one filler metal.
. The base material P group number will be limited to P1

only.

Base materials are assigned P-numbers in ASME IX to
reduce the amount of procedure qualifications required. The
P-number is based on material characteristics like weldability

and mechanical properties. S-numbers are the same idea as P-
numbers but deal with piping materials from ASME B31.3.

14.3.1 WPS/PQR review questions in the exam
The API 653 certification exam requires candidates to review
a WPS and its supporting PQR. The format of these will be

based on the sample documents contained in annex B of
ASME IX. Remember that this annex B is not contained in
your code document package; instead, you have to look at
the formats in API 577 appendix B, where they are shown

(they are exactly the same).
The WPS/PQR documents are designed to cover the

parameters/variables requirements of the SMAW, GTAW,

GMAW and SAW welding processes. The open-book
questions on these documents in the API exam, however,
only contain one of those welding processes. This means that

there will be areas on the WPS and PQR documents that will
be left unaddressed, depending on what process is used. For
example, if GTAW welding is not specified then the details of

tungsten electrode size and type will not be required on the
WPS/PQR.
In the exam questions, you will need to understand the

variables to enable you to determine if they have been

correctly addressed in the WPS and PQR for any given
process.
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14.3.2 Code cross-references
One area of ASME IX that some people find confusing is the
numbering and cross-referencing of paragraphs that takes

place throughout the code. Figure 14.4 explains how the
ASME IX numbering system works.

14.4 ASME IX article I
Article I contains less technical ‘meat’ than some of the

following articles (particularly articles II and IV). It is more a
collection of general statements than a schedule of firm
technical requirements. What it does do, however, is cross-

reference a lot of other clauses (particularly in article IV),
which is where the more detailed technical requirements are
contained.

Figure 14.4 The ASME IX numbering system
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From the API exam viewpoint, most of the questions that
can be asked about article I are:

. More suitable to closed-book questions than open-book

ones
. Fairly general and ‘commonsense’ in nature

Don’t ignore the content of article I. Read the following
summaries through carefully but treat article I more as a
lead-in to the other articles, rather than an end in itself.

Section QW-100.1
This section tells you five things, all of which you have met

before. There should be nothing new to you here. They are:

. A Weld Procedure Specification (WPS) has to be qualified
(by a PQR) by the manufacturer or contractor to
determine that a weldment meets its required mechanical

properties.
. The WPS specifies the conditions under which welding is

performed and these are called welding ‘variables’.

. The WPS must address the essential and non-essential
variables for each welding process used in production.

. The WPS must address the supplementary essential
variables if notch toughness testing is required by other

code sections.
. A Procedure Qualification Record (PQR) will document

the welding history of the WPS test coupon and record the

results of any testing required.

Section QW-100.2
A welder qualification (i.e. the WPQ) is to determine a
welder’s ability to deposit sound weld metal or a welding

operator’s mechanical ability to operate machine welding
equipment.
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14.5 Section QW-140 types and purposes of
tests and examinations

Section QW-141: mechanical tests

Mechanical tests used in procedure or performance qualifica-
tion are as follows:

. QW-141.1: tension tests (see Fig. 14.5). Tension tests are
used to determine the strength of groove weld joints.

. QW-141.2: guided-bend tests (see Fig. 14.6). Guided-bend
tests are used to determine the degree of soundness and
ductility of groove-weld joints.

. QW-141.3: fillet-weld tests. Fillet weld tests are used to

Figure 14.5 Tension tests
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determine the size, contour and degree of soundness of
fillet welds.

. QW-141.4: notch-toughness tests. Tests are used to

determine the notch toughness of the weldment.

14.6 ASME IX article II
Article II contains hard information about the content of the
WPS and PQRs and how they fit together. In common with

article I, it cross-references other clauses (particularly in
article IV). From the API examination viewpoint there is
much more information in here that can form the basis of

open-book questions, i.e. about the reviewing of WPS and
PQR. ASME IX article II is therefore at the core of the API
examination requirements.

Figure 14.6 Guided bend tests
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Section QW-200: general
This gives lists of (fairly straightforward) requirements for

the WPS and PQR:

. QW-200.1 covers the WPS. It makes fairly general
‘principle’ points that you need to understand (but not
remember word-for-word).

. QW-200.2 covers the PQR again. It makes fairly general

‘principle’ points that you need to understand (but not
remember word-for-word).

. QW-200.3: P-numbers. P-numbers are assigned to base

metals to reduce the number of welding procedure
qualifications required. For steel and steel alloys, group
numbers are assigned additionally to P-numbers for the

purpose of procedure qualification where notch-toughness
requirements are specified.

Now try these familiarization questions, using ASME IX
articles I and II to find the answers.

14.7 ASME IX articles I and II familiarization
questions

Q1. ASME IX section QW-153: acceptance criteria –
tension tests
Which of the following is a true statement on the acceptance
criteria of tensile tests?

(a) They must never fail below the UTS of the base
material &

(b) They must fail in the base material. &
(c) They must not fail more than 5 % below the minimum

UTS of the base material &
(d) They must fail in the weld metal otherwise they are

discounted &

Q2. ASME IX section QW-200 PQR
A PQR is defined as?

(a) A record supporting a WPS &
(b) A record of the welding data used to weld a test

coupon &
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(c) A Procedure Qualification Record &
(d) A Provisional Qualification Record &

Q3. ASME IX section QW-200.2 (b)
Who certifies the accuracy of a PQR?

(a) The Authorized Inspector before it can be used &
(b) The Manufacturer or his designated subcontractor &
(c) An independent third-party organization &
(d) Only the Manufacturer or Contractor &

Q4. ASME IX section QW-200.3
What is a P-number?

(a) A number assigned to base metals &
(b) A procedure unique number &
(c) A number used to group similar filler material types &
(d) A unique number designed to group ferrous materials &

Q5. ASME IX section QW-200.3
What does the assignment of a group number to a P-number
indicate?

(a) The base material is non-ferrous &
(b) Post-weld heat treatment will be required &
(c) The base material is a steel or steel alloy &
(d) Notch toughness requirements are mandatory &

Q6. ASME IX section QW-202.2 types of test required
What types of mechanical tests are required to qualify a WPS on
full penetration groove welds with no notch toughness require-
ment?

(a) Tension tests and guided bend tests &
(b) Tensile tests and impact tests &
(c) Tensile, impact and nick break tests &
(d) Tension, side bend and macro tests &

Q7. ASME IX section QW-251.1
The ‘brief of variables’ listed in tables QW-252 to QW-265
reference the variables required for each welding process. Where
can the complete list of variables be found?

(a) In ASME B31.3 &
(b) In ASME IX article IV &
(c) In API 510 &
(d) In ASME IX article V &
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Q8. ASME IX section QW-251.2
What is the purpose of giving base materials a P-number?

(a) It makes identification easier &
(b) It reduces the number of welding procedure

qualifications required &
(c) It shows they are in pipe form &
(d) It indicates the number of positions it can be welded in &

Q9. ASME IX section QW-251.2
A welder performance test is qualified using base material with
an S-number. Which of the following statements is true?

(a) Qualification using an S-number qualifies corresponding
S-number materials only &

(b) Qualification using an S-number qualifies corresponding
F-number materials &

(c) Qualification using an S-number qualifies corresponding
P-number materials only &

(d) Qualification using an S-number qualifies both
P-number and S-number materials &

Q10. ASME IX section QW-253
Which of the following would definitely not be a variable
consideration for the SMAW process?

(a) Filler materials &
(b) Electrical characteristics &
(c) Gas &
(d) PWHT &

14.8 ASME IX article III
Remember that WPQs are specific to the welder. While the
content of this article is in the API 653 syllabus it is fair to

say that it commands less importance than articles II (WPSs
and PQRs and their relevant QW-482 and QW-483 format
forms) and article IV (welding data).

Section QW-300.1
This article lists the welding processes separately, with the

essential variables that apply to welder and welding operator
performance qualifications. The welder qualification is
limited by the essential variables listed in QW-350, and
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defined in article IV Welding data, for each welding process.
A welder or welding operator may be qualified by radiog-

raphy of a test coupon or his initial production welding, or
by bend tests taken from a test coupon.
Look at these tables below and mark them with post-it

notes:

. Table QW-353 gives SMAW essential variables for welder

qualification.
. Table QW-354 gives SAW essential variables for welder

qualification.

. Table QW-355 gives GMAW essential variables for welder
qualification.

. Table QW-356 gives GTAW essential variables for welder

qualification.

Section QW-351: variables for welders (general)
A welder needs to be requalified whenever a change is made
in one or more of the essential variables listed for each
welding process. The limits of deposited weld metal thickness

for which a welder will be qualified are dependent upon the
thickness of the weld deposited with each welding process,
exclusive of any weld reinforcement.

In production welds, welders may not deposit a thickness
greater than that for which they are qualified.

14.9 ASME IX article IV
Article IV contains core data about the welding variables
themselves. Whereas article II summarizes which variables
are essential/non-essential/supplementary for the main weld-
ing processes, the content of article IV explains what the

variables actually are. Note how variables are subdivided
into procedure and performance aspects.

Section QW-401: general
Each welding variable described in this article is applicable as
an essential, supplemental essential or non-essential variable

for procedure qualification when referenced in QW-250 for
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each specific welding process. Note that a change from one
welding process to another welding process is an essential

variable and requires requalification.

Section QW-401.1: essential variable (procedure)

This is defined as a change in a welding condition that will
affect the mechanical properties (other than notch toughness)
of the weldment (for example, change in P-number, welding

process, filler metal, electrode, preheat or post-weld heat
treatment, etc.).

Section QW-401.2: essential variable (performance)
A change in a welding condition that will affect the ability of
a welder to deposit sound weld metal (such as a change in
welding process, electrode F-number, deletion of backing,

technique, etc.).

Section QW-401.3: supplemental essential variable (proce-
dure)
A change in a welding condition that will affect the notch-
toughness properties of a weldment (e.g. change in welding

process, uphill or downhill vertical welding, heat input,
preheat or PWHT, etc.).

Section QW-401.4: non-essential variable (procedure)
A change in a welding condition that will not affect the
mechanical properties of a weldment (such as joint design,

method of back-gouging or cleaning, etc.).

Section QW-401.5

The welding data include the welding variables grouped as
follows:

. QW-402 joints

. QW-403 base metals

. QW-404 filler metal

. QW-405 position

. QW-406 preheat

. QW-407 post-weld heat treatment
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. QW-408 gas

. QW-409 electrical characteristics

. QW-410 technique

Section QW-420.1: P-numbers
P-numbers are groupings of base materials of similar
properties and usability. This grouping of materials allows
a reduction in the number of PQRs required. Ferrous P-

number metals are assigned a group number if notch
toughness is a consideration.

Section QW-420.2: S-numbers (non-mandatory)
S-numbers are similar to P-numbers but are used on
materials not included within ASME BPV code material

specifications (section II). There is no mandatory require-
ment that S-numbers have to be used, but they often are.
Note these two key points:

. For WPS a P-number qualifies the same S-number but not

vice versa.
. For WPQ a P-number qualifies the same S-number and

vice versa.

Section QW-430: F-numbers
The F-number grouping of electrodes and welding rods is

based essentially on their usability characteristics. This
grouping is made to reduce the number of welding procedure
and performance qualifications, where this can logically be

done.

Section QW-432.1

Steel and steel alloys utilize F-1 to F-6 and are the most
commonly used ones.

Section QW-492: definitions
QW-492 contains a list of definitions of the common terms
relating to welding and brazing that are used in ASME IX.

Try these ASME IX articles III and IV familiarization
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questions. You will need to refer to your code to find the
answers.

14.10 ASME IX articles III and IV familiarization
questions

Q1. ASME IX section QW-300
What does ASME IX article III contain?

(a) Welding Performance Qualification requirements &
(b) A list of welding processes with essential variables

applying to WPQ &
(c) Welder qualification renewals &
(d) All of the above &

Q2. ASME IX section QW-300.1
What methods can be used to qualify a welder?

(a) By visual and bend tests taken from a test coupon &
(b) By visual and radiography of a test coupon or his

initial production weld &
(c) By visual, macro and fracture test &
(d) Any of the above can be used depending on joint type &

Q3. ASME IX section QW-301.3
What must a manufacturer or contractor not assign to a qualified
welder to enable his work to be identified?

(a) An identifying number &
(b) An identifying letter &
(c) An identifying symbol &
(d) Any of the above can be assigned &

Q4. ASME IX section QW-302.2
If a welder is qualified by radiography, what is the minimum
length of coupon required?

(a) 12 inches (300 mm) &
(b) 6 inches (150 mm) &
(c) 3 inches (75 mm) &
(d) 10 inches (250 mm) &

Q5. ASME IX section QW-302.4
What areas of a pipe test coupon require visual inspection for a
WPQ?

(a) Inside and outside of the entire circumference &
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(b) Only outside the surface if radiography is to be used &
(c) Only the weld metal on the face and root &
(d) Visual inspection is not required for pipe coupons &

Q6. ASME IX section QW-304
For a WPQ, which of the following welding processes can not
have groove welds qualified by radiography?

(a) GMAW (short-circuiting transfer mode) &
(b) GTAW &
(c) GMAW (globular transfer mode) &
(d) They can all be qualified by radiography &

Q7. ASME IX section QW-322
How long does a welder’s performance qualification last if he has
not been involved in production welds using the qualified
welding process?

(a) 6 months &
(b) 2 years &
(c) 3 months &
(d) 6 weeks &

Q8. ASME IX section QW-402 joints
A welder qualified in a single welded groove weld with backing
must requalify if:

(a) He must now weld without backing &
(b) The backing material has a nominal change in its

composition &
(c) There is an increase in the fit-up gap beyond that

originally qualified &
(d) Any of the above occur &

Q9. ASME IX section QW-409.8
What process requires the electrode wire feed speed range to be
specified?

(a) SMAW &
(b) SAW &
(c) GMAW &
(d) This term is not used in ASME IX &
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Q10. ASME IX section QW-416
Which of the following variables would not be included in a
WPQ?

(a) Preheat &
(b) PWHT &
(c) Technique &
(d) All of them &

14.11 The ASME IX review methodology
One of the major parts of all the API in-service inspection
examinations is the topic of weld procedure documentation

review. In addition to various ‘closed-book’ questions about
welding processes and techniques, the exams always include a
group of ‘open-book’ questions centred around the activity
of checking a Weld Procedure Specification (WPS) and

Procedure Qualification Record (PQR).
Note the two governing principles of API examination

questions on this subject:

. The PQR and WPS used in exam examples will only

contain one welding process and filler material.
. You need only consider essential and non-essential

variables (you can ignore supplementary variables).

The basic review methodology is divided into five steps (see

Fig. 14.7). Note the following points to remember as you go
through the checklist steps of Fig. 14.7:

. The welding process is an essential variable and for the
API 653 exam will be limited to SMAW or SAW only.

. Non-essential variables do not have to be recorded in the

PQR (but may be at the manufacturer’s discretion) and
must be addressed in the WPS.

. Information on the PQR will be actual values used

whereas the WPS may contain a range (e.g. the base
metal actual thickness shown in a PQR may be 1

2 in, while
the base metal thickness range in the WPS may be 3

16 in–1

in).
. The process variables listed in tables QW-252 to QW-265
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Figure 14.7 The ASME IX WPS/PQR review methodology
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are referred to as the ‘brief of variables’ and must not be
used on their own. You must refer to the full variable

requirements referenced in ASME IX article IV otherwise
you will soon find yourself in trouble.

. The base material will be P1 only for the API 653 exam
(base materials are assigned P-numbers in ASME IX to

reduce the amount of procedure qualifications required).

14.12 ASME IX WPS/PQR review: worked
example
The following WPS/PQR is for an SMAW process and

contains typical information that would be included in an
exam question. Work through the example and then try the
questions at the end to see if you have understood the
method.

Figures 14.8 and 14.9 show the WPS and PQR for an
SMAW process. Typical questions are given, followed by
their answer and explanation.
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Figure 14.8a SMAW worked example (WPS)
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Figure 14.8b SMAW worked example (WPS)
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Figure 14.9a SMAW worked example (PQR)
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Figure 14.9b SMAW worked example (PQR)
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Step 1: variables table

Q1. (WPS). The base metal thickness range shown on
the WPS:
(a) Is correct &
(b) Is wrong – it should be 1

16 in–1
1
2 in &

(c) Is wrong – it should be 3
16 in–2 in

(QW-451.1) &
(d) Is wrong – it should be 3

8 in–1 in &

The welding process is SMAW; therefore the brief of
variables used will be those in table QW-253. Look at table

QW-253 and check the brief of variables for base metals
(QW-403). Note that QW-403.8 specifies that ‘change’ of
thickness T qualified as an essential variable and therefore
the base material thickness must be addressed on the PQR.

When we read QW-403.8 in section IV we see that it refers us
to QW-451 for the thickness range qualified. Thus:

. The PQR tells us under base metals (QW-403) the coupon
thickness T = 1 inch.

. QW-451.1 tells us that for a test coupon of thickness 3
4–1

1
2

inch the base material range qualified on the WPS is
3
16 inch to 2T (therefore 2T = 2 inches).

The correct answer must therefore be (c).

Q2. (WPS). The deposited weld metal thickness:
(a) Is correct &
(b) Is wrong – it should be ‘unlimited’ &
(c) Is wrong – it should be 8 in maximum &
(d) Is wrong – it should be 2 in maximum

(QW-451.1) &

Look at table QW-253 and note how QW-404.30 ‘change in
deposited weld metal thickness t’ is an essential variable (and

refers to QW-451 for the maximum thickness qualified);
therefore weld metal thickness must be addressed in the
PQR. Thus:

. PQR under QW-404 filler states weld metal thickness t =
1 inch.
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. QW-451 states if t ≥ 3
4 in then maximum qualified weld

metal thickness = 2T where T = base metal thickness.

The correct answer must therefore be (d).

Q3. (WPS): check of consumable type. The electrode

change from E7018 on the PQR to E7016 on the WPS:
(a) Is acceptable (QW-432) &
(b) Is unacceptable – it can only be an E7018 on the WPS &
(c) Is acceptable – provided the electrode is an E7016 A1 &
(d) Is unacceptable – the only alternative electrode is an

E6010 &

Note how QW-404.4 shows that a change in F-number from

table QW-432 is an essential variable. This is addressed on
the PQR, which shows the E7018 electrode as an F-4. Table
QW-432 and the WPS both show the E7016 electrode is also
an F-4.

The correct answer must therefore be (a).

Q4. (WPS): preheat check. The preheat should read:
(a) 60 8F minimum &
(b) 100 8F minimum &
(c) 250 8F minimum &
(d) 300 8F minimum &

QW-406.1 shows that a decrease of preheat > 100 8F (55 8C)
is defined as an essential variable.

The PQR shows a preheat of 200 8F, which means the
minimum shown on the WPS must be 100 8F and not ‘none’
as shown.

The correct answer must therefore be (b).

Q5. (PQR): Check tensile test results. The tension tests

results are:
(a) Acceptable &
(b) Unacceptable – not enough specimens &
(c) Unacceptable – UTS does not meet ASME IX

(QW-422) or 70 ksi &
(d) Unacceptable – specimen width is incorrect &
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Note how the tensile test part of the PQR directs you to QW-
150. On reading this section you will notice that it directs you

to the tension test acceptance criteria in QW-153. This says
that the minimum procedure qualification tensile values are
found in table QW/QB-422. Checking through the figures for
material SA-672 grade B70 shows a minimum specified

tensile value of 70 ksi (70 000 psi) but the PQR specimen T-2
shows a UTS value of 63 969 psi.

The correct answer must therefore be (c).

Q6. (PQR). The bend test results are:
(a) Acceptable &
(b) Unacceptable – defect size greater than permitted &
(c) Unacceptable – wrong type and number of specimens

(QW-450) &
(d) Unacceptable – incorrect figure number – should be

QW-463.2 &

The PQR directs you to QW-160 for bend tests. For API

exam purposes the bend tests will be transverse tests. Note
these important sections covering bend tests:

. QW-163 gives acceptance criteria for bend tests.

. QW-451 contains PQR thickness limits and test specimen

requirements.
. QW-463.2 refers to performance qualifications.

Check of acceptance criteria
From QW-163, the 1

16 inch defect is acceptable so answer (b)

is incorrect. QW-463.2 refers to performance qualifications so
answer (d) is incorrect.

Check of test specimen requirements
QW-451 contains the PQR thickness limits and test specimen

requirements. Consulting this, we can see that for this
material thickness (1 in) there is a requirement for four side
bend tests.
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Therefore the correct answer is (c).

Q7. (PQR): validation of PQRs. To be ‘code legal’ the

PQR must be:
(a) Certified (QW-201) &
(b) Notarized &
(c) Authorized &
(d) Witnessed &

The requirements for certifying of PQRs are clearly shown in
QW-201. Note how it says ‘the manufacturer or contractor

shall certify that he has qualified . . . ’

The correct answer must therefore be (a).

Q8. (WPS/PQR): check if variables shown on WPS/
PQR. Essential variable QW-403.9 has been:
(a) Correctly addressed on the WPS &
(b) Incorrectly addressed on the WPS &
(c) Not addressed on the PQR &
(d) Both (b) and (c) &

Note how QW-253 defines QW-403.9 ‘t-pass’ as an essential

variable. It must therefore be included on the PQR and WPS.
Note how in the example it has been addressed on the WPS
(under the QW-410 technique) but has not been addressed on

the PQR.

The correct answer must therefore be (d).

Q9. (PQR): variables shown on WPS/PQR. The
position of the groove weld is:
(a) Acceptable as shown &
(b) Unacceptable – it is an essential variable not addressed &
(c) Unacceptable – position shown is not for pipe

(QW-461.4) &
(d) Both (b) and (c) &

Remember that weld positions are shown in QW-461. They

are not an essential variable however, so the weld position is
not required to be addressed on the PQR. If it is (optionally)
shown on the PQR it needs to be checked to make sure it is
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correct. In this case the position shown refers to the test
position of the plate, rather than the pipe.

The correct answer must therefore be (c).

Q10. (PQR/WPS): variables. The PQR shows ‘string

beads but WPS shows ‘both’ string and weave beads. This

is:
(a) Unacceptable – does not meet code requirements &
(b) Acceptable – meets code requirements (non-essential

variable QW-200.1c) &
(c) Acceptable – if string beads are only used on the root &
(d) Acceptable – if weave beads are only used on the cap &

For SMAW, the type of weld bead used is not specified under

QW-410 as an essential variable. This means it is a non-
essential variable and is not required in the PQR (but
remember it can be included by choice). QW-200.1c permits

changes to non-essential variables of a WPS as long as it is
recorded. It is therefore acceptable to specify a string bead in
the PQR but record it as ‘string and weave’ in the WPS.

The correct answer must therefore be (b).
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Chapter 15

Cathodic Protection: API RP 651

This chapter is about learning to become familiar with the

layout and contents of API RP 651: Cathodic Protection of
Above-ground Storage Tanks. This is the main source of
information on cathodic protection of tank bottoms included

in the API 653 BOK.

15.1 Cathodic protection – what’s it all about?
Cathodic protection (CP) is about protecting the soil side of a

tank bottom from corrosion. Although modern tanks tend to
be constructed on concrete bases, many older ones were laid
directly on soil or rubble bases, so the underside of their
floors are in permanent contact with the soil. Depending on

its make-up, conductivity and suchlike, corrosion currents
pass between the soil and the floor, a galvanic cell is set up
and the floor corrodes away. This type of corrosion can be

quite aggressive and widespread, and of course is hidden
away under the floor where it cannot be seen. The first clue of
its existence is generally a leakage of the tank contents into

the surrounding soil, causing all manner of problems.
API 653 is well aware of the need to minimize underfloor

corrosion. The latest edition places limits on the timing of the
first internal inspection of a new tank (see API 653 section

6.4.2.1) and allows a longer maximum interval if CP is fitted,
particularly in conjunction with an internal lining protecting
the product side as well. The inference is that a CP system

can therefore reduce the probability of failure (POF) when
carrying out an RBI assessment of a tank. Similarly, API 653
refers to CP as an example of a release prevention system

(RPS) – a generic term used for any measure used to preserve
tank integrity, particularly of the floor (see API 653 clause
4.4.3).

API 575, being an older publication, sticks to a few well-
established references to CP. It is raised as an issue to
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consider if you are trying to decide the bottom corrosion rate
by ‘similar service’ extrapolation rather than by actual

measurement. Whether or not CP is installed will obviously
have a large effect on whether similar service assumptions are
valid or just a fanciful way of justifying fewer inspections.
Apart from that, there is a mention of tunnelling under the

bottom to assess soil-side corrosion (yes, its allowed, see API
575 (section 7.3.1)), a reminder to include CP when replacing
tank bottoms, and that is about all. From this you can see

that almost all of the relevant information on CP is delegated
over to API 651.
API 651 is a well-established but short document (now on

its 3rd edition: 2007). As a short code, it supplies
supplementary technical information suitable mainly for
open-book examination questions. Similar to the other short

document in the BOK (API 652: Lining of Tank Bottoms) it is
more of a technical guide document rather than a code as
such, but it performs a useful function in supporting the
content of API 653.

Note the following points about API 651:

. Scope. It has a narrow scope (evidenced by its title), which
is specifically about the cathodic protection (CP) of above-
ground tanks. In addition, the technical information that

it provides is at a ‘general knowledge’ level. There is little
that is new or innovative about this subject.

. Exam BOK. Not all sections of the code are actually

included in the API 653 BOK. The sections that are
covered are those that describe the more general aspects of
CP. They are:
– Sections 1 to 6

– Section 8
– Section 11

Those sections that describe the technical detail of CP
systems (API 651 sections 7, 9 and 10) are specifically

excluded from the BOK, so you can cross them out in your
code.
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. Definitions. It contains a good few specific terminology
and definitions (most of which are defined in the

‘definitions’ section 3). There is nothing particularly
difficult about the terms used, once you have read through
them. Most are general engineering knowledge or com-
monsense.

. Related codes. Similar to most of the other codes in the
API 653 exam BOK, section 2 of API 651 refers to a lot of
related codes that are not actually in the BOK. The main

ones are a long list of specific API RP documents covering
various detailed aspects of cathodic protection (RP 1632,
RP-01-69, RP-01-77 and others). Once again, do not

worry about these referenced documents; you need to
know that they exist but will not need them for the API
653 examination.

. Damage mechanisms. API 651 is based on the avoidance of
galvanic corrosion mechanisms, so can therefore expect
some crossover with the content of API 571: Damage
Mechanisms. There are a few minor differences in

terminology, but no direct contradictions as such. In
fact, API 571 contains much more technical detail about
galvanic corrosion than API 651, which is more focused

on its avoidance, rather than describing the mechanisms in
great technical detail.

On a general note, API 651 consists mainly of text and
technical descriptions, accompanied by explanatory photo-

graphs of a general nature. It contains no calculations
relevant to exam questions. In recent API 653 exams, many
of the questions about API 651 have been found in the
closed-book part of the exam, so you do need to develop a

working familiarity with the technical content of API 651 in
order to prepare for these questions. We will look at some of
the more important areas as we work through this chapter.
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15.2 The content of API 651

15.2.1 API 651 sections 1 and 2: Scope and
References
These sections contain little more than general information
on where the document sits in relation to other API

publications. Note, however, the reference to the older
(superseded) API specifications, and the list of ones covering
the more specialized aspects of cathodic protection (which

are not in the 653 BOK).

15.2.2 API 651 section 3: Definitions
This is a long section, compared to the length of API 651
itself. It also contains more important definitions than are
often found in this area of API codes, so you need to give this

section a bit of attention. Note the following definitions as
potential exam questions:

. Coke breeze, backfill, liner and membrane

. Tank pad and tank cushion

. Groundbed and shallow-anode groundbed

. Structure-to-structure and structure-to-electrolyte voltage

Note this important one:

. The difference between an anode and a cathode (and
which one corrodes)

Figure 15.1 summarizes some of the terminology used in API
651.

15.2.3 API 651 section 4: Corrosion of Above-ground
Steel Storage Tanks

This section covers how and why storage tanks corrode.

The galvanic corrosion mechanism (API 651 section 4.1.1)
Although the text does not mention it specifically, just about
all corrosion in the world involves galvanic corrosion cells of

one type or another. This section breaks the description of
the cell into four parts (a, b, c, d). Note the following points,
where they appear in the text:
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. It is the anode that corrodes, as the base metal goes into
solution.

. The cathode protects the anode (you can think of it like

that), and no corrosion takes place at the cathode.
. The objective of CP is therefore to make the tank

cathodic, so it will not corrode. It does, of course, have

to be cathodic to something, so a sacrificial anode is used
for this.

Note the point in 4.1.1d, which infers the fact that tank
bottoms may actually suffer galvanic corrosion cells on both

their external surface and internal surfaces.

API 651 sections 4.1.2–4.1.5
These sections contain quite a few little hidden points that
you can expect to appear as exam questions. Note the
following:

. Pitting corrosion has a smaller number of (larger)

corrosion cells than general corrosion. Definitions of
pitting appear regularly as exam questions. Someone,
somewhere, obviously thinks that knowing this makes you

a good tank inspector.
. Minute differences in alloying elements, contaminants and

Figure 15.1 Tank cathodic protection: API 653 terminology
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variations in the electrolyte (the soil) can result in uneven

potentials, so starting off a corrosion cell. In practice, this
means that these cells can start almost anywhere, and you
have no way of predicting where that might be.

. Areas of low oxygen concentrations become anodic (the
part that corrodes).

. Note the content of API 651 Fig. 2 (there is potential for
exam questions in there) . . . you can see the idea in

Fig. 15.2 here.

Corrosion mechanisms (API 651 section 4.2)
The important fact in section 4.2.1 is the part that stray
currents (particularly DC ones) play in contributing to

galvanic corrosion of storage tanks. Note where they come
from; earthed (API call it grounded) DC power systems are
often unrelated to the storage tank under consideration.

Section 4.2.2 contains the key technical definitions of
galvanic corrosion. It is well worth learning the various
technical points in this section; it contains at least four points

that can form closed-book exam questions. Find these points
by looking for the answers in your code (all in API 651
section 4.2.2) to these four questions:

1 Which way does current flow in a corrosion cell?

Figure 15.2 Oxygen concentration cells
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2 If a stainless steel tank is connected to a plain carbon steel
tank, which one becomes the anode and corrodes?

3 In the above example, where in the tank will the worst
corrosion actually occur, and why?

4 By inference, what two things most commonly govern the
corrosion rate above?

Internal corrosion (API 651 section 4.3)

Note the content of this section about the possibility of
corrosion occurring inside a tank bottom, not just on the
outside (underneath). The list of six factors that influence the

severity of corrosion are worth noting. The last one
(temperature) was only added in the latest edition of API
651; it was not there before. Note also the cross-reference to

API 652, which also mentions corrosion mechanisms (as does
API 571).

15.3 Determination of the need for cathodic
protection (API 651 section 5)
The first key points in this section occur in 5.1.3. This

introduces the fact that pure hydrocarbons are not particu-
larly corrosive and it is the presence of contaminants (water,
etc.) that is the trigger for the corrosion of internal tank

surfaces. For external corrosion, note the statement in 5.1.4
confirming that the tank bottom plays the role of the cathode
and in order to install cathodic protection of the tank bottom

it needs to be possible to pass a current between the tank
bottom and a sacrificial anode situated in the ground external
to the tank.

15.3.1 Tank pad and soil conditions (API 651 section
5.3)
This section contains some important points that come up
regularly as examination questions. Here are the main ones:

. The cushion material (note the terminology) under the
tank can have an important effect on how well a CP
system works.
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. Fine-grained cushion material is best as large-grained
particles can result in differential aeration, encouraging

pitting of the tank bottom.
. High soil resistivity (resistance) is best (see API 651

Table 1) as it minimizes corrosion activity. Expect exam
questions to ask you about the numbers in this table.

. The need to check the resistance of surrounding soil, to see
if there is any chance of contamination of a good, high
resistance foundation layer.

15.3.2 Different types of tank cushion (foundation)
API 651 sections 5.3.2 to 5.3.7 introduce six different types of

tank cushion as follows:

. Sand pad

. Continuous concrete pad

. Crushed limestone or clamshell pad

. Oiled-sand pad

. Continuous asphalt pad

. Native soil pad

Of these, almost all modern tanks (excluding perhaps some
constructed in remote desert areas) are made using contin-

uous concrete slab cushions. Section 5.3.3 discusses the use of
a stable, properly prepared subsoil, free-draining concrete
pad design and the fact that CP systems may not be sufficient

to control corrosion, if these are not properly complied with.
Figure 15.3 should help you understand these better.
The alternative (non-concrete) types of tank base are best

considered in terms of their disadvantages. Salient points are:

. For soil bases, pH must be checked to see if it is corrosive.

. Clean-sand bases do not eliminate the need for CP.

. Oiled sand may actually reduce the effectiveness of CP due
to the higher resistance of the oiled sand (even though the

oil may reduce corrosion in other ways).
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15.3.3 Release prevention barriers (RPBs): API 651
section 5.4.3
Secondary containment is a way of controlling the accidental
escape of the stored product, thereby reducing the chance of

contamination due to leaks and spills. The three main
methods in use are a liquid-tight tank dyke (or bund), a
double bottom tank design and an impervious (thick plastic

sheet) membrane underneath the tank foundation. The main

Figure 15.3 Types of tank pad
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content of API 651 section 5.4.3 is to emphasize that these
RPBs can prevent the use of effective CP and, in some cases,

produce conditions that actually accelerate the corrosion of
the tank bottom.

15.3.4 Methods of CP for corrosion control (API 651
section 6)
This is straightforward enough. There are only two methods:

. Galvanic (or passive) method involving non-energized
electrodes

. Active (impressed current) method

Section 6.2.1 explains the use of zinc or magnesium cast or
ribbon anodes, buried underneath and/or around the tank
and the resulting limitations (low anti-corrosion potential,

restricted to low resistance soils, more useful for small tanks,
etc.).
The more useful impressed current CP system is explained

in section 6.3. API 651 Fig. 6 shows how it works. Note how
the current direction travels from the buried anode to the
tank (cathode and negative). Note also how these CP systems
work off direct current (DC), usually provided by a rectifier

powered by an alternating current (AC) source. This is good
source material for exam questions. Note the materials
identified in section 6.3.5 that the CP anodes are frequently

made from – another good closed-book examination ques-
tion.
Remember that you do not need API 651 section 7: Design

of CP Systems as it is not in the exam BOK.

15.4 Criteria for cathodic protection (API 651
section 8)
This is a short section. It is included (perhaps) in the syllabus
because it contains some quantitative (number) values that

can be used as exam questions. For adequate protection, a
tank must be 850mV cathodic (negative) with the CP
applied. This is with respect to a reference electrode
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contacting the electrolyte (soil) around the tank. It is
important to read section 8.3: Measurement Techniques. It

is a bit complicated but do not worry too much about the
detail. The main points are:

. The important measurement is the tank-to-soil protection
potential.

. The protection potential is measured with the CP current

applied.
. Correction is needed for IR (voltage) drops in the soil.
. Notice what reference electrodes can be made of (API 651

Table 3).

Remember to cross out section 9 of API 651: Impressed
Current Systems and section 10: Interference Currents. They
are not in the API 653 exam BOK.

15.5 Operation and maintenance of CP systems
(API 651 section 11)
This section is largely commonsense; however, it contains
important exam question information. The best way to retain
this information is to read through the section and find the

answers yourself to the following questions:

1 Should a tank be full or empty when doing a bottom-to-
electrode potential check . . . and why?

2 What is breakout piping (check back in section 3:
Definitions)? What safety precautions should you speci-

fically take before separating joints if a CP system has
been in use?

3 How often are periodic CP surveys recommended to

ensure the system is still working correctly?
4 How often should the impressed current sources be

checked?

5 What does API 651 section 11.4.7 recommend for the
retention times for CP records?

Now try these self-test questions covering the content of API
651.
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15.6 API 651: cathodic protection: practice
questions

Q1. API 651: corrosion of tanks
In a galvanic corrosion cell, positive metal ions are produced
where?

(a) At the anode &
(b) At the cathode &
(c) From the electrolyte &
(d) All of the above &

Q2. API 651: types of corrosion
Large individual corrosion cells caused (for example) by
differential aeration of the tank floor cushion (base) are most
likely to cause what type of corrosion of the tank floor?

(a) Overall general wall thinning (probably serious) &
(b) Environmental cracking (SCC) &
(c) Stray current-induced corrosion &
(d) Pitting &

Q3. API 651: types of corrosion
Which of these is most likely (according to API 651) to cause
differences in potential, leading to the formation of galvanic
corrosion cells?

(a) The temperature effects of welding &
(b) Differing oxygen concentrations &
(c) A clay-rich electrolyte &
(d) An alkaline electrolyte &

Q4. API 651: stray current corrosion
Where do stray currents come from?

(a) Generators &
(b) Overhead power lines &
(c) Electric railways &
(d) All of the above &

Q5. API 651: internal corrosion
Which of these criteria is least likely to influence the severity of
internal corrosion in a storage tank containing a refined
petroleum product?

(a) Foundation material &
(b) Dissolved gases in the product &
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(c) pH of the product &
(d) Conductivity of the product &

Q6. API 651: internal corrosion
On balance, which of these corrosion mechanisms is least likely
to affect a plain carbon steel tank?

(a) Pitting &
(b) Environmental cracking &
(c) General wall-thinning corrosion &
(d) Anodic attack &

Q7. API 651: soil conditions
A foundation soil with a resistance (resistivity) of 20 000 ohms is
considered:

(a) Very corrosive &
(b) Moderately corrosive &
(c) Mildly corrosive &
(d) Fairly uncorrosive &

Q8. API 651: sand pad conditions
Which of these soil conditions is considered very corrosive?

(a) pH 6 and 2000 ppm sulphates &
(b) pH 3 and 1000 ppm sulphates &
(c) pH 7 and 500 ppm chlorides &
(d) All of the above &

Q9. API 651: CP systems
Which one of these statements is most correct? (Yes, these are
awkward questions.)

(a) The objective of any CP system is to make the tank
bottom anodic &

(b) The objective of a passive CP system is to make the
tank bottom cathodic &

(c) Anodes are more negative than the cathode and so
corrode away &

(d) Impressed current CP works better with AC than DC. &

Q10. API 651: criteria for cathodic protection
Which one of these conditions will give the best protection of a
storage tank from galvanic corrosion?

(a) The tank is at the same potential as the soil
surrounding it &
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(b) The tank is 850mV more anodic than the soil
surrounding it &

(c) The tank is 850mV more positive than the soil
surrounding it &

(d) The tank is 850mV more negative than the soil
surrounding it &
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Chapter 16

The NDE Requirements of ASME V

16.1 Introduction
This chapter is to familiarize you with the specific NDE
requirements contained in ASME V. API 650 references
ASME V as the supporting code but only articles 1, 2, 6, 7

and 23 are required for use in the API 653 examination.
These articles of ASME V provide the main detail of the

NDE techniques that are referred to in many of the API

codes. Note that it is only the body of the articles that are
included in the API examinations; the additional (mandatory
and non-mandatory) appendices that some of the articles
have are not examinable. We will now look at each of the

articles 1, 2, 6, 7 and 23 in turn.

16.2 ASME V article 1: general requirements
Article 1 does little more than set the general scene for the

other articles that follow. It covers the general requirement
for documentation procedures, equipment calibration and
records, etc., but does not go into technique-specific detail.

Note how the subsections are annotated with T-numbers (as
opposed to I-numbers used for the appendices).

Manufacturer versus repairer
One thing that you may find confusing in these articles is the
continued reference to The Manufacturer. Remember that

ASME V is really a code intended for new manufacture. We
are using it in its API 653 context, i.e. when it is used to cover
repairs. In this context, you can think of The Manufacturer
as The Repairer.

Table A-110: imperfections and types of NDE method

This table lists imperfections in materials, components and
welds and the suggested NDE methods capable of detecting
them. Note how it uses the terminology imperfection . . .
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some of the other codes would refer to these as disconti-
nuities or indications (yes, it is confusing). Note that table A-

110 is divided into three types of imperfection:

. Service-induced imperfections

. Welding imperfections

. Product form

We are mostly concerned with the service-induced imperfec-
tions and welding imperfections because our NDE techni-

ques are to be used with API 653, which deals with in-service
inspections and welding repairs.
The NDE methods in table A-110 are divided into those

that are capable of finding imperfections that are:

. Open to the surface only

. Open to the surface or slightly subsurface

. Located anywhere through the thickness examined

Note how article 1 provides very basic background informa-
tion only. The main requirements appear in the other articles,

so API examination questions on the actual content of article
1 are generally fairly rare. If they do appear they will
probably be closed book, with a very general theme.

16.3 ASME V article 2: radiographic
examination
ASME V article 2 covers some of the specifics of radio-
graphic testing techniques. Note that it does not cover
anything to do with the extent of RT on storage tanks, i.e.

how many radiographs to take or where to do them (we have
seen previously that these are covered in API 650 and 653).
Most of article 2 is actually taken up by details of image

quality indicators (IQIs) or penetrameters, and parameters
such as radiographic density, geometric unsharpness and
similar detailed matters. While this is all fairly specialized, it

is fair to say that the subject matter lends itself more to open-
book exam questions rather than closed-book ‘memory’
types of questions.
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T-210: scope
This explains that article 2 is used in conjunction with the

general requirements of article 1 for the examination of
materials including castings and welds.
Note that there are seven mandatory appendices detailing

the requirements for other product-specific, technique-

specific and application-specific procedures. Apart from
appendix V, which is a glossary of terms, do not spend
time studying these appendices. Just look at the titles and be

aware they exist. The same applies to the three non-
mandatory appendices.

T-224: radiograph identification
Radiographs have to contain unique traceable permanent
identification, along with the identity of the manufacturer

and date of radiograph. The information need not be an
image that actually appears on the radiograph itself (i.e. it
could be from an indelible marker pen) but usually is.

T-276: IQI (image quality indicator) selection

T-276.1: material
IQIs have to be selected from either the same alloy material

group or an alloy material group or grade with less radiation
absorption than the material being radiographed.
Remember that the IQI gives an indication of how

‘sensitive’ a radiograph is. The idea is that the smallest wire
visible will equate to the smallest imperfection size that will
be visible on the radiograph.

T-276.2: size of IQI to be used (see Fig. 16.1)
Table T-276 specifies IQI selection for various material

thickness ranges. It gives the designated hole size (for hole
type IQIs) and the essential wire (for wire type IQIs) when
the IQI is placed on either the source side or film side of the
weld. Note that the situation differs slightly depending on

whether the weld has reinforcement (i.e. a weld cap) or not.
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Figure 16.1 IQI selection
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T-277: use of IQIs to monitor radiographic examination

T-277.1: placement of IQIs
For the best results, IQIs are placed on the source side (i.e.

nearest the radiographic source) of the part being examined.
If inaccessibility prevents hand-placing the IQI on the source
side, it can be placed on the film side in contact with the part
being examined. If this is done, a lead letter ‘F’ must be

placed adjacent to or on the IQI to show it is on the film side.
This will show up on the film.
IQI location for welds. Hole type IQIs can be placed

adjacent to or on the weld. Wire IQIs are placed on the weld
so that the length of the wires is perpendicular to the length
of the weld. The identification number(s) and, when used, the

lead letter ‘F’ must not be in the area of interest, except where
the geometric configuration of the component makes it
impractical.

T-277.2: number of IQIs to be used
At least one IQI image must appear on each radiograph

(except in some special cases). If the radiographic density
requirements are met by using more than one IQI, one must
be placed in the lightest area and the other in the darkest area

of interest. The idea of this is that the intervening areas are
then considered as having acceptable density (a sort of
interpolation).

T-280: evaluation of radiographs (Fig. 16.2)
This section gives some quite detailed ‘quality’ requirements
designed to make sure that the radiographs are readable and

interpreted correctly.

T-282: radiographic density
These are specific requirements that are based on very well-
established requirements used throughout the NDE industry.
It gives numerical values of density (a specific measured

parameter) that have to be met for a film to be considered
acceptable.
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T-282.1: density limitations
This specifies acceptable density limits as follows:

. Single film with X-ray source: density = 1.8 to 4.0

. Single film with gamma-ray source: density = 2.0 to 4.0

. Multiple films: density = 0.3 to 4.0

A tolerance of 0.05 in density is allowed for variations

between densitometer readings.

T-283: IQI sensitivity

T-283.1: required sensitivity
In order for a radiograph to be deemed ‘sensitive enough’ to
show the defects of a required size, the following things must
be visible when viewing the film:

. For a hole type IQI: the designated hole IQI image and the

2T hole
. For a wire type IQI: the designated wire
. IQI identifying numbers and letters

Figure 16.2 Evaluation of radiographs
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T-284: excessive backscatter
Backscatter is a term given to the effect of scattering of the X

or gamma rays, leading to an unclear image.
If a light image of the lead symbol ‘B’ appears on a darker

background on the radiograph, protection from backscatter

is insufficient and the radiograph is unacceptable. A dark
image of ‘B’ on a lighter background is acceptable (Fig. 16.3).

T-285: geometric unsharpness limitations
Geometric unsharpness is a numerical value related to the
‘fuzziness’ of a radiographic image, i.e. an indistinct
‘penumbra’ area around the outside of the image. It is

represented by a parameter Ug (unsharpness due to
geometry) calculated from the specimen-to-film distance,
focal spot size, etc.

Article 2 section T-285 specifies that geometric unsharp-
ness (Ug) of a radiograph shall not exceed the following:
Material Ug

thickness, in (mm) Maximum, in (mm)

Under 2 (50.8) 0.020 (0.51)
2 through 3 (50.8–76.2) 0.030 (0.76)

Over 3 through 4 (76.2–101.6) 0.040 (1.02)
Greater than 4 (101.6) 0.070 (1.78)

Figure 16.3 Backscatter gives an unclear image
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In all cases, material thickness is defined as the thickness on
which the IQI is chosen.

16.4 ASME V article 6: penetrant testing (PT)

T-620: general
This article of ASME V explains the principle of penetrant
testing (PT). We have already covered much of this in API
577, but ASME V article 6 adds some more formal detail.

T-642: surface preparation before doing PT

Surfaces can be in the as-welded, as-rolled, as-cast or as-
forged condition and may be prepared by grinding, machin-
ing or other methods as necessary to prevent surface
irregularities masking indications. The area of interest, and

adjacent surfaces within 1 inch (25 mm), need to be prepared
and degreased so that indications open to the surface are not
obscured.

T-651: the PT techniques themselves
Article 6 recognizes three penetrant processes:

. Water washable

. Post-emulsifying (not water based but will wash off with
water)

. Solvent removable

The three processes are used in combination with the two

penetrant types (visible or fluorescent), resulting in a total of
six liquid penetrant techniques.

T-652: PT techniques for standard temperatures
For a standard PT technique, the temperature of the
penetrant and the surface of the part to be processed must

be between 50 8F (10 8C) and 125 8F (52 8C) throughout the
examination period. Local heating or cooling is permitted to
maintain this temperature range.

T-670: the PT examination technique (see Fig. 16.4)
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Figure 16.4 PT examination technique
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T-671: penetrant application
Penetrant may be applied by any suitable means, such as

dipping, brushing or spraying. If the penetrant is applied by
spraying using compressed-air type apparatus, filters have to
be placed on the upstream side near the air inlet to stop
contamination of the penetrant by oil, water, dirt or sediment

that may have collected in the lines.

T-672: penetration time
Penetration time is critical. The minimum penetration time
must be as required in table T-672 or as qualified by
demonstration for specific applications.

Note: While it is always a good idea to follow the
manufacturers’ instructions regarding use and dwell times
for their penetrant materials, table T-672 lays down minimum

dwell times for the penetrant and developer. These are the
minimum values that would form the basis of any exam
questions based on ASME V.

T-676: interpretation of PT results

T-676.1: final interpretation
Final interpretation of the PT results has to be made within

10 to 60 minutes after the developer has dried. If bleed-out
does not alter the examination results, longer periods are
permitted. If the surface to be examined is too large to

complete the examination within the prescribed or estab-
lished time, the examination should be performed in
increments.
This is simply saying: inspect within 10–60 minutes. A

longer time can be used if you expect very fine imperfections.
Very large surfaces can be split into sections.

T-676.2: characterizing indication(s)
Deciding (called characterizing in ASME-speak) the types of
discontinuities can be difficult if the penetrant diffuses

excessively into the developer. If this condition occurs,
close observation of the formation of indications during
application of the developer may assist in characterizing and
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determining the extent of the indications; i.e. the shape of
deep indications can be masked by heavy leaching out of the

penetrant, so it is advisable to start the examination of the
part as soon as the developer is applied.

T-676.4: fluorescent penetrants
With fluorescent penetrants, the process is essentially the
same as for colour contrast, but the examination is

performed using an ultraviolet light, sometimes called black
light. This is performed as follows:

(a) It is performed in a darkened area.
(b) The examiner must be in the darkened area for at least 5

minutes prior to performing the examination to enable

his or her eyes to adapt to dark viewing. He or she must
not wear photosensitive glasses or lenses.

(c) Warm up the black light for a minimum of 5 min prior to

use and measure the intensity of the ultraviolet light
emitted. Check that the filters and reflectors are clean and
undamaged.

(d) Measure the black light intensity with a black lightmeter.
A minimum of 1000 μW/cm2 on the surface of the part
being examined is required. The black light intensity must
be re-verified at least once every 8 hours, whenever the

workstation is changed or whenever the bulb is changed.

T-680: evaluation of PT indications
Indications are evaluated using the relevant code acceptance
criteria (e.g. API 650 for tanks). Remember that ASME V

does not give acceptance criteria. Be aware that false
indications may be caused by localized surface irregularities.
Broad areas of fluorescence or pigmentation can mask

defects and must be cleaned and re-examined.

Now try these familiarization questions on ASME V

articles 1, 2 and 6.
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16.5 ASME V articles 1, 2 and 6: familiarization
questions

Q1. ASME section V article 2: radiography T-223
When performing a radiograph, where is the ‘backscatter
indicator’ lead letter ‘B’ placed?

(a) On the front of the film holder &
(b) On the outside surface of the pipe &
(c) On the internal surface of the pipe &
(d) On the back of the film holder &

Q2. ASME section V article 2: radiography T-277.1 (d)
Wire IQIs must be placed so that they are:

(a) At 458 to the weld length &
(b) Parallel to the weld metal’s length &
(c) Perpendicular to the weld metal’s longitudinal axis but

not across the weld &
(d) Perpendicular to the weld metal’s longitudinal axis and

across the weld &

Q3. ASME section V article 6: penetrant testing T-620
Liquid penetrant testing can be used to detect:

(a) Subsurface laminations &
(b) Internal flaws &
(c) Surface and slightly subsurface discontinuities &
(d) Surface breaking discontinuities &

Q4. ASME section V article 1: T-150
When an examination to the requirements of section V is
required by a code such as API 650 the responsibility for
establishing NDE procedures lies with:

(a) The inspector &
(b) The examiner &
(c) The user’s quality department &
(d) The installer, fabricator or manufacturer/repairer &

Q5. ASME section V article 6: penetrant testing
mandatory appendix II
Penetrant materials must be checked for which of the following
contaminants when used on austenitic stainless steels?

(a) Chlorine and sulphur content &
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(b) Fluorine and sulphur content &
(c) Fluorine and chlorine content &
(d) Fluorine, chlorine and sulphur content &

16.6 ASME V article 7: magnetic testing (MT)
Similar to the previous article 6 covering penetrant testing,
this article 7 of ASME V explains the technical principle of

magnetic testing (MT). As with PT, we have already covered
much of this in API 577, but article 7 adds more formal
detail. Remember again that it is not component specific; it

deals with the MT techniques themselves, not the extent of
MT you have to do on a storage tank.

T-720: general
MT methods are used to detect cracks and other disconti-
nuities on or near the surfaces of ferromagnetic materials. It

involves magnetizing an area to be examined, then applying
ferromagnetic particles to the surface, where they form
patterns where the cracks and other discontinuities cause
distortions in the normal magnetic field.

Maximum sensitivity is achieved when linear discontinu-
ities are orientated perpendicular to the lines of magnetic flux.
For optimum effectiveness in detecting all types of disconti-

nuities, each area should therefore be examined at least twice,
with the lines of flux during one examination approximately
perpendicular to the lines of flux during the other; i.e. you

need two field directions to do the test properly.

T-750: the MT techniques (see Fig. 16.5)

One or more of the following five magnetization techniques
can be used:

(a) Prod technique
(b) Longitudinal magnetization technique

(c) Circular magnetization technique
(d) Yoke technique
(e) Multidirectional magnetization technique
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The API examination will be based on the prod or yoke
techniques (i.e. (a) or (d) above), so these are the only ones
we will consider. The others can be ignored for exam

purposes.

T-752: the MT prod technique

T-752.1: the magnetizing procedure

Magnetization is accomplished by pressing portable prod
type electrical contacts against the surface in the area to be
examined. To avoid arcing, a remote control switch, which

may be built into the prod handles, must be provided to
allow the current to be turned on after the prods have been
properly positioned.

T-752.3: prod spacing
Prod spacing must not exceed 8 in (203 mm). Shorter spacing
may be used to accommodate the geometric limitations of the

area being examined or to increase the sensitivity, but prod
spacings of less than 3 in (76 mm) are usually not practical
due to ‘banding’ of the magnetic particles around the prods.

The prod tips must be kept clean and dressed (to give good
contact).

Figure 16.5 MT examination technique
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T-755: the MT yoke technique
This method must only be used (either with AC or DC

electromagnetic yokes or permanent magnet yokes) to detect
discontinuities that are surface breaking on the component.

T-764.1: magnetic field strength
When doing an MT test, the applied magnetic field must have
sufficient strength to produce satisfactory indications, but it

must not be so strong that it causes the masking of relevant
indications by non-relevant accumulations of magnetic
particles. Factors that influence the required field strength
include:

. Size, shape and material permeability of the part

. The magnetization technique

. Coatings

. The method of particle application

. The type and location of discontinuities to be detected

Magnetic field strength can be verified by using one or more
of the following three methods:

. Method 1: T-764.1.1: pie-shaped magnetic particle field
indicator

. Method 2: T-764.1.2: artificial flaw shims

. Method 3: T-764.1.3 hall effect tangential-field probe

T-773: methods of MT examination (dry and wet)
Remember the different types of MT technique. The
ferromagnetic particles used as an examination medium can

be either wet or dry, and may be either fluorescent or colour
contrast:

. For dry particles the magnetizing current remains on while
the examination medium is being applied and excess of the
examination medium is removed. Remove the excess

particles with a light air stream from a bulb, syringe or
air hose (see T-776).

. For wet particles the magnetizing current will be turned on
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after applying the particles. Wet particles from aerosol
spray cans may be applied before and/or after magnetiza-

tion. Wet particles can be applied during magnetization as
long as they are not applied with sufficient velocity to
dislodge accumulated particles.

T-780: evaluation of defects found during MT
As with the other NDE techniques described in ASME V,

defects and indications are evaluated using the relevant code
acceptance criteria (e.g. API 650). Be aware that false
indications may be caused by localized surface irregularities.

Broad areas of particle accumulation can mask relevant
indications and must be cleaned and re-examined.

16.7 ASME V article 23: ultrasonic thickness
checking
In the ASME V code, this goes by the grand title of Standard

Practice for Measuring Thickness by Manual Ultrasonic
Pulse-Echo Contact Method: section SE-797.2. This makes
it sound much more complicated than it actually is.

Strangely, it contains some quite detailed technical require-
ments comprising approximately seven pages of text and
diagrams at a level that would be appropriate to a UT

qualification exam. The underlying principles, however,
remain fairly straightforward. We will look at these as
broadly as we can, with the objective of picking out the major
points that may appear as closed-book questions in the API

examinations.

The scope of article 23, section SE-797
This technique is for measuring the thickness of any material
in which ultrasonic waves will propagate at a constant
velocity and from which back reflections can be obtained

and resolved. It utilizes the contact pulse echo method
at a material temperature not to exceed 200 8F (93 8C).
Measurements are made from one side of the object, without

requiring access to the rear surface.
The idea is that you measure the velocity of sound in the
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material and the time taken for the ultrasonic pulse to reach
the back wall and return (see Fig. 16.6). Halving the result
gives the thickness of the material.

Summary of practice
Material thickness (T), when measured by the pulse-echo

ultrasonic method, is a product of the velocity of sound in the
material and one half the transit time (round trip) through
the material. The simple formula is:

T ¼ Vt=2

where

T =thickness

V =velocity
t=transit time

Thickness-checking equipment

Thickness-measurement instruments are divided into three
groups:

Figure 16.6 UT thickness checking
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Flaw detectors with CRT readouts. These display time/
amplitude information in an A-scan presentation (we saw

this method in a previous module). Thickness is measured by
reading the distance between the zero-corrected initial pulse
and first-returned echo (back reflection), or between multiple
back reflection echoes, on a calibrated base-line of a CRT.

The base-line of the CRT should be adjusted to read the
desired thickness increments.

Flaw detectors with CRT and direct thickness readout. These
are a combination pulse ultrasound flaw detection instrument
with a CRT and additional circuitry that provides digital

thickness information. The material thickness can be
electronically measured and presented on a digital readout.
The CRT provides a check on the validity of the electronic

measurement by revealing measurement variables, such as
internal discontinuities, or echo-strength variations, which
might result in inaccurate readings.

Direct thickness readout meters. Thickness readout instru-
ments are modified versions of the pulse-echo instrument.

The elapsed time between the initial pulse and the first echo
or between multiple echoes is converted into a meter or
digital readout. The instruments are designed for measure-

ment and direct numerical readout of specific ranges of
thickness and materials.

Standardization blocks

Article 23 goes into great detail about different types of
‘search units’. Much of this is too complicated to warrant too
much attention. Note the following important points.

Section 7.2.2.1: calibration (or standardization) blocks

Two ‘calibration’ blocks should be used: one approximately
the maximum thickness that the thickness meter will be
measuring and the other the minimum thickness.
Thicknesses of materials at high temperatures up to about

540 8C (1000 8F) can be measured with specially designed
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instruments with high-temperature compensation. A rule of
thumb is as follows:

. A thickness meter reads 1 % too high for every 55 8C
(100 8F) above the temperature at which it was calibrated.
This correction is an average one for many types of steel.
Other corrections would have to be determined empiri-
cally for other materials.

. An example. If a thickness meter was calibrated on a piece
of similar material at 20 8C (68 8F), and if the reading was
obtained with a surface temperature of 460 8C (860 8F),
the apparent reading should be reduced by 8 %.

Now try these familiarization questions covering ASME V
articles 7 and 23 (article 9 questions are too easy).

16.8 ASME V articles 7 and 23: familiarization
questions

Q1. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-720
Magnetic particle testing can be used to find:

(a) Surface and near-surface discontinuities in all materials &
(b) Surface and near-surface discontinuities in

ferromagnetic materials &
(c) Surface and near-surface discontinuities in all metallic

materials &
(d) Surface breaking discontinuities only &

Q2. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-720
During an MT procedure, maximum sensitivity for finding
discontinuities will be achieved if:

(a) The lines of magnetic flux are perpendicular to a linear
discontinuity &

(b) The lines of magnetic flux are perpendicular to a
volumetric discontinuity &

(c) The lines of magnetic flux are parallel to a linear
discontinuity &

(d) The lines of magnetic flux are parallel to a volumetric
discontinuity &
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Q3. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-741.1 (b)
Surfaces must be cleaned of all extraneous matter prior to
magnetic testing. How far back must adjacent surfaces to the
area of interest be cleaned?

(a) At least 2 inches &
(b) At least 1

2 inch &
(c) Cleaning is not required on adjacent surfaces &
(d) At least 1 inch &

Q4. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-741.1 (d)
According to ASME V,what is the maximum coating thickness
permitted on an area to be examined by MT?

(a) 50 μm &
(b) No coating is permitted &
(c) 40 μm &
(d) An actual value is not specified &

Q5. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-764.1
Which of the following methods can verify the adequacy of
magnetic field strength?

(a) A pie-shaped magnetic particle field indicator &
(b) Artificial flaw shims &
(c) A gaussmeter and Hall effect tangential-field probe &
(d) They can all be used &

Q6. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-762(c)
What is the lifting power required of a DC electromagnet or
permanent magnet yoke?

(a) 40 lb at the maximum pole spacing that will be used &
(b) 40 lb at the minimum pole spacing that will be used &
(c) 18.1 lb at the maximum pole spacing that will be used &
(d) 18.1 lb at the minimum pole spacing that will be used &
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Q7. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-752.2
Which types of magnetizing current can be used with the prod
technique?

(a) AC or DC &
(b) DC or rectified &
(c) DC only &
(d) They can all be used &

Q8. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-752.3
What is the maximum prod spacing permitted by ASME V?

(a) It depends on the current being used &
(b) There is no maximum specified in ASME codes &
(c) 8 inches &
(d) 6 inches &

Q9. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing T-755.1
What is the best description of the limitations of yoke
techniques?

(a) They must only be used for detecting surface breaking
discontinuities &

(b) They can also be used for detecting subsurface
discontinuities &

(c) Only AC electromagnetic yokes will detect subsurface
discontinuities &

(d) They will detect linear defects in austenitic stainless
steels &

Q10. ASME section V article 7: magnetic particle
testing, appendix 1
Which MT technique is specified in ASME article 7 mandatory
appendix 1 to be used to test coated ferritic materials?

(a) AC electromagnet &
(b) DC electromagnet &
(c) Permanent magnet &
(d) AC or DC prods &
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Q11. ASME section V article 23: ultrasonic thickness
testing, section 5.1
UT thickness checking using standard equipment is used for
temperatures up to:

(a) 93 8F &
(b) 200 8F &
(c) 150 8F &
(d) 150 8C &

Q12. ASME section V article 23: ultrasonic thickness
testing, section 8.5
Special ultrasonic thickness measurement equipment can be used
at high temperatures. If the equipment is calibrated at ambient
temperature, the apparent thickness reading displayed at an
elevated temperature should be:

(a) Reduced by 1 % per 55 8F &
(b) Increased by 1 % per 55 8F &
(c) Increased by 1 % per 100 8F &
(d) Reduced by 1 % per 100 8F &
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Chapter 17

Thirty Open-book Sample Questions

Q1. Atmospheric corrosion
As a practical rule, atmospheric corrosion:

(a) Only occurs under insulation &
(b) May be localized or general (widespread) &
(c) Is generally localized &
(d) Is generally widespread &

Q2. Repair of defective welds
Which of the following imperfections must always be repaired?

(a) Existing weld reinforcement in excess of API 650
acceptance criteria &

(b) Existing weld undercut &
(c) Arc strikes either in or adjacent to welded joints &
(d) All of the above &

Q3. Isolated pitting
How many pits of less than half the minimum required wall
thickness, each of 0.25 in diameter are allowed in an 8 in vertical
line of corrosion on a tank?

(a) 4 pits &
(b) 8 pits &
(c) 10 pits &
(d) 16 pits &

Q4. Calculation of test stress: upper courses
A shell material on an existing tank has a yield strength of
32 000 psi and UTS of 60 000 psi. What is the maximum
allowable hydrostatic test stress for the material for use in the
upper courses?

(a) 32 000 psi &
(b) 28 160 psi &
(c) 28 800 psi &
(d) 31 140 psi &
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Q5. API 653: reconstruction: underbead cracking
When welding attachments to API 650 groups IV, IVA, V or VI
materials, care must be taken to avoid:

(a) Underbead cracking &
(b) Reduced tensile strength &
(c) Distortion &
(d) All of the above &

Q6. Hot taps
Which of the following statements is true concerning hot taps?

(a) They can only be carried out on tanks that do not need
heat treatment &

(b) They cannot be carried out on tanks of unknown
toughness &

(c) They cannot be used for openings greater than 4 in
diameter &

(d) Hot taps fitted to the roof must be approved by the
design engineer &

Q7. Brittle fracture risk
What is the maximum thickness of shell plate material of a tank
designed for a temperature of 50 8F before a hydrotest is
required?

(a) 3
8 inch &

(b) 0.5 inch &
(c) 0.71 inch &
(d) 0.9 inch &

Q8. Corrosion of a vertical weld
What is the minimum remaining thickness allowed in a corroded
area located on a vertical weld in a tank built in 1980?

(a) 1
10 inch &

(b) 50% of normal thickness &
(c) 3

16 inch &
(d) 5

8 inch &

Q9. RT of shell repairs
A 12 in long repair is made to a tank shell vertical butt weld.
How much of the repair requires radiography after the repair?

(a) None of it &
(b) 6 in &
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(c) 6 in starting at one end of the repair &
(d) 12 in &

Q10. E value for shell assessment
When evaluating the retirement thickness of a 3

8 inch shell plate in
which the corrosion is 1 in away from a weld but the material is
unknown, the value used for joint efficiency (E) shall be:

(a) 0.7 &
(b) 0.75 &
(c) 0.85 &
(d) 1 &

Q11. Welder qualifications
A welder is qualified in vertical downhill welding for an SMAW
procedure. If an inspector finds this welder welding vertically
uphill, what should the inspector do?

(a) Accept the weld if it meets the visual acceptance
requirements &

(b) Reject the weld &
(c) Allow uphill welding as it is better &
(d) Accept the weld then requalify the welder for an uphill

procedure &

Q12. Repair and alterations of storage tanks
Which of these activities is defined as a major repair/major
alteration of a storage tank? In none of these activities is the
foundation of the tank disturbed

(a) Installing a new NPS 10 nozzle below the liquid level &
(b) Jacking up the tank shell for floor repairs &
(c) Installing a new bottom excluding the annular ring &
(d) Installing a new bottom penetration near the centre of

the tank &

Q13. Operation at elevated temperatures
A tank made to API 650 of unknown low carbon steel is
designed to operate at an elevated temperature of 300 8F. What
is the correct allowable stress value that should be used in the
calculations for the lower courses?

(a) 24 000 psi &
(b) 30 000 psi &
(c) 28 360 psi &
(d) 21 120 psi &
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Q14. Bottom annular plate thickness
If the stress in the first course of a tank is 26 000 psi and the
course is 1

2 in thick, what is the minimum allowable thickness for
the bottom annular plate?

(a) 0.17 in &
(b) 0.2 in &
(c) 0.27 in &
(d) 0.34 in &

Q15. API 653: repairing tank bottoms
What is the minimum size permitted for a welded-on patch plate
on a tank bottom?

(a) 6 inches &
(b) 8 inches &
(c) 10 inches &
(d) 12 inches &

Q16. MT temperature limitations
The maximum surface temperature for dry magnetic particle
testing of weldments is:

(a) Set by the manufacturer of the examination medium &
(b) 250 8F &
(c) Limited by the permeability of the magnetic particles &
(d) 600 8F &

Q17. Edge settlement repairs
For tanks that show excessive edge settlement, which plates
should be replaced, rather than repaired?

(a) Plates containing welds &
(b) Plates showing more than 2–3% plastic strain &
(c) Plates that have not been tested with MT &
(d) Plates adjoining the shell &

Q18. Subsequent inspection periods
Following an inspection, a tank has been subjected to an RBI
assessment. The maximum allowable internal inspection period
allowed is:

(a) 10 years &
(b) 20 years &
(c) 25 years &
(d) Unlimited, i.e. whatever the RBI assessment concludes &
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Q19. Chloride SCC temperatures
Chloride SCC of 300-series stainless steel occurs above a metal
temperature of about:

(a) 100 8F (38 8C) &
(b) 140 8F (60 8C) &
(c) 180 8F (82 8C) &
(d) 212 8F (100 8C) &

Q20. Minimum thickness of annular ring
The minimum allowable thickness of a tank annular ring is:

(a) 0.1 in &
(b) 0.17 in &
(c) 0.1875 in &
(d) 0.375 in &

Q21. Addition or replacement of shell penetrations
A new nozzle is to be installed in an existing shell. The nozzle is
1 in NPS and the shell is 3

8 in thick. How must the nozzle be
installed?

(a) It can be installed directly into the shell &
(b) A nozzle cannot be installed under these circumstances &
(c) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum

diameter of 2 in &
(d) With a butt-welded insert plate with a minimum

diameter of 13 in &

Q22. Acceptable future life with a known corrosion
rate
A 50-year-old riveted oil tank has the following data:

. Diameter = 115 ft and height = 50 ft

. Oil density = 875 kg/m3

. Material: unknown

. Rivet arrangement: double-row lap jointed

. Shell lower course has thinned from 1.3 in to 1.0 in since
new

When should the next UT shell thickness checks be done?

(a) Now &
(b) In approximately 4 years &
(c) In approximately 8 years &
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(d) In 15 years &

Q23. CUI prevention/mitigation
Which of these would significantly reduce the risk of the
occurrence of CUI on a 316 stainless steel tank component
system fitted with standard mineral wool lagging?

(a) Change the pipe material to a 304 stainless steel &
(b) Change to a calcium silicate lagging material &
(c) Shotblast the pipe surface and re-lag &
(d) Change to low chloride lagging material &

Q24. Shell evaluation formula
A freshwater tank has the following data:

. Diameter = 100 feet

. Height = 30 feet

. Allowable stress in lower shell course = 24.8 ksi

. Joint efficiency E = 0.8

What is the minimum allowable (corroded) thickness of the
lower shell plate course (ignore isolated pitting)?

(a) 0.28 in &
(b) 0.38 in &
(c) 0.48 in &
(d) None of the above &

Q25. Floor repairs using lap patches
A lap patch has been used to effect a permanent repair of the
floor plate of a storage tank. The repair procedure shows that the
patch crosses an existing floor seam weld and that the weld on
the lap patch running parallel to the floor seam is 2 inches from
it. What should the inspector do?

(a) Accept it &
(b) Reject it &
(c) Accept it if the material has a stress of <30 ksi &
(d) Accept it if the material has a stress of <28 ksi &
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Q26. Maximum settlement Bα at angle α to the tank
shell
An API inspector is inspecting a 100 foot diameter storage tank
and discovers an approximately circular area of settlement near
the tank shell 3.5 in ‘deep’ extending from the tank shell, about
4 feet towards the tank centre. The existing welds in the floor are
at 258 from the tank centreline. What should the inspector do?

(a) Reject it &
(b) Accept it &
(c) Accept it if the tank has a height of less than 80 feet &
(d) Accept it if the tank has a height of less than 100 feet &

Q27. Measuring settlement during a hydrotest
How many settlement measurement points are required during a
hydrotest, compared to the ‘out-of-service’ requirement specified
in API 653 appendix B?

(a) You need more during the hydrotest &
(b) You need fewer during the hydrotest &
(c) The difference depends on the tank diameter &
(d) They are the same &

Q28. API 653: settlement points
How many inspection points around the circumference are
required to carry out a survey for a very large tank 280 ft in
diameter?

(a) 32 points &
(b) 28 points &
(c) 36 points &
(d) 45 points &

Q29. API 650: methods of inspecting joints
What is the maximum difference in design thickness that API
650 allows between plates classed as the same thickness for
radiographic purposes?

(a) 1mm &
(b) 2mm &
(c) 3mm &
(d) 4mm &
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Q30. API 650: methods of inspecting joints
What is the minimum length of weld (remote from intersections)
that must be shown on a radiograph?

(a) 2 in &
(b) 3 in &
(c) 6 in &
(d) None of the above &
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Chapter 18

Answers

18.1 Familiarization question answers

Chapter 2 Practice questions Introduction to API 653
Question Answer Section

1 d 653 (1.1.3)
2 b 653 (1.1.2)
3 c 653 (1.2)
4 c 653 (1.4 and 2)
5 c 653 (3.1)
6 d 653 (3.4)
7 d 653 (Annex D)
8 b 653 (Annex D2.2)
9 c 653 (Annex D5.2)
10 d 653 (Annex D)

Chapter 3 Practice questions API 575
Question Answer Section

1 a 575 (4.2.1)
2 d 575 (4.2.2)
3 b 575 (4.2.3)
4 d 575 (4.2.3)
5 a 575 (4.2.3)
6 b 575 (4.2.3)
7 c 575 (4.2.3)
8 b 575 (4.3)
9 b 575 (4.3)
10 d 575 (4.3)

Chapter 4 Practice questions Damage mechanism
API 571
Set 1

Question Answer Section
1 b 571 (4.2.7.1)
2 c 571 (4.2.7.2)
3 c 571 (4.2.7.3)
4 a 571 (4.2.7.4)
5 c 571 (4.2.7.6)
6 b 571 (4.2.7.5)
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7 d 571 (4.2.16.1)
8 a 571 (4.2.16.3)
9 c 571 (4.2.16.5)
10 b 571 (4.2.16.6)

Set 2
1 b 571 (4.3.2.1)
2 b 571 (4.3.2)
3 a 571 (4.3.2.3)
4 b 571 (4.3.3.3)
5 d 571 (4.3.3.6)
6 b 571 (4.3.3.5)
7 c 571 (4.3.3.6)
8 d 571 (4.3.3.7)
9 a 571(4.3.3.7)
10 b 571 (4.3.3.3)
11 d 571 (4.3.9)
12 d 571 (4.3.9.5)
13 b 571 (4.3.9.6)
14 b 571 (4.3.9.3)
15 a 571 (4.3.9.3)

Set 3
1 b 571 (4.3.8.1)
2 b 571 (4.3.8.5)
3 a 571 (4.3.8.3)
4 b 571 (4.3.8.3)
5 c 571 (4.3.8.6)
6 b 571 (4.5.1.1)
7 c 571 (4.5.1.2)
8 a 571 (4.5.1.3)
9 d 571 (4.5.1.3)
10 d 571 (4.5.1.5)
11 c 571 (4.5.1.7)
12 b 571 (4.5.1.8)
13 b 571 (4.5.3.1)
14 a 571 (4.5.3.1)
15 d 571 (4.5.3.3)
16 a 571 (4.5.3.5)
17 a 571 (5.1.1.11.2)
18 c 571 (5.1.1.11.3)
19 b 571 (5.1.1.11.6)
20 b 571 (5.1.1.11.4)
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Chapter 5 Practice questions Inspection practices
and frequency

API 653
Question Answer Section

1 c 653 (6.2.2)
2 c 653 (6.3.2)
3 d 653 (6.3.3.2)
4 b 653 (6.3.3.2)
5 a 653 (6.4.1.1)
6 a 653 (6.4.2.1)
7 c 653 (6.4.2.2)
8 b 653(6.4.2.6)
9 b 653(6.9.3.1)
10 a 653 (6.10)

Chapter 6 Practice questions Evaluation API 653
Set 1

Question Answer Section
1 b 653 (4.3.2.2)

Fig. 4-2
2 c 653 (Table 4-2)
3 a 653 (4.3.3.1)
4 d 653 (4.3.3.1)

Table 4-1
5 b 653 (4.3.2.1)
6 a 653 (4.3.3.1a)

Tables 4-1, 4-2
7 b 653 (4.3.3.2)

Tables 4-1, 4-2
8 d 653 (4.3.2.1(ii))
9 b 653 (Table 4-4)
10 d 653 (4.3.3.2b)

Tables 4-1, 4-2

Bottom settlement
evaluation API 653

Set 2
1 c 653 (Annex B2.2)
2 a 653 (Annex B2.2)
3 d 653 (Fig. B-3)
4 b 653 (Annex B.3.2)
5 b 653 (Annex B.3.4.5)
6 c 653 (B.3.4.7)
7 b 653 (Fig. B-7)
8 d 653 (Annex B2.2.4)
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9 c 653 (Annex B2.2.4)
10 b 653 (Annex B2.2.3)

Chapter 8 Practice questions Tank NDE
Question Answer Section

1 b 653 (12.1.2.1)
2 b 653 (12.1.2.3)
3 a 653 (12.1.2.4)
4 a 653 (12.1.3)
5 a 653 (12.1.4.1–12.1.4.2)
6 d 653 (12.1.6.3)
7 c 653 (12.1.7.3)
8 d 653 (12.2.1)
9 a 653 (12.2.2)
10 c 653 (12.2.3.2)

Chapter 9 Practice questions Repair and alteration
Question Answer Section

1 a 653 (9.4)
2 c 653 (9.6.5)
3 a 653 (9.8.6)
4 a 653 (9.8.6)
5 a 653 (9.10.1.2)
6 d 653 (9.10.1.2.3)
7 a 653 (9.10.2.7)
8 c 653 (9.11.2)
9 a 653 (9.14.1.1)
10 c 653 (9.14.1.2)
11 b 653 (9.14.3)
12 b 653 (9.2.2.2)
13 d 653 (9.3.1.4)
14 b 653 App

Chapter 10 Practice questions Dismantling and
reconstruction

Question Answer Section
1 d 653 (10.3.2.1)
2 b 653 (10.3.3.1)
3 a 653 (10.3.4.1)
4 a 653 (10.4.2.1)
5 d 653 (10.4.2.3)
6 a 653 (10.4.2.5)
7 d 653 (10.4.2.6,

Table 10-1)
8 c 653 (10.4.4.3)
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9 a 653 (10.5.2.1)
10 a 653 (10.5.4)

Chapter 11 Practice Questions Hydrostatic testing and
brittle fracture

Question Answer Section
1 d 653 (12.3.1)
2 a 653 (12.3.1 and

definition 3.18)
3 c 653 (12.3.1 and Fig. 5-2)
4 a 653 (12.3.2)
5 d 653 (12.3.2.3.3)
6 d 653 (12.3.2.3.3)
7 a 653 (12.4)
8 d 653 (12.5)
9 b 653 (12.5.1.2)
10 b 653 (12.3)

Chapter 12 Practice questions API 652: linings
Question Answers Section

1 b 652 (4.4)
2 c 652 (4.5)
3 c 652 (5)
4 d 652 (6.2)
5 a 652 (6.3)
6 b 652 (6.3.1)
7 d 652 (7)
8 b 652 (8.3)
9 b 652 (9)
10 d 652 (10.6.3)

Chapter 13 Practice questions API 577: welding process
Question Answer Section 5

1 a 577 (5.2)
2 b 577 (5.1)
3 b 577 (5.3)
4 a 577 (5.3)
5 d 577 (5.4)
6 d 577 (5.4)
7 c 577 (5.6)
8 c 577 (5.6)
9 b 577 (5.3 + 3.7)
10 b 577 (5.3.1)
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Chapter 13 Practice questions
Question Answer

1 a
2 b
3 b API 577: welding
4 a consumables
5 a
6 d
7 c
8 c
9 b
10 d

Chapter 14 Practice questions
Question Answer

1 c
2 b
3 d
4 a ASME IX articles I
5 c and II
6 a
7 b
8 b
9 d
10 c

1 d
2 d
3 d
4 b
5 a ASME IX articles III
6 a and IV
7 a
8 a
9 c
10 d

Chapter 15 Practice questions API 651: Cathodic
protection

Question Answer Section
1 a 651 (4.1.1)
2 d 651 (4.1.2)
3 b 651 (4.1.4)
4 d 651 (4.2.1)
5 a 651 (4.3)
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6 b 651 (4.3)
7 d 651 (5.3)
8 b 651 (5.3.2.1)
9 b 651 (6.2)
10 d 651 (8)

Chapter 16 Practice questions
Question Answer

1 d
2 d ASME V articles 1, 2
3 d and 6
4 d
5 c

1 b
2 a
3 d
4 d
5 d ASME V articles 7
6 a and 23
7 b
8 c
9 a
10 a
11 b
12 d
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18.2 Answers to open-book sample questions

Q1. Ans (b)
API 571 (4.3.2)

Q2. Ans (c)
API 653 (9.6)

Q3. Ans (b)
API 653 (4.3.2.2 Fig. 4-2). Sum of dimension <2 in in 8 in
vertical 8 � 0.25 in diameter = 2 in.

Q4. Ans (c)
For the upper courses, API 653 (4.3.3.2) states you should use:

St = lesser of 0.9Y or 0.519T
St = lesser of 0.9 � 32 000 = 28 800 psi or 0.519 � 60 000

= 31140 psi
Hence Ans is 28 800 psi.

Q5. Ans (a)
Question from API 653 (10.4.2.10) and also in API 650. These
group materials have a tendency to brittleness; hence underbead
cracking are the key words in the question.

Q6. Ans (a)
API 653 (9.14)

Q7. Ans (c)
API 653 (Fig. 5-2). The thickness corresponding to 50 8F is
0.71 in.

Q8. Ans (a)
As no code or joint efficiency are given the answer is the
0.1 in minimum from API 653 (4.3.3.1).

Q9. Ans (d)
API 653 (12.1.3.2) says that butt weld repairs require RT or
UT over their full length.

Q10. Ans (d)
API 653 (4.3.3.1) says that the required distance away from

the weld is the greater of 1 in or 2 � plate thickness, i.e. 1 in
away.
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Q11. Ans (b)
ASME IX QW405.3 and QW405.4(c).

Q12. Ans (b)
API 653 (12.3.1.2) and definition 3.23.

Q13. Ans (d)
From API 653 (4.3.10.1) and 650 Fig. M-1

For unknown material assume Y = 30000 psi
S = 0.8Y for all courses
From API 650 Table M-1, yield strength reduction factor

at 300 8F = 0.88
So 30 000 � 0.8 � 0.88 = 21 120 psi.

Q14. Ans (b)
API 653 Table 4-4, so answer is 0.20 in.

Q15. Ans (a)
API 653 (9.10.1.1b)

Q16. Ans (a)
In ASME V, Article 7, Table T-721, there is an essential
variable listing if the surface temperature is outside the

temperature range recommended by the manufacturer.

Q17. Ans (b)
API 653 (B-4.2). Other answers are incorrect.

Q18. Ans (c)
From the table in API 653 (6.4.2.2) it has had RBI and hence
the maximum period allowed is 25 years. There is no mention
of a release prevention barrier in the question.

Q19. Ans (b)
API 570 gives a range of 140–400 8F in the CUI section

(5.5.6.1). Also confirmed in API 571 (4.5.3.2), which says that
SCC starts from 140 8F.
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Q20. Ans (b)
API 653 (Table 4.4) shows that the annular ring in thicker

than the 0.1 in applicable for the rest of the tank; 0.1875 in is
3
16 in and 0.375 is 3

8 in (incorrect answer).

Q21. Ans (a)
API 653 (9.8.6)

Q22. Ans (a)
Combined API 653 (4.3.3) and 653 (6.4.2) inspection period
limits.

Using the equation for ‘full course’ (in the absence of any
contradictory information).
Assuming full fill height H = 60 ft
SG = 0.875

Allowable stress for lower courses for unknown material
for a riveted tank = 21 000 psi (Table 4-1)
Joint efficiency from Table 4-3 for riveted joint = 0.6 (2

row lap joint)
Acceptable t = [2.6(H–1) DG/SE]
t = [2.6 � 49 � 115 � 0.875)/(21 000 � 0.6)]

Required t = [12 819.62/12 600] = 1.017 in
Corrosion rate = 0.3 in/50 years = 0.006 in/yr (not
required)

Amount of excess material left = 1 in – 1.017 in = nothing
left . . . so must inspect it now.

Q23. Ans (a)
API 571 (4.3.3.6)

Q24. Ans (b)
API 653 (4.3.3.1)
Using tmin = 2.6 (H–1) DG/SE=2.6 � (30 – 1) � 100

� 1/(24 800 � 0.8)
Using tmin = 7540/19 840=0.38 in.

Q25. Ans (a)
API 653 Fig. 9-5 (see note 4) allows lap patches for floor
plates where the spacing from an existing weld is 2 in min.
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Q26. Ans (b)
Using API 653 (B-3.4.4)

Maximum allowable settlement at arbitrary angle α is Bα

Bα = Be – (Be – Bew) sin α so we need the maximum
allowable values of Be and Bew

Determine maximum Bew from Fig. B-10. For diameter =

100 ft and radius of settled area of 4 feet this gives
maximum Bew = 4.25 in
Determine maximum Be from Fig. B-11. For diameter =

100 ft and radius of settled area of 4 feet this gives
maximum Be = 5.1 in
Now apply Bα = Be – (Be – Bew) sin α, where α = 258 from
the tank centerline
Bα = 5.1�(5.1�4.25) sin 258
Bα = 5.1�(0.85) 0.4226

Bα = 5.1� 0.359 = 4.74 in (answer). This is the maximum
allowable settlement at this angle so 3.5 in is within limits
(accept).

Q27. Ans (d)
API 653 (12.5)

Q28. Ans (b)
API 653 (12.5.1.2)

Number of points = D/10 to a maximum of 32 feet
For a 280 ft tank, circumference = 880 feet
D/10 gives N = 28 points and these would be spaced at
880/28 = 31.4 feet, so answer is 28 points.

Q29. Ans (c)
API 650 (6.1)

Q30. Ans (c)
API 650 (6.1.2.8)
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Index

25-year upper limit 61

adding reinforcement to
existing nozzles 167

air leak testing (F8) 147
allowable S value 87
allowable stress (S) levels
197

allowable stress for
unspecified steel 123

alteration 16
of existing shell
penetrations 167–168

anchor bolts and earth
connections 72

anchor pattern 214
Annex B: Evaluation of
bottom settlement 83

annular plate ring 105
annular ring 101
API 12A and 12C 27
API 571 33
API 579 82
API 620 29
API 650
Appendices included in
API 653 BOK 132

brittle fracture assessment
136

material allowable stresses
130–134

material toughness
requirements 134–136

API 653
body of knowledge (BOK)
36, 128–130

contents 13–14
definitions of major
repairs and major
alterations 20

qualifications 17
API inspection codes 2
API RP 2201 177
API RP 575 26
API RP 651: Cathodic
protection 35

API RP 652 48
approval 185
as-built standard 19
ASME construction codes 1
ASME IX numbering
system 245

assessing bottom bulges 114
atmospheric corrosion 43
atmospheric tanks 28
authorization 185
authorized inspection
agency 16

authorized inspector 17
averaging length 89, 90

backscatter 289
banding 191, 192
Bew, Be 113
body of knowledge (BOK)
xii, 12, 36, 108, 128–130,
270
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bottom annular plate
thickness 124

bottom bulges, assessing 114
bottom evaluation 100
bottom limits: annular ring
106

bottom plate minimum
thickness 101

bottom plate thickness
critical zone 104
minimum acceptable
103–104

bottom sediment and water
(BS&W) 34

bottom settlement 113–115,
125
API 653 Annex B 106–115

brittle fracture 40, 42
assessment 131, 136
avoiding 200–202
reasons for 201

cathodic protection (CP) 35
CP anodes 278
API RP 651 269–281

change in service 17
changing corrosion rate
64–66

checklist of tank inspection
items 34

code illustrations 6
code reference dates xiii
code requirements for tank
reconstruction 183–185

code revisions 5–6
COF (consequences of
failure) 61

confined spaces: API 2217A
68

corrosion rate 62–64
corrosion under insulation
(CUI) 44
appearance 45

corrosion
caustic 47
caustic SCC 47
chloride SCC 47
external 34
internal 34
pitting 273
sulphuric acid 47, 51

critical zone (tank bottom
limits) 104

critical zone 101
repair of pitting in 170
repairs in 169

cushion material 275

damage mechanisms 25,
33–56, 271

definitions 15
dewpoint 217
diesel oil ‘wicking’ test (F7)
145

duties and responsibilies 17

edge settlement 110–113
assessment 112

effectivity list xii, xiii
elevated temperature tanks
138

evaluation of corroded
tanks 80–127

exam content 26
exam questions 9, 128–130
examiner 27

fillet-weld tests 247
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first inspection intervals 58,
59

fixed roof inspection 76–77
floating roof inspection 77
flux-cored arc welding
(FCAW) 227

following inspection
intervals 59

foundation
evaluation 105–106
inspection 70
tolerances 191

gas metal arc welding
(GMAW) 224, 226–227

gas tungsten arc welding
(GTAW) 224, 226

geodesic dome 30
geometric unsharpness 284,
289

guided-band tests 247

historical inspection types 61
holiday test 218
hoop stress 88
and height 93

hot tapping 175–177
hydrostatic head 92–93
hydrostatic testing and
brittle fracture 197–208

hydrotest exemption
flowchart 203

hydrotest fill height 124
hydrotest
objectives of 198
requirements 159–161
when is it required? 199

image quality indicators
(IQIs) 284
selection 286
sensitivity 288
size to be used 285

impact tests required 136
imperfection 283
impressed current cathodic
protection (CP) system
278

inspection
frequency and scheduling
62–65

of auxiliary equipment 77
practices and frequency
57–79

reports and
recommendations 63

inspector recertification 23
IQIs or penetrameters 284
IQIs
selection 286
sensitivity 288
size to be used 285

joint efficiency for riveted
shells 91

lack of circularity 127
ladders, platforms, walkway
inspection 70

lap-welded patch plate 163
least-squares fit method 110
linings and their problems
211–212

linings, testing of existing
218–219

LODMAT 135
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low hydrogen welding rods
189

low pressure tanks 28

magnetic testing (MT)
295–298
prod spacing 296
prod technique 296

major alteration 159, 175
major alteration/repair 21
major repair 158
mandatory hydrotest 159
marking and identification
of radiographs 156

material strength 85–88
maximum intervals 58
mechanical fatigue 42
MRT equation 101–102

NDE
content of API 653 140,
143

procedure requirements
153

procedures and
qualifications 149

new construction versus
repair activity 6–8

new plates/replacement
plates, difference between
149

new tank construction 7
non-planar differential
settlement 109

one-foot rule 94–95
out-of-roundness 192
owner/operator 18

oxygen concentration cells
274

patch-plate bottom repairs
169, 170

peaking 191, 192
penetrant testing (PT)
290–293
fluorescent penetrants 293
interpretation of results
292

periodicity of shell UT
thickness 73

pits
allowable depth 95
widely scattered 95

pitting 95–96
pitting corrosion 273
pitting evaluation: API 653
(4.3.2.2b) 96

planar tilt 108
plumbness 192
POF (probability of failure)
61

preparation for inspection
67

principle of stress averaging
88–90

procedure qualification
record (PQR) 224, 237,
241–242, 246

pulse-echo contact method
298

pyrophoric deposits 68

radiograph identification
285

radiographic density 287
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radiographic examination
284

RBI 60
exam questions 60

recognized toughness 21
reconstructed tanks 116
as-built standard 184
current applicable
standard 184

dimensional tolerances
191

reconstruction 187–194
reconstruction organization
19

reconstruction
responsibilities 185–186

release prevention barriers
(RPBs) 59, 277

release prevention systems
(RPSs) 98, 269

repair 19–21
in the critical zone 169
of penetrations 166
of pitting in the critical
zone 170

of shell plates 163–166
of shell plate defects
165–166

tank roofs 173–174
repairs and alterations,
differentiation 158

replacement of tank bottom
172

replacement plates 163
reports and
recommendations 62, 63

riveted atmospheric storage
tanks 30

riveted tanks 116
routine visual inspection 59
RT
of access door sheets 151
of reconstructed tanks 152
of shell plate repairs 150
required on horizontal
joints 150

required on vertical joints
150

rubble foundations 108

S values from API 650 and
653

secondary containment 277
settlement 34
bottom 113–115, 125
edge 110–113
non-planar differential
109

planar tilt 108
types of 107–110
uniform 108

shell
assessment 99
evaluation 85–98
penetrations 154
settlement 126
shell plates, repair
163–166

tolerances 191
UT thickness checks
72–74

shielded metal arc welding
(SMAW) 224, 225

SI units 3–5
similar service 35
soil corrosion 44
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standardization blocks
300–301

statistical analysis 74
storage tank roofs 29
structural integrity 33
submerged arc welding
(SAW) 224, 226–227

sulphate reducing bacteria
(SRB) 48, 52

sulphuric acid corrosion 51
critical factors 53

surface preparation 217
by blasting 215

tank bottom
evaluation 98–105
failure, causes of 100
inspection 74–75
lining selection 215, 216
replacement 172
settlement 125

tank dismantling options
188

tank floor inspection 75
tank hydrotesting 205
tank inspection safety
precautions 68

tank inspection tools 69
tank linings
API RP 652 209–223
problems of 211–212

tank pad and soil conditions
275

tank reconstruction 8,
183–196
code requirements
183–185

tank repair 7
and alterations 157–182

breakdown of API 653
section 9 162

tank roof
evaluation 83–85
inspection 75–76
repair 173–174

tanks
reconstructed 116
riveted 116
welded 116

temporary and permanent
shell attachments 154

tension tests 247
terminology 3
testing of existing linings
218–219

thick-film lining 214, 222
thin-film bottom lining 221
thin-film lining 214
tombstone plate 166
toughness requirements of
materials 130

tracer gas testing (F6) 146

ultrasonic thickness
checking 298–301

underfloor corrosion 269
uniform settlement 108
USCS units 3–5

vacuum box tester 75
vacuum box testing 144
vapour pressure 28
venting: API 2000 68

weld joint efficiency 88,
90–92

weld leak testing 142–147
techniques 146
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weld procedure specification
(WPS) 224, 237, 246
format 239–240
standard (SWPS) 243

weld radiography 147
welded tanks 116
welding
documentation reviews
243

flux-cored arc (FCAW)
227

gas metal arc (GMAW)
224, 226–227

gas tungsten arc (GTAW)
224, 226

qualifications and ASME
IX 237–268

shielded metal arc
(SMAW) 224, 225

submerged arc 224,
226–227

welding consumables
227–232
GMAW consumables 231
SMAW consumables 232
SMAW consumables
identification 230
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